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Our aim in Design Book Re.-but is a modest one: to review the

books released each quarter for consumption by design profes-

sionals, specialists, and others with an interest in the design

fields.

We chose to focus on books, both because the discussion of
books is an occasion for the exploration of ideas, and because

publishing in the design fields has burgeoned to the point that a

systematic evaluation of the output is desirable, if only to

distinguish the good from the at{ul.

In our desire to be comprehensire, we have included books

on history and aesthetics between the same covers as books on

working drawings and specifications. The combination is per-

haps jarring, but the design fields by nature straddle the world

of ideas and the more pragmatic one of technology and manage-

mento and we felt that a magazine which addressed itself to

those involved or interested in these fields ought to be suitably

catholic in its coverage.

A fair amount of writing on the desiggr fields first comes to

light in journals and monogpaphs; in the future we intend to

cover these publications as well. We also intend to carry reviews

ofthe new and recent books on a single subjects, such as the one

in this issue on working drawing books.

The Design Book Reubu was conceived about fifteen

months ago, and originallly called the Architectural Book Re-

ui.eu. The change in emphasis grtw out of a conversation with

Fred Stitt, who noted that the books we wanted to review were of

wider interest than to architects alone. Of the four editors who

have been involved with DBR, three have some connection with

architecture or architectural history (oneo mercifully, was

trained in comparative literature), and this has given the rnaga-

zine a certain initial bias toward architectural subject matter

which we have tried to correct through choice of reviewers and

through an editorial board that reflects the breadth we hope to

achieve in our book coverage.

An initial issue scheduled for September, 1982, had to be

scuttled, but many of the reviews that were scheduled for that

issue are carried here. (We mention this in case our readers are

daunted by the size of this issue: future ones will not be so

formidable.)

Somehow, we have put this magazine together out of our own

resources. Ve have been vastly aided by a small army of people:

our reviewers, our editorial board, our desigrrers, our friends

and relations. Ve have also been greatly aided by our subscrib-

ers and advertisers, who have had enough initial feeling for the

magazine to throw their lot in with it, sight unseen. We hope it
meets your expectations.

John Parman
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HISTORY

A]son Clark:

RICTIARD ]\EUTRA A]\D THE SEARCH
FOR MODERN ARCHITECTURE
THOMAS S. HINES

THE ARCHITECTURE OF RICHARD
I\EUTRA: FROM I]\TERNATIOI\AL
STYLE TO CALIFORI\IA MODERN

ARTHUR I)REXLER

Full-fledged biographies of Arnerican architects are rare (the

British are much better at them), and successful biographies,

such as Rirhard lieutra and the Search for Modern Architec-

ture, are rarer. Hines has *'rittetr a thoroughh' readable, essen-

tially accurate work on a difficult subject. Furthermoren his

painstaking research has not gotten in the wav of making the

book enjoyable.

Part of the joy of the book comes frorn its generous format.

Since Henry-Russell Hitchcock's In the Nature of Materials

was published in 1942, American publishers have assumed that

the l0-inch by l0-inch forrnat was of srrfficient size, funoring the

fact that Hitchcock gpouped his illustrations at the back. W'hen

the illustrations are included n'ith the text, major u'orks in this

format approach the qualitv of picture books; Hines antl his

publishers are to be commended for deciding on the larger ll%-

inch by lll,2-inch forrnat.

There are two main difficulties in writing a major book about

Neutra. The one is perhaps paroclfal and provincial. the other

certainly international, but thev are connecte(|. The first diffi-

culty is that Neutra was a verv dislikeable manl he made

countless enernies in California and elsewhere. Tl-re secolrd is

that he did not fulfill his earlv pronrise. Bv the tirne he had a

chance to do major buildings, the world had passed hfun bv.

Hines meets both of these difficulties heacl-on. He acknowl-

edges Neutra's abrasive personalitn and even qtlotes Neutra's

youngest son, a physician, as diagnosing his father as a Inanic-

depressive. In the second instance the book's chapters are

arranged chronologicall.v, and their headings ('u Exploration,"

"Breakthroughr" "Transition," "Crisiso"'oSurvival,"
o'Eclipse") trace Neutra's rise, decline, and fall. This frankness

contributes to the book's readability and is whollv appropriate,

as Neutra was a child ofthe modern age, and even an intinrate of

the Sigmund Freuds in Vienna in llis youth.

With a historian's skill Hines puts Neutra into cotrtext, at the

same time descrilling his frantic efforts to establish hirnseH

professinnally, first in Gerrnany, and then in Arnericao where he

befriended the dying Louis Sullivan and was finally able to work
with Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1925 Neutra came to California at

the instigation of the famous R. M. Schindlero a friend from
Vienna days with whom he had corresponded for a decade. The

Neutras lived in the Schindler house from their arrival until
1930.

This is all wonderftil biographical material. Hines, based at

UCIA, was strategically placed to write the book. He tells the

Neutra side of the Schindler-Neutra relationship, showing the

Schindlers as part of a rich, "kooky,'n avant-garde circle. For

these appraisals he has relied on the recollections and corre-

spondence of Neutra's widoq Dione. Since Hines met Neutra

only once (he rnoved to California shortly before Neutra's

death), Dinne speaks for the Neutras.

Another of the great difficulties of writing Neutra's biogra-

phy has not been surmounted in this case: Neutra often did not

have a realistic assessrnent of himself or the world. Hines

manages to stay clear-headed much of the time, but he fails to

mention the influence of Schindler on Neutra's work during

Neutra's early period. According to Hines, Schindler and Neu-

tra remained friends until 1930. They lived and worked in the

same house and shared some of the same work' It would have

been remarkable if Neutra had nof been influenced bv the

imaginative Schindler. Hines goes to Holland to find a PrototvPe
for Neutra's "spider-leg" motif, but Schindler employed it ilr the

Sachs Apartments of 1926.

As soon as Hines emerges from this difficult thicket, he gives

us a fine, rnuch-needed record of Neutra's work. After he left

the Schindler house, Neutra produced a long series of buildings

entirely his owno at first making brilliant use of the new technol-

ogy, but gradually coming to terms with traditional Atnerican

building practices. These accomplishrnents were recortled in

numerous books which Neutra published over the years, but

these works are now mostlY out-of-print, and thev lack the

objectivity of most of Hines's assessrnent.

His articulated ooform-follows-function" approach worked

well for houses, as Neutra had a sensibility to site and a feel for

the third dimension which most of his California irnitators

lacked; when applied or "expanded" to rnajor projects, how-

ever, this approach produced disappointing buildings. Neutra's

choice of Robert Nexander as a partner in 1950 was unfortu-

nate for both men, although it seerned a good arrangement at

the time. Hines seems uninterested in Alexander, perhaps an

unconscious manifestation of a wish that Alexander had never

existed. Alexander was a respected oogood citizen'o architect,

modest and capable of inspiring lovalty and cooperation-

qualities which Neutra probably knew he lacked. Alexander's

writings and work before he joined Neutra (not examined by

Hines) reveal that he was about as much of a functionalist as an

5
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architect can be. His professed lack of interest in form left the
role of master desiggler to Neutra. Hines atternpts to treat
Alexander fairly, but the situation was so abnorrnal that Nex-
ander seems to be blametl for some of Neutra's mistakes. Even
in 1960, Neutra's reputation was still awesome: that year the
prestigious Masters of Modern Architecture series published a
volume on Neutra bv Esther Mc(lov. Neutra must certainlv
have had the final say in the firm's designs, and the responsibil-
ity for a series of bland public buildings must rest with him. Bv
1963 Neutra was still the tyrant of the Silverlake oflice, but
turned responsibilitr for the rebuilding of his own VDL Re-
search House, one of his rnost interesting earlv works, over to
his son, with less than happv results.

Thomas Hiles has laid the life and work of this eniggnatic
man out for our perusal. He seems overly irnpressecl sornetimes
by the amount of publicity Neutra so rnasterfully rnanaged to
obtain for his work. He seems to think, for exarnple, that the
von Sternberg house was signfficant trecause it was widelv
published, when it is clear frorn the text that both Neutra and
the owner regarded it as a stunt. Also, the lack ofplans rnakes
the book of limited use to architects. Nevertheless I recornmend
it highl.r'.

Arthur Drexleros essav" written for the Neutra show that
opened in July, 1982, at the Museum of Modern Art, is an
appropriate and slrnpathetic appreciation of Neutra,s tlraw_
ings and built houses. Drexler manages to convev a vague regret
that by the late'4,0s MOMA and the critics had embracetl Mies
van der Rohe, and by 1960 were comrnitted to Louis Kahn.
Neutra's rejection bv the American magazines after 1949 and
his ooisolatiorr" in California may have cut him off from attention
to a certain extent. However, Drexler overlooks the fact that in
1950 the first volume of Neutra's Oeuure Complbte was pub_
lished in Switzerlantl, by the sarne firm that had brought out
Corbusier's, and ernploving the same ftrrrnat. Corbusier,s influ-
ence reste<l upon the publication of this series, and Neutra,s
series could have tlone as much for hinr. This and the subse_
quent two volumes rnade his work known to a world_witle
audience. The problem was that Neutra, like Walter Gropius,
had rejected montrmentalitv, which first Mies antl then Kahn
had revived in an exciting new forrn. Thus Gropius,s work was
condemned to oblivion, and Neutra was .ocondernned,, to do a
significant gror.rp of California houses.

Drexler is apologetic that Neutra was not comtnissionecl to do
one of MONLA's o'Demonstration 

Houses,, of the late ,40s antl
earlv '50s. He justffies the choice of Marcel Breuer for one
house (it u'as addressed to an East Coast audience and theo'butterflv roof' would be more svnrpathetic to traditional

6

neighbors), and explains, with remarkable inaccuracy, the
choice of Gregor,v Ain as architect of the "Dernonstration
House" of 1951.

The single-family "Mar Yista Housing" of 1948, not Ain's
'Avenel Housing" of the same l€ar, nas the real prototvpe for
the ooDemonstration House." The 'Avenel Housing" was no,
influenced by Neutra's "Landfair Apartments" of 1937. The
two-story row 'ol-andfair" units, which did not open directlv to
gardens, were influenced bv European prototypes, while Ainos
staggered parri in "Avenel" was a further refinernent of his own
ooDunsrnuir F'lats," built in 1937" and, as in the "Avenel',
scheme, featuring direct access to outdoor private space. The
"Dunsmuir" was so rnuch influenced by the work of Schintller,
an architect whose work Ain admired far more than Neutra,s"
that it was wronglv attributed to Schindler in David Gehhard
and Robert Vinter's Cuide to Architecture in Southern Cahfor-
nia.11964'1.

California had a tradition, not only of irnaginative single-
family houses, but also of ingenious and livable low-rise multi-
familv housing. From the davs of Irving Gill's l,ewis Courts of
1910, this tradition engaged the talents of numerous architects
workingin manv different stvles. Schindler's Sachs Apartrnents
of 1926, which provided amenities firr outdoor living in a

remarkably compact parti, was but one manifestation of this
Calif<rrnia building tvpe.

Drexler is justifiably enthusiastic about the Lovell house, but
is as silent as Hines about the influence of Schindler. In this case
the omission is more unjusti{iable, as Drexler's essay is strict
architectural history. The first Lovell house scheme. which
Drexler analvzes, has obvious references to the Lovell beach
house of 1926 and to the Schindler-Neutra pergola and wading
pool for A,tine Barnsdall of 1925.In the third and final scheme"
which Neutra characterized as 'oon stilts,,, the stilts themselves
and the stucco planes stretched over glass owe much to the
beach house, whose cornplex and contradictorv character har.e
made it one of the landmarks of American residential architec-
ture.

Drexler's lack of understantling of the historv of residential
architecture in California makes his essay a less than convinc-
ing appraisal of Neutra's work. The show at the Museum of
Modern Art was a well-deserved tril)ute to an immigrant who
arrived here, as Drexler points out, not to save his neck, but
because he admired Arnerican energy and optimism.

Richard Neutra and the Search for Modern Architecture. Thonras
S. Hines, Oxford, 1982,416 pp., illus., cloth, g50.00; paper, g29.95.

The Architecture of Richard Neutra: Frorn International Style to
California Modern, Arthur Drexler, Museum of Modern Art, 1982, ll4
pp.. illus.. $10.00 pb.



. . .The Richardson we know well is Richardson One-of-the-Major-
Ancestors-of-Mod.ernism; an actual Richardson, to be sure, but a stringently
edited or.e. . .

HISl'ORY

John Beach:

H. H. RICTIARDSON:
COMPLETE
ARCHITECTURAL
Y/ORKS

JEFFREY KARL OCHSNER

A new past is being constructed. The one

we have used for the last five decades or

so is inadequate; it no longer provides

inspiration. Results of the redefinition

appear on current puhlishers' lists-
monographs devoted to obscure or Ex-

pressionist Modernists like Josef Frank

and Hugo Hering, and closer scrutinies

of well-known pioneers like H. H. Rich-

ardson and AdoH f,oos. are now avail-

able in the format of the catalogue

raissond,

It seerns unlikely that anv Richardson

building would not alreadv be quite fa-

miliar. Richardson was recognized as a

major figure in his own lifetime, and that

reputation has survived all the changes

in style and philosoph-v- since. His bodv

of work is also relatively small, due to his

early death. But the Richardson we

know well is Richardson One-of-the-

Major-Ancestors-of-Modernism; an ac-

tual Richardson" to be sure. but a strin-

gently edited one, created b-v* what David

Gebhard has called'oadroit
mishandling."

History is not precisely the past; it is a

construct of the points a given era finds

useful or necessary to its understanding

of the signfficance of the past. When

social and aesthetic attitudes change, as

they cyclically do, history revises its met-

aphors. Some creators are so rich in
ideas and implications that they survive

these periofic reassessments to become

important in successively new ways.

H. H. Richardson seems to be such a

figure. His own substance-worshiping

era valued his work for its authoritv,

power, and solidity-for being genuinelv

grand, rather than flatulently grandiose.

The Modernists admired hirn for his ge-

nius at siting, the openness of some of his

plans, the irnpressiveness of his masonrv.

and for the homage Louis Sullivan paitl

the Marshall Field Warehouse. Thev re-

fused, however, to discuss or elen recog-

nize two aspects of his work likely to

generate considerable interest in the

1980s: his skill as an ornamentalist, and

the occasional ambiguit.v of the relation-

ship between the interiors and exteriors

of his buildings.

In a period of reaction against the

nuanceless clarity of Modernism's cleano

well-lighted space, architectural orna-

ment is a subject ripe for re-examina-

tion. Richardson's personal idiom is

probably the most obvious aspect of his

ornament-delicate but strong, inge-

nious, and memorable. A su-btler but

perhaps more rewarding study is his skill

at deploying ornament as a tool of scale.

The bands of contrasting masonry and

the turrets, extrusions, and collisions of

the building form are ornament on the

scale of landscape; but the tlpical Rich-

ardsonian floraVCeltic/Romanesque re-

lief work, usually found near the en-

trance, frequently softening the severity

of a massive masonry archo reveals itself

B.:lou: CtIAMBEH Ot' COUMERCE BUILDtNC.
CINCINNATI, O}IIO.
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only as one approaches the building.
The deploynent of the two scales makes
a successful and comforting transition
from the building as a dominating object
in the landscape, to the building as a
place for human use and habitation.
Properly understood, this technique
could have considerably improved such
recent attempts to return decoration to
architecture as Philip Johnson's
A.T.&T. Building in New York-suc-
cessful in the cityscape, but unkind to
the pedestrian.

Modernist critics were able to speak
enthusiastically of Richardson's careful
adjustment of building to site and of the
openness of his plans-both Modernist
techniques. But that crucial Modernist
device, the unity ofinterior and exterior.
was missing from Richardson's work.
The exteriors of his btildings are power-
ful because he realized that buildings
have a public function; the interiors are
superb because he realized that they also
have a private function. S/here these
functions were incompatible, the build-
ings simply embrace the incompatibilit,v,
anticipating the intellectual bent of the
1980s, which celebrates ambiguity and
the fusion of opposites.

Martin Schuyler is reputed to have
said (in jest) that Richardson's buildings
were indefensible except in the military
sense. Even the Glessner house in Chi-
cago, a courtvard house, is so intro-
verted that it turns its back to its court-
yard almost as resolutely as it does to the
street. It is perhaps a satl commentary
on our own era that Schuyler's statement
can lre reinterpreted seriouslv and
positively. The visual and psvchological
impregnability of Richardson's private
environments rnakes them an attractive
alternative to the outside world in the
last third of the 20th century.

Vhat we know of Richardson cornes
from three major documentary sources:
H. H. Richordson and his Work. a
monograph by Richardson's sister-in-

o

law, Mariana Griswold van Rensselaer,

which convevs the esteem ofhis own era;
Thc Architecture of H. H. Rirhardson
and His Tirnes, by Henry-Russell Hitch-
cocko a perceptive assessment which re-
interprets Richardson in the light of
Modernist sensibility; and a more recent
book, James O'Gorman's Selected
Drautings: H. H. Richard,son and his
Offil:e. Lmong them these books convey
most of the facts and images of Richard-
son's career and a history of successive

attitudes toward his work.
They are now joined by H. H. Rbh-

ardson : C ompbte Architectural Works,
a crucial tool for Richardson's reassess-

ment. Every knov,,n building and project
is included (and there are some un-
familiar images). There is a narne, date,
and address for each entry (and, all too
frequently, a date of demolition), as well
as publication and docurnentation bilrli-
ographies. A concise write-up presents
the circumstances of each cornmission:
how the contact with Richardson came
about, its relationship to other commis-
sions, details of the construction, and,
where relevant, a brief biographical
sketch of the client. Each entry has an
accornpanying drawing or photograph,
where one was available, and most have
more tlran that. The more important
buildings are represented by several
pages of sketches, plans, and interior
and exterior photographs.

From this collection of facts a fas-
cinating portrait of Richardson emerges:
the milieu that produced him and sus-
tained him with its patronage; the social
connections of his wife's family; the im-
portance of his Harvard friends to his
subsequent work; the many clients who
came back to him-not just for a second
building, but for several. It is the biogra-
phy of a career.

The book has one obvious fault, a

production problem: the quality of re-
production in a few of the drawings is
inexcusably bad. The elevation of the

Erastus Corning houseo for instance, is
so faint as to be indecipherable. This is a

definite but minor annoyance in a book
which is otherwise so careful a balance of
information and delight.

H. H. Richardson: Complete Architectural
Vorks, Jeffrey Karl Ochsner, MIT Press,
1982,480 pp., illus., $50.00.

David Gebhard:

BARRY BYRNE/
JOHN LLOYD WRIGHT
SALLY KITT CIIAPPELL and
ANN VAN ZANTEN

John l,lovd Wright was the second son of
Frank llovd Wright, and, like his older
brother Llovd Vright, he enjoyed an on-
again-off-again relarionship with his fa-
ther over most of his life. Barrv Byrne
worked and was trained in Wright's fa-
mous Oak Park Studio from 1902 to
1909, and, as was true of manv of
Vright's apprentices, was strongly influ-
enced bv Vrfuht's visual vocabular.v, his
approach to design, and his persona.

Of the two it was Byrne who emergetl
as an important 20th centurv architect,
especially in his designs for churches:
Christ the King in Thlsa, Oklahorna
(1925), Christ the King in Cork, Ireland
0929), St. Columba in St. Paul. Min-
neapolis (1950), among others. John
Lloyd Vright's chief fame in his lifetime
came from his design of the Lincoln Logs
(1920), and his small volume abnut
Frank Lloyd Wright, My Father Who Is
On Earth (1946).

The works of these two architects.
each influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright,
were the subject of a single exhibition bv
the Chicago Historical Society in l9ti2.
This book is the accompanving cata-
logue. The sections of the exhibition and
catalogge devoted to Barry lJyrne wer.e
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organized by Sall-v Kitt Chappell; those

on John Lloyd Wright were produced bv

the late Ann Van Zanten.

In the catalogue essavs the authors

confine their interest to essential bio-

graphical information on each architect,

and an analvsis of their built and pro-
jected designs. witlr an accompanring

chronological listing. Mrat is rnissing is

anv eflort to see these two practitioners

in the context of the ever-changingAmer-

ican and European architecture of the

'teens through the'60s. Bvrne and John

Lloyd Wright's work of the '20s hacl

many of the salient qualities both of the

European Expressionist architecture of
these years and of the designs of Frank
Lloyd Wright, Llovd Wright. R. M.
Schindlea and Bruce Goff. In the '30s

Byrne and John Lloyd Wright lvere

strongfv affected bv the then popular

Strearnline Modcrne and the hfuh art
International Style Modern. In the post-

World War II vears Byrne continued his

interest in designing churclres based

upon curvilinear geometry (a popular
approach, taken by manv a Modernist of

the day), while John Uoyd Wiight took

the theme of his father's Usonian house

(McPherson House, Del Mar, California,
1947) and brought the imagery closer to

the then-current Modern.

We could all gain bv having Byrtre's

and John Lloyd Wright's w'orks more

comprehensively discussed, and illus-
trated in far greater detail. Perhaps the

exhibition and this catalogue will encour-

age the publication of well-illustrated
monogtraphs on each ofthese architects.

Barrv Bvrne/John Lloyd Wright, Architec-
ture and Design. Salll'Kitt Chappell and AIrn

Van Zanten, Chicago Historical Societv' 1982

(distributed by Universitv of Chit'ago Pressl'

72 pp., illus., $9.95 pb.

Mark Jarzombeck:

DE STIJL 1917-1931

fLdNS L. C. JAFFE et ol.

De Stijl l9l7-19:11-Visions of Utopia,
published on the occasion of an exhibi-

tion originally organized by the Walker

Art Center, in Minneapolis, under the

competent guidance of Mildred Fried-

man, is a rich and imaginatively docu-

mented volume of essays bv a wide spec-

trum ofhistorians and curators. It offers

remarkable insights into the unresolved

questions still surrounding De Stijl.
Robert Welsh opens the discussion in

an amiable and unruffled manner, rnap-

ping out the general history of De Stijl.
His essay serves as a foil for more prob-
ing inquiries, such as that of RudoH Ox-

enaaq who investigates the tortured rela-

tionship between Bart van der [,eck-a
collaborator and friend of the young

Mondrian-and van Doesburg, which

led van der Leck to desert the newlv-

forming group. Manfred Bock focuses on

Cornelis van Eesteren's contributions to

A.U.P., the General Expansion Plan of
Amsterdam-a group effort inspired by

the collaboration of van Eesteren with
van Doesburgur 1922-23.

Nancv Trov explores the continuing

conflicts between painters and architects

within the morement. as their collabora-

tions evolved. The architects resented

the essentially painterly vision of van

Doesburg as too restricting. Thev
turnedo one by one, to what seemed to

them the more pressing issues of mass

housing and urban planning,

On the whole, the book gives the im-

pression that De Stijl was at no time as

unified as van Doesburg wished it to ap-

pear. Its beginning was as elusive as its

end; many sources fed it, only to desert

it. OnIv van Doesburg and Mondrian-
each clairning to be the carrier of the

idea-were permanently committed to

its viability. But while Mondrian feared

architecture as an intrusion, van

-
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Doesburg saw it as an absolutely essen-

tial stopover on the road to turning life
into a continuing process of art.

Ger Hamsen discusses the affinity of
many De Stijl members with Commu-

nism and political activism-a topic
often slighted. Hoff, for example, left De

Stijl when an anticipated revolution
failed to materialize in I9I9. He felt
strongly about the bond between non-
figurative art and the proletarian cause,

at a time when De Stijl was emphasizing
the almost mvstical transcendance of art
over life-a position incompatible with
Marxist aesthetics.

Sergio Polano's spirited essay breaks
refreshinpfv with the traditional art his-
torical approach to De Stijl, claiming
that its efforts to employ architecture in
its cause were doomed frorn the start-
not simply on theoretical grounds, but
also because van Doesburg could never
find the right collaborator. Onlv van
Eesteren had the breadth to transform
De Stijl concepts into practice, but, as he

left the verbalizing to van Doesburg! we

know little about his ideas.

If Polano asserts that there is a death
instinct inherent in De Stiil's theories,
Kenneth Frampton proves it: disintegra-
tion had already set in, he says, with the
impact of Frank Lloyd Vright's archi-
tecture, so tantalizinglv close to De Stijl,
and therefore so impossible to overcome.
Only Mies van der Rohe (who was mar-

Snally associated with De Stijl) could
accomplish the dematerialization thev
sought.

Ironically, the final proof of the non-
viability of De Stijl's architectural theo-
ries came 40 years later, in the U.S.A.,
when Peter Eisenman and John Hejduk,
among otherso chose to take up the para-
dox their Dutch predecessors had left

Above left: RlETVEI-D/SCHROUDI.;R IIOUSE. FROM
TIIE EXHIBITION. "DE STIJL: 19l7-1931."
WAI-KER AKT CT]NTI.:R. MINN EAP0I,IS.
PIIOTO BY FRANK DI.]N OUDS'TT:N.
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At one time Behrens' . . . importo.nce rested largely on his haaing emplayed
Mi.es uan der Rohe and Waher Gropius in his ffice . . .

unresolved. In their efforts to reconcile

the conflicting energies of decentraliza-

tion and centrality, of expansion and

contraction, Frampton claims to see an
ooimplosion" of De Stijl concepts, a dis-

tant afterglow of the vitality of the origi-

nal movement, as it was reduced by its
successors to a genre.

De Stijl 1917-1931, Visions o[ Utopia, Hans

laff6, et al.. Abbeville. 1982.260 pp.. illus..
cloth, $119.95; paper, $24.95.

Mark Jarzombek:

PETER BEHREI\S,
ARCHITECT A]\D
DESIG]\ER
AIAN WINDSOR

Historians of the Modern movement

have recently turned their attention to
the Pre-Moderns, and found in their
work the anticipation of what the Mod-

ernists sought: a style suitahle to the

modern world. The problem is that the

alleged Pre-Moderns thernselves often

had quite different thoughts about their

work. This is certainly the case with Pe-

ter Behrens.

At one time Behrens's historical im-

portance rested largely on his having ern-

plo,ved Mies van der Rohe and Walter

Gropius in his office for a time; todav u'e

realize that this is probably the least

significant side of his influence. The in-
novations in industrial desigrr he made

while working for the A.E.G. (1906-1915)

were considered at one time-notably bv

Nikolaus Pevsner-to be fundamental

advances. Stanford Anderson has re-

cently shown them to be of a more con-

ventional nature, and closelv inter-
twined with the ideas of his conternpo-

raries, To studv Behrens today is to
study him not as a pre-functionalist but
as a man at the center of the artistic

debates of his dav.

Unfortunately, much of the research

on him remains unpublished or untrans-
lated. Alan Windsor's Peter Behrens, Ar-
chitect and Desippe6 though it avoids

theoretical entan€lements, still fills a gap

in our libraries.
In an easy and uncluttered stvle,

Windsor organizes his research around

the main events in Behrens's life. He

discusses Behrends earlv painting ambi-

tions, his association with the Arts and

Crafts Movement, and his emergence

during the 'teens as one of ()ermanv's

most important architects. He ticks off
the impressive range of buildings to Beh-

rens's credit: exhibition halls, factories,

workers' housing, residences, and office

buildings. The A.E.G. Tirrbine Factorv

in Berlin (1909), best known of Behrensns

buildings, a structure which survived the

war and is still in usen receives special

emphasis.

Windsor's biographicaI approach
leads him into aspects of Behrends life
that are frequentlv ignored, in particu-
lar his involvement with the Hitler re-

gime and with the architectural program

of Albert Speer. But, though he blends

the narrative happilv with the informa-
tire, Windsor fails to produce any new or
penetrating insfhts. No attempt at pho-
tographic comparison has been rnade,

either with the work of other architects,
or in the context of Behrens's own

work-whici! is illustrated entirely frorn

the standard repertoire. The sparse

footnotes make no mention of current
debates on the interpretation of Beh-

rens's workl its stylistic aspects are

named but not analvzed: the Fiesole-

Italianesque quality of his early work,
the later neo-classicism turning to Ex-

pressionism and even, in the '30s, to

eclecticism.

This book cannot claim to be the

much-needed monopraph on Behrens,

but it is an important sorlrce of informa-

tion in an area where there is little else,

and a step toward a lnore accurate pic-

ture of the man and his work.

Peter Behrens, Architect and Designer
1868-1940, Alan Windsor, Watson-Guptill,
1982, 192 pp.. illus.. $22.50.
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Martha Ondras:

THE WORKS I]\ ARCHITECTURE OF
ROBERT AND JAMES ADAM
ROBERT ORESKO. editor

CIry DWELLII\GS AI\D COUI\TRY
HOUSES: ROBERT ADAM AI{D HIS
STYLE
EL{INE EVANS DEFI, er ol.

The Post-Modern architect aspiring to reinterpret and reuse
the symbols of the classical past might well be jealous of Robert
Adam, who did it so well. Blessed with wealth, connections. and
a disciplined ambition to rediscover antiquity for himsefi the
lSth centurv Scots-English architect spent four vears in the
capitals of Europe and at archaeological sites on the Mediterra-
nean. He made notes and sketches ofclassical and cinquecento
designs, motifs, orderso and proportions; he became ac-
quainted with the leading theoreticians-notablv Piranesi.
Later, he combined and re-combined this classical rnaterial to
create the thoroughlv original, contemporary, and popular
style of architectural and interior design that became thc..Adarn
Revolution."

The aspiring Post-Modernist mfht also admire Adarn,s busi-
ness and public relations aptitude. At a time when tlre clairn to
classical knowledge and an abilitv to produce persuasive ren-
derings for prospective clients were the tickets to architectural
success, Adam publishetl a gorgeous folio of his archaeological
studies, establishing his reputation as a leading connoisseur and
draftsman. W'hen he and his brother launched their architec-
tural practiceo he was an overnight success (James Adam,
Robert's brother and lifetime partner, plaverl a supporting role
to Rolrert, who was seen as the architectural ialent of the
family).

Adam's designs, which were mostlv for houses, also tlis-
playetl a keen understanding of what we now call the client,s
oolifestyle," and this characteristic is probably the more respon-
sible for his success in the long run. His interpretation of ..the

beautiful spirit of antiquitl,,o' while precise in scholarship antl
faithful to its sources, created exactly the rnood and setting
required by his urbane, conservative Georgian clients in their
incessant formal entertainments. Over three decades-the pe-
riod that Sir John Summerson has called the ..golden age of
Georgian 61111s16"-ftobert Adam's graceftrl, neo-classical
style permeated architecture, interior design, and the decora-
tive arts.

ffir*--.
'--.g

F-
KENWOOD HOUSE. THE I,IBRARY

But our Post-Modern aspirant will find his most valuable
lesson in Adam's abilitv to fashion a total architecture from the
material of the past. He combined and transformed classical"
Renaissance, Gothic and other, more recent elements to address
contemporary architecttrral problems. Fbllowing piranesi.s
ideas of artistic license and Laugier's rationalism, Adarn ex-
ploded the accepted Palladian grammar of orders and orna-
ment, even inventing a new "British order" of colurnn capitals,
which he set next to the Doric, Ionian, and Corinthian.

Through the carefully orchestrated relationship of part to
part, large to srnall, insirle to outside, Adarn achieved a unifietl,
wholly designed environment. His ailn was to create a sequence
of spaces-"movemento" to use his terrn: the visual drama that
unfolded as one moved through the building. Its realization
involved him in the smallest details of decoration and color: the
design of a mirror, frieze, or chimney piece firr a particular
wall; the positioning of furniture, statues, ancl footmen" to
create contrapuntal relationships at many levels, out of which
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. . . Adam exploded the accepted Palladian grammdr of orders and
ornd.fiient, euen inuenting a neu, "British order" . . .
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emerged a unified design. Even ornament had its part to pla.v i-n

this totality, organized for the sole benefit of Adam's Georgian
clients and contemporaries. He provided thern with a remark-
able spatial and social experience as thev moved through their
daily ritual of "assembh; conversation antl promenade" (Sum-

merson).

Traditionally, one learned from Adam b,v risiting his corn-

pleted projects (a number of which are reasonablv intact and
accessible); bv looking at his drawings (8,800 are in Sir John
Soane's Museum); bv seeing his furniture and decorative de-

signs at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London or the

Metropolitan Museum in New York; and bv reading Sir John
Summerson's illuminating analvses of Adam's work, primarilv
tn Georgian London ancl Architecture in Britain 1530-1830.

Monographs on the buildings, notably in the English magazine

Country Life, and a ferv biographies, such as John Fleming's

Robert Adam and his Circle in London and Edinburgh, have

until now frlled out the available material. The first publication

since 1902 of Adam's own (originallv self-published) Works in
Architecture of Robert and lames Adam, and the first rnajor
exhibit of Adam's work in the United States, at the Cooper-

Hewitt Museurn, have made a close look at Adam's style possible

in this country at a time when the intertwined issues of histor-
ical allusion and the use of ornament are newlv re-opened for
architects.

The new edition of Works in Architecture, edited bv Robert
Oreskoo brings together in an inexpensive volume the cornplete

text and eng3avings of the Adarn brothers' works, which were

originally published in many installments over a S0-vear pe-

riod. The 105 plates by rnaster engravers are works of art in
themselves: rich in detail, liglt, and shadow, they have gaeat

expressive power as sigrrs of the architecture thev represent;

and they convey the energ.v, confidence, and agile Frace of the

author of these works. Thev have a liberating effect on the

architecturally-trained reader,

The plates are grouped by project, a device that helps the

reader examine the formal and thematic relationships-amon€i
fagades, floor plans, shapes of rooms, stair forms, wall and

ceiling decorationso screens, statuar,v, and furniture-that give

partieu-lar buildings their Adamesque unity and "movement.'o

The editor's notes as to which projects are intact and where

they can be found, and which have been altered or destroyetl
(or were never built), are helpful for readers *'ho want to visit
the actual buildings with Adam's plates in hand.

The original prefaces and explanations of the plates, re-

printed in their entirety, offer insights into what Adam himself
thought he was doing. Unfortunately, the plates have been

nemoved from the text and reorderedo so thev no longer corre-
spond to their explanations. While parts of the text are fairly

I|AI_t_ROO\t t\ \ P\\'il_lO\ ERUCTUD t\ TltU (;\RDU\ Ot'1'ltE U\Rt_()f DI]Rlt'l

obscure, and most of it is exuberantlv seH-promotional, Adam's

prose is gracefu,l and fun to read, reinforcing the sense of a

powerful, classicall;--prounded imagination.

Robert Oresko's introductorv essav to Vorks $ves a respect-

able overview of Adam's background and sources, his theories

and achievements. and the evolution of his stvle. The essav owes

much to previous biographers, notably Surnmerson, and does

not go substantiallv bevond Summerson's beautifullv expressed

insights. Oresko's rapitl-fire listing of examples of Adam's allu-
sions, and his elliptical commentaries on plates located else-

where in the book, are at times hard to follow. The accompany-

ing 45 photographs of Adam's best work are excellent and

informative in themselves. [rut are not well organized in relation
to each other, to the introduction. or to the text" leaving the

reader to make the kev connections. One wishes Oresko had

been less encvclopedic in his essav, Iimiting himself to explaining
a few examples of Atlam's desipgr process in detail, and placing
illustrations close at hand.

The well-desigled little catalogue which accompanied the

Cooper-Hewitt Adam show of 1982. City Duellings and Country
Houses: Robert Adam and his Stvb, illustrates Adam's desip5n

method through 15 drawings and three decorative objects. A

brief essay by Elaine Evans Dee, the organizer of the exhibit.
explains some specific examples of Adam's decorative inter-
pretation of antique forms. Three other essays discuss aspects

of Adam particularlv close to the Cooper-Hewitt's heart: his

influence on the decorative arts, interior desigrr, and furniture
(which the museum, in common with Adam, views as an integral
part of architecture); his use of Scots picturesque themes inter-
mingfed with the classical (the museum itself is housed in a
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mansion built by the Scotsman Andrew Carnegie); and his

influence on American architecture and decorative arts, nota-

bly on McKim, Mead and V4rite, and the Iesser known Ogden

Codman.

The essayists are all well-informed and entertaining, and

each brings out a different aspect of Adam's creative achieve-

ment, emphasizing-as the Cooper-Hewitt is prone to do-the
total design approach to ornament, decorative arts, and archi-
tecture. At the verv least, pleads Henry Hope Reed, we funeri-
cans, who oopersist in neglecting the ceiling, with the result that
it is the dead part of the room," might Iearn from Adarn to
adorn and enliven it.

Works in Architecture of Robert and James Adarn, Robert Oresko,
editor, St. Martin's Press, 1982, lB4 pp., illus., $19.95 pb.

Citv Dwellings and Countrv Houses: Robert Adam and His Style,
Essavs by Elaine Evans l]ee, David Revere McFadden. Alan Tait, and
Henrv Hope Lee, Cooper-Hewitt Museum. Snrithsoniun Institute, 1982,

29 pp.. illus., $5.95 pb.

Andrew Rabeneck:

THE FABRICATION OF \TIRTUE-
E]\GLISH PRISON ARCHITECTURE
1750-1840

R0BIN Ii\,ANS

Prison ffirs tlrc same sense of security to th,e conuict as does a
royaL palace to a King's guest. They are the two buildings
constructed with the mostfaith, those which giae the greatest

c:ertainty oJ'being ruhot they are.

This quotation, from Jean Gen6t's The Thicf s Journal, is

chosen bv Robin Evans to set the tone for his large and impor-
tant (I choose the word with care) critical study of prison
architecture during its most fascinating period. Gen6t alludes
directly to the substance of Evans's concern, the relationship
between architecture and social purpose. It is a topic that has

fascinated architects and architectural theorists in our own
century, though I know of no more informative book on the
subject than Evands history.

That he deals with correctional architecture of the 18th

century should simply focus our interest. The prison as a
building type, with its ostensiblv unambip5uous and sinpxrlar
function, merely provides a caricature of the general relation-
ship between architecture and social ideas. The clarity of
hindsight on those ideas allows Evans to pick out with great

t4

precision indiridual philosophical notionso their relationship to

general ideas, their consequent manifestation in correctional

design, and their eventual effect on prisonerso jailers, and the

next wave of reformers.

We do not have this luxury of distance in discussing contem-

porary architecture: the huge volume of criticism, debate, and

research has yielded surprisingly little. Assertions about the

productivity of office workers, for example, in relation to archi-
tectural initiatives, can seldom bear close examination.

Evans takes the reader from the Newgate jail of 1750, which
expressed the nature of imprisonment, though not through
architecture, to Joshua Jebb's Pentonville model prison of
1840, in which architecture had become the active instrument of
the correctional technician. This span of time saw the advent,

passage, and eventual evaporation ofthe notion that imprison-
ment could redeem prisoners.

For the modern student, the book's lesson is in the story of
the rise and wane of faith in architecture as an instrument of
progress and reform. Just as lB37 (death of Sir John Soane,

accession of Queen Victoria) marks the abandonment of this
faith in favor of architecture guo architecturg-1he advent of
what I call the architectural garment busfuress-so we are now

seeing the emergence from progressive functionalism into what
most hope will be the sunlight of architecture for its own sake.

From Newgate, the book takes us first to the mercantilism of
the Bridewell, with its intlividual ventilated cells and enforced
labor. kisons such as this sought to overcome the "sloth,
profaneness and debauchery" found by the great reformer

John Howard on his momentous tours of the 1770s and '80s.

The aim was to suppress the darker aspects of hurnan inter-
course in the dungeon, and elirninate the risk of jail fever
transmitted by the foul air. (Energy note: the 1750s found
Stephen Hales installing retrofit wind-powered mechanical ex-

tract ventilation on a number of jails, including Newgate in
1752.)

lf the early impulse was away from evil, then the emergence

of William Blackburn in the 1780s as the architectural propo-
nent of Howardian reform represents the move toward good.

"Good" did not mean the neglect of punishment, but the ac-

knowledgment that the punishment was for the benefit of the
crirninal, not to protect society. In Blackburn's architecture,
formal academic principles were often laid aside in the interests
of function; the geometrv of secluded cells became the plan

€lenerator, if not the generator of visible form. Evans describes
this period as being "not the demise of academic architecture,
but its selective extension into foreign territory." Great attention
was paid to ventilation, plumbing, and drainage.

Seclusion was not an absolute article of faith for Howard.
although it was an inevitable direction to take in escaping the



This is a somcuhat sad book, showing us that penoktgists are no nu)re
susceptible to reform than prisoners.
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horrors of congregate irnprisonment. Howard visited such ad-

mired examples of it as Carlo Fontana's Rome House of Correc-

tion (1704), with its 60 solitarv cells, and the enormous lllaison

dc Force in Ghent.

Solitary confinement and classification offered rnuch: pro-

tection frorn disease and assault, and the leisure to reflect and

repentn but also the punishing terror of solitude. It was the

perfect instrument for a utilitarian philosophv of correctional

reform. The idea was seized by ser-eral, but its best rnemorial is

Jeremy Benthatn's Panopticon (1787-91), a machine for exercis-

ing total power and control orer prisoners through an unseen

hierarchy of inspection. with the jailea god-liken at the center.

Bentham never built his Panopticon, although he spent manv

lears trying to solve the technical problems resulting from the

circular single-volume geometrv of his plan.

The synthetic refonning environment continued to be re-

fined-by svsterns for eliminating commttnication between

prisoners, by the substitution of the treadmill for useful labor,

and, in particular, bv the classification of prisoners, which

reduced the dependence on absolute solitude, and thus the risks

of death or madness.

Two American prisons, Auburn, New York, and Cherrv Hill
in Philadelphia (1829)" defined the extreme positions in the last

episode in the book, the Model Prison. Many died at Auburn

under the regime of total solitude-later mitigated to oosilent

45ss6i61i6n"-and hard labor. John de Haviland's Cherrv Hill.
on the other hand, was designed for a refined classification, the
ooseparate" system, which was in effect an enlightened solitary

confinemento and included work in the cell and la,v risiting.

E\ER(]ISE IN TIII, \IOI)T]I, PRISO\

De Tocqueville and Cra*{ordo among.others reporting on

the Arnerican experience, believed de Haviland had solved the

problems of solitude. His work paved the way for Joshua Jebb's

Pentonville Model Prison of 1842, with its sealed windows,

sophisticated acoustic separation, wann-air heating, and indi-

vidual plurnbing and drainage.

.Iebb's technical achievernent overcame the failures of build-

ing perforrnance which had hitherto taken the blame for succes-

sive failures of reform. He made the critical link between the

reformation of character and the technologv of the instrument

of reform, the prison itself.

Pentonville was probablv the rnost technically advanced

building of its time. Defects of construction could no longer

excuse the failure of the prison to redeem the prisoners. De-

prived of its power to transfonn, the prison became what it
remains todav-a convenient method of exacting punishment

and deterring crime. Its architecture and its concepts of disci-

pline remain largelv unchanged. The loss of moral ideology as

fuel for architectural innovation leaves the wav clear for the

corrections specialist, following what Evans calls oothe uncouP-

Iing of architecture and reforrn."

This is a sornewhat sad book, showing us that penologists are

no rnore susceptible to reform than prisoners. Yet it is a beau-

tifully written work of great scholarship. [t should be essential

reading for those who would learn the lessons of putting archi-

tecture in the service of social purpose. I recommend it highly.

The Fabrication of Virtue-English Prison Architecture, l?50-1840

Robin Evans, Cambridge, 1982,4@ pp., illus., $59.50.
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Andrew Rabeneck:

JOHN SOANE

PIERRE DE I-{ RUFFINIERE DU
PREY

Du Prey has written a scholarl% yet

highly readable, historv ofJohn Soane's

early years (up to 1785). His diligence in
sifting through the extensive archives,
particularly at the Soane Museumo has

yielded a vivid and intimate portrait of
the young architect's education, travels,
and early professional li[e.

The present fashion for neo-classical
architecture, for a sensibifitv of healthv
eclecticism, makes this book timely', and
will not hurt sales. It shows a young man
from an ordinary background discover-
ing his ambition and his talent. From the
age of 15, when he entered George
Dance's office, he learned the ways of
practice, patronage, and professional ri-
valry; he shone at the Royal Academy
Schools, where he won both the gold
medal (1776) and the Rome Scholarship
(1777\; he studietl antiquities at the
height of grand tourism, before finally
establishing his own practice in London.

S/hat the book does not do is to tell us
about Soane's later work, for which he is
mostly known. It deals exceptionally well
with the brilliant villas and country
houses done soon after Soane's return
from Italy, but the great works-Dul-
wich College, the Bank of England, and
even his own house at Lincoln's Inn
Fields-fall outside its scope.

We must be grateful nonetheless for
du key's illumination of Soane's earlv
years. He shows with sl.rnpathy and in
detail the genesis of that majestic, aus-
tereo and curious qualitv in Soane's later
works that continues to thrill even casual
students of architecture.

In doing so, he dispels any sense of
mystery about the sort of man who might
do such work: Soane is controversial, 1et
he clearly fit in the world of ordinarv

t6

PORTRAIT OF JotIN SOAN}, BY (]HHISTOPHER
HUNNEi\44N. CA. 177(r.

lSth century professional life. Fierce
competition and favor-mongering for
public and private comrnissions, as well
as the necessity of earning a living, made
Soane cautious and mildly paranoiac in
his dealings with his peers. The minutiae
of his experience were recorded in note-
books, many of which du key has been
the first to study. We find in them an
architect confronting exactlv the same
problems we face today: the rigors of
field inspection; the problems of dealing
with clients, contractors, and craftsmen;
and the constant quest for new business.

But our fascination with Soane's dailv
experience should not distract us from
the power of his art. Then as now, many
sharetl his great skill as a copvist or re-
composer of other's ideas (at the Acad-
emy Schools, he was not above doing
skillful, fawningcompositions in the style
of William Chambers, his professor).
But few of his contemporaries rnatch the
consummate taste and sureness of judg-
ment which du Prev unfolds, from
Soaneos youthful essays to the masterly
houses of his earlv thirties. I cannot sav

it better than John Russell (in his review

of the book in the 4 November 1982 edi-
tion of the Neu York Timcs\:

It is difficult to imagine that there is
in all England a more beautiful
house of its size and date. Even i1'we

haven't been there, we know Sax-
lingham Rectorv is perfection.

Today, when few architects have the un-
derstanding to discrirninate between
good, bad, or indifferent use of tlre clas-

sical vocabulary. it is comforting to en-

counter a historian of du Prey's sen-

sitivity in aesthetic matters.
Perhaps of more contemporary rele-

vance is his discussion of Soane's intel-
lectual preoccupatinns, in particular a

charming chapter entitled u'In the Primi-
tive Manner of Builtling," which chroni-
cles Soane's coming to grips with Abb6
Laugier and Jean-Jacques Rousseau in a
number of highly self-conscious designs

for gatehouses, dairies, and cowbarns.
This overt grappling with post-En-
lightenment theorizing evokes Tom
Wolfe's aphorism, "believing is seeing,"
so relevant to present dav obsessions
with the moral imperative (be it only
solipsistic). [n many ways Soane is ut-
terly modern.

I cannot fault du Prey as a historian,
except to carp at his speculations about
influences, possible meetings, and so on.
As an architect, I lament rather than
criticize the limited scope of this alreatly
substantial book: one wants to know
where the experience ofthe voung Soane
will lead. Vhen I was a student of archi-
tecture in England irl the 1960s, Soane's
later work shared with that of
Hawksmoor the power to thrill me with
its originality and apparent austerity
(qualities we esteerned at the tirne). We

knew little or nothing of Soane's early
work; on our visits to the Soane Mtr-
seum, it was the strangeness of the collec-
tion that we admired-the extraordi-
nary spatial experience ofthe houseo and
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Lr.ft: SA \t-l NGI l,{}I R}.CTOR'I. NORl'l I FA{*r\Dli.

Soane's bizarre rebuff to the conven-

tional Ceorgian rowhouse brick fagade

(which he had reworked in Portlantl
stone).

I digress in order to encourage the

reader ,rrr1uyl iliar with Soane to get to
know him through du Prev's excellent

hook, but not to ignore, for exarnple,

John Summerson's Sjr,/ohn Soarue: 1753

to lB37 (Somerset), to see what Soane ditl
during the rernaining 52 years of his life.

lf today's sensibilit)- can resurrect the

reputation of a Schinkel or a Lutvens.
then du hey has made a fine start in
doing the same thing for Sir John Soane,

an architect who certainly merits our
attention. It is to be hoped that du Prey

will honor Soane a second time with a

companion volume, perhaps subtitled
"the fulfillment of an architect."

John Soane-The Making of an Architect,
Pierre de la Ruffinidre du Prer', Universitl- of
Chicago, 1982. 408 pp.. illus.. $:17.50.

Thomas Gordon Smith:

THE PALLADIANS

JOHN TL{RRIS

THE GREAT
PERSPECTI\iISTS
GAVIN STAMP

The Palladians is the first in a series of
catalogues published by Rizzoli frorn the

legendarv Royal Institute of British Ar-
chitects drawing collection in [,ondon.
The collection is best known for its hold-
ings of Andrea Palladio's drawings.
many of which were published some

vears ago by Zorzi in a somewhat inac-
cessible Italian edition. The work of Pal-

ladio's British heirs is an appropriate
choice for RIBA and Rizzoli's first
effort-one onlv wishes for the Palladio
material itself in the same inexpensive

and well-desigred format.

The catalogue begins with drawings

by Inigo Jones, who was responsible for
bringing the first half of the Palladio
collection to England, and who was him-
self the first Englishman to become a
rigorous and inventive Palladian archi-
tect. Few ofhis drawings are reproduced
here; his gatewav schemes receive almost
as much coverage as his rnore monu-
mental schemes, and his elevation for the
Prince's Lodge at Newmarket Palace is

reproduced three tirnes. This may be

because the RIBA's holdings of Jones are

somewhat limited, as shown lry Harris's
earlier publications, Th.e King's Arcadia
(Arts Council of Creat Britain, 1973),

and a catalogue of Joneds drawing of
Worcester College (Oxford, 1979). Nev-

ertheless, *e see Jones's vital hand and
mind.

John Wbbb's drawings are given well-

deserved coverage: his delightful
Scamozzi-like scheme for' Hale Park,
along with his more sophisticated eleva-

tion for the Charles II block at Green-

nich. His quick sketch for proposed ad-

ditions to Jones's Queen's House at
Creenwich is one of the few examples of
this tlpe of drawing included here.

The dra*ings give a sense ofthe devel-

opment of classical architecture in Eng-

land- and demonstrate the apprentice-
like strccession among a relativelv few

indiriduals-Jones, W'ebb, and the line
of neo-Palladians.

Campbell's stiff neo-Palladian de-

sipgrs are well-represented. He is known
for his abstract engravings 'tn Vitruuius
Britanni.cus, so it is interesting to see his

autogtraphs reproduced here. They pre-
sent a rnore life-like side of him. A cer-

tain vitality of Iine comes through his

eleration for Penrbroke House. Y/hite-
hall, although the inept drawing of non-
rectilinear elements is a telling sign of his

tendencv toward a ngld architecture.
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. . . the perspectiae flourished between two periads of abstraction: neo-

Palladianism and M odernism.
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COI-EN CAMPBELT,. EI,EVATION OI'SOUT}I FRoNT OT- RLIRI-IN(;TON IIoUSE. I,0NI)oN

The drawings of l,ord Burlinglon-
who purchased the second haH of the

Palladio collection-are extensivelv re-

produced, Comparison of one of his

drawings (figure 54) with a Palladio ele-

vation (figure 55) betrav BurlinSon's tle-

pendence on his collection, a relation-
ship developed in Harrids commentar!-.

Chiswick House is illustrated but not

overindulged; the use of an early draw-

ing by Burlington as a frontispiece for a

drawing of the original house on the site

puts this farnous building in context.
This drawing of Burlington's is as awk-

ward as some of the voung Palladio's

vi-lla projects.
After William Kent's uncharacteristic

but interesting Palladian-(]othic eleva-

tion for Honingham Hall, the <lrawings

degenerate into a series ofrlull rlesigns bv
18th centtrrv architects, Sorne are of in-
terest in connection u.ith the architect's
other publications-for instance. the
vernacular treatises of Williarn Half-
penni'. Thornas Wright's Ntrthall Tenrple

(figure l0l) is oddly scaled. anrl hardlv a

ternple. but it is an interesting example of

IB

an amateur's failure to comprehend ei-

ther the inspiration of Palladio and

Jones nr the pedantr-v- of Burlington.
The torpor is relieved only bv an occa-

sional bizzarezza, unli one hits Jones

again towards the end of the book.

Throughout the catalogue, the re-

productions are excellent and the
graphie lavout clear. lnterior decoration
and garden huildings are relegated to the

last section. which confounds the chro-

nology of the book, and separates as-

pects of design the architects would have

consideretl integral. The color plates are

also segregated, antl one wonders why
color was usetl at a[, since the drawings

are essentially wash monochromes. The

inclusion of a l9th centurv watercolor of
Jones's f3anqueting House (plate XII and

back cover [!]) is incornprehensible on

the basis of subject matter alone, and is

cornpletely at odcls with the perception of
architecture presented in the book.

John Harris's text is informative, and

his inclusion of non-RIBA drawings in
the introduction creates a well-rounded
context for the material in the catalogue.

Unfortunately his stvle gives the impres-

sion of ideas simply jotted down, and his

architectural genealogies are confound-

ing, Technical information in the cap-

tions is not uniform and dates of execu-

tion are not consistently included; onr

must often pore through adjacent com.

mentarv for these details. This is re-

warding, however, for the commentarv is

often interesting. (This work probabll
represents a trial run for Harris's forth.
coming monograph on English Palladian

architecture.) All in all. The Pal,lndinn:

is valuable both for its text and {br thr
access it provides to the drawings.

The Great Perspectittists, the second

in this series. confirms the intention ol

the RIBA and Rizzoli to make hfh qual.

ity reproductions of many drawing!
available at a mrxlest price. S/hile ?ft.r

Palktdians represents a particular devel-

opment in British architecture, ?ht
()reat Perspectiulsts is essentially a spot

survev of architecture in the British Isler

and the Colonies from the late l8th cen.

turv through the 1930s. Most of tht
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drawings are bv London architects;
many represent hvpothetical or unex-
ecuted projectso so one's view is ex-
panded beyond the scope of the more
commonlv published photopraphs.

Thumbing through the catalogueo one

can see how the rise, developmentn re-
finement, and decline of perspective
drawing paralleled, respectively, neo-
classicism. the medieval and vernacular
revivals of the mid-l9th century, Edwar-
dian classicism. and Modernisrn. Gar.in
Stamp's introduction traces the develop-
ment of drawing methods. and defines

the concept implicit in choosing the per-
speetive as a method of representation in
the first place-the concept of buildings
as objective and concrete elements in
their setting. As he points out, the per-
spective flourished between two periods
of abstraction: neo-Palladianism and
Modernism. To define the perspectivist's
vision he uses the term picturesque, in its
positive sense of "evoking vivid mental
images."

The lucid introductorv essav is fol-
lowed bv the catalog;r.re" in which the cap-
tions are clear, and alwavs include dates

and the artistos name, when known. An
irformed commentarv associates the ar-
chitects with their better known work,
and is enlivened bv anecdotes about ar-

chitects and perspective artists, and
their methods of workingtogether.

Designs by several architects for the

same competition are occasionallv
grouped together, and often depict
rather visionarv schemes; the group for
the Royal Courts of Justice Competition
is a good example. Stamp's comrnents on

the appropriateness of particular styles

to various competition schemes gives in-
ight into the concerns of the mid-l9th
centurY.

Joseph Michael Gandv's drawings,
both on his owr and for Sir John Soane,

are well represented, and the drawings of
Charles Robert Cockerell are as stun-
ning as his buildings. Seeing them re-

produced made me want io see them in
the flesh-which leads to my only criti-
cism of this volume: the location for each

drawing is not given. I had assumed that
all the illustrations were RIBA drawings,
until I read the acknowledgments for
work from other collections. The works
from other public collections are not
specified, so part of the value of this
catalogue-as a directory-is lost. This
problem was solved in Thc Pallndiansby
using non-RIBA drawings onlv in the
introduction. I appreciate the more rep-
resentative picture gained by the inclu-
sion of the non-RIBA material; I only
wish it had been better cited.

The black and white reproductions
are verv good considering how difficult
n'ash and ink drawings are to photo-
graph. The color plates are excellent and
they are integrated-a welcome develop-
ment in the format of the series. Color
seems to have been considered carefulll.,

:

and is used for particularlv vivid exam-
ples (plate 163), or for watercolors in
which subtle gradations would have been

lost in black and white (plate 110).

The drawings inThe Great Perspecti-
uisrs are so well selected and reproduced
that the catalogue is a tool for both histo-
rians and arghllgsls-particularly ar-
chitects whose intentions are best con-
veyed bv the perspective. The examples

are sobering and challenge one to realize
the subtletv possible in this technique.

The Great Perspectivists, Gavin Stamp.
Rizzoli, 1982, 146 pp., illus.. cloth. 925.00;
paper, $15.00.

The Palladians, John Harris, Rizzoli, 1982,

132 pp., illus., cloth, $25.00; paper, $15.00.

CHARI-ES COCKERELL. UNEXECUTED CO},IPETITION DESIGN !-OR THE ROYAL EXCHANGE
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PauI Rabinow:

INDIAN SUMMER:
LUTYEI\S, BAKER, AND
IMPERIAL DELHI
ROBERT IR\IING

For a nation with a reputation for prag-

matico feet-on-the-ground rule, the En-

glish in India expended a great deal of
time, money, and hope in symbolic con-

structions of Empire. Royal dzrbors-
ceremonial pageants in which the
wealth, pomp, and power of England

could be displayed to assembled submis-

sive princes and high eivil servants-
were a distinctive component of Imperial
Rule. In l9ll, King George V and Queen
Mary were f6ted with one of the more

resplendent of such pageants. Sigls of
the weakening of the Empire were easy to

discern, and it was hoped that this great

and lavish display of order and wealth

would shore things up. In prose typical of
his almost parodically high Victorian
style, Robert Irving tells us:

The monarch at lhe durbar the in-
carnation of benevolent despotism,
r,vas meant both to soothe and terrify
the Oriental imagination. to im-
press upon the Indian people that
they possessed an Emperor whose

civil service was efficient and
whose army stood ready.

Irving neglects to tell us whether the Ori-
ental imagination was in fact soothedo

but he makes clear that the English pres-

ent were suitably impressed.

At the climax of the durbaa King

George made the surprise announce-
ment that New Delhi had been chosen to

be the new capital of India, replacing

Calcutta. A more constant and magrrifi-

cent manifestation of Imperial order was

needed, and the new capital would, it
was hopedo fulfill this function. A new

city would extend the merely temporal
manifestations of Imperial power dis-

20

played in the durbar into an eternal
monument: a complete city crowned

with a grandiloquent administrative
complex. a seat of Empire.

lndian Summer is a detailed and

painstaking account of the construction

of this Imperial fantasy. The book is cer-

tainly the definitive statement on the ar-

chitecture itself, the endless squabbles

and negotiations, the complexities of the

old-boy networks, and the administra-

tive entanglements surrounding the con-

Tllll DELtll TOWN PLiINNIN(i C0\IMl'l"IEll: CIIORGFI

SW INTON, EDWIN LUI'YI]NS, HERBERI' I]AKER.
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struction of New Delhi. Indion Summcr

is not, however, the definitive statemenl

on New Delhi.
If the drearn of King George, Lord

and Lady Irwin, and the architects Ed-

win Lutyens and Herbert Baker was tc

make architecture and urban planninp

social and political forces for stabilizing

a disintegrating empire, then we are

owed a fuller treatment than the one wt

receive here of how this implausible vi-

sion of eternal order flowing from cor-

rect form came to be believed. The rela-

tion between a symbolic order-in this

case, Lutyens and Baker's architec.
ture-and political order (here, the de.

cline of the British Raj) is left essentiallr

unanalyzed. The point of building Ner
Delhi was to make an active connectior

between architecture and power. In In.

dia.n Summer, we learn a great dea

about architecture.

The planning of new Delhi, particu.

larly its magnificent and grandiose ad.

ministrative complex, fell largely to twt

men, Edwin Lut-vens and Herbert Baker

Lutyens was chosen by the Royal Com.

mission selected to oversee the projec,

largely due to his old-boy connectionr

and his obvious architectural skill. Thr

Commission passed over other architectr

and planners with more urban planninl
experience and greater familiarity witl
lndia. Lutyens's planning experience war

negligible (he was responsible for thr
British Pavilion at the 1900 Paris Exposi
tion, and he admired the wide boule

lards of Haussmann), and he was un

familiar with India. Nonetheless. hr

managed to overcome his lack of experi

ence through a com-bination of talent
hard work, and a firm belief in the uni
rersality of classical principles of archi
tectural order. Irving tells us:

Union under one Emperor was Brit-
ain's gift to the diverse peoples of
India. The geometry of the new

capital, invariable and relentlessly
exclusive, linking in a single pat-

a
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tern many diverse parts, seemed
symbolic of the Imperial attempt to
impose unitv and even uniformity
on India's institutions. New Delhi's
authors, like the Beaux Arts and
Baroque planners before them, as-

sumed without question that the
order they created was eter-
nal... Baker talked of an Imperial
Lutyens tradition that would last
20,000 years.

Baker, drawing on his experience
working with Cecil Rhodes in South Af-
rica, believed that the function of archi-
tecture was not merely to follow the clas-

sical European architectural orders, but

to promote a hierarchical merg;ing of
peoples through a combination of Euro-
pean form and local decorative motif. He

tried therefore to balance Lutyens's for-
malism with attention to local content.
Bakeros architecture sought to express

beliefs and principles:

The mission of the architect. . . was

to give outward expression to Brit-
ish national ideals and then to adapt

lhem to diverse colonial situations,
"to turn them to shape and give

them a local habitation and name"

throughout the Empire.

The gpeat bulk of lndro n Summ.er de-

tails the architectural achievements of
Lutyens and Baker and the increasinglv

strained relations between them. The po-

tentially fascinating fiscussion of colo-

nial politics involved in this clash of two

visions of Ernpireo one universal and
eternal, the other making at least mini-
mal concessions to other cultures as a

means of establishing a lasting order, is

barely touched on.

Bv the time of New Delhi's belated

inauguration in February, 1931, it was

clear that the ceremonies would be "but
a requiem for that dream of abiding do-

minion." The British attempted to put a

gloss on their numbered days, and

speeches proclairned that ooHistory

would associate New Delhi with the be-
ginning of real self-government; its build-
ings wou-ld not be seen as vainglorious
gestures of dominion and the trappings
of imperial power, but rather as the of-
fices and council chambers where India
would plan and direct her own future."

Jawaharlal Nehru, who would occupy

these chambers, thought otherr.ise. He
assailed New Delhi as the "visible symbol

of British power, with all its pomp and

circumstance and lrrlgar ostentation and

wasteful extravagance." Perhaps both
statements are correct, but lrving does

[ttle more than juxtapose themo leaving

the true stakes and complexities of the

colonial sl1ua1i6n-3s exemplfied in the

architectural legacy left by the British-
stylishly presented but largely
unanalyzed.

Indian Summer: Lutyens, Baket and Im-
perial Delhi. Robert Grant lrving, Yale, 1982.

415 pp., illus., $39.95.

IMPE RIAL

DETAIL OT- TIIE LA}OUT OI- RAISINA. INCI-UDING THE VICI.]RI]GA1, ESI'ATT-. tsOD\ GUARD I-INT]S. AND
SENIOR V lCEREGAL STAT'F BUNCALOWS.
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Christopher Arnold:

EXPERIMEI\TS IN GOTHIC
STRUCTURE
ROBERT MARK

This is a marvelous hook about both the methodology of re-

search and the construction of Gothic cathedrals, Very little is

known about how the great Gothic vaults were constructed:
earlier historians tended to dwell on the romantic aspects of
Gothic architectureo and reserve the best scholarship for the

sculpture and stained glass. Later scholars have hecome fasci-
nated with systems of geometrical organization, real or irnag-

ined.
Mark brings to these structures, which he clearly loveso two

qualities noticeably lacking in architectural scholarship: the
analytical ability of the structural engineer, and the inquiring
methodology of a scientific researcher.

The core of Mark's research methodologv is the use of plastic
models to study the distribution of forces created by building
weight and wind on the parts of the building. Typically, a two-
dimensional plastic model of a vault section, between l0 and 16

inches square, is constructed. The model is then loaded with
weights determined by analysis of material weights, meth-
odological information on the wind, and so forth, and scaled to
represent the loads acting on the full-size building.

The model is placed in an oven and heated, which causes it to
become 'orubbery," and the loads cause it to deform. S/hen the
model is slowlv cooled, the deformations become permanent.
Polarized light is projected through the translucent plastic, and
compressive and tensile strains can be detected as patterns of
light and dark, and interpreted as quantitative forces. These

patterns can be photographed, and the model changed to
reflect, for example, the acldition of pinnacles; the effect on
forces can then be estimated by repeating the experimental
sequence.

Using this technique Mark determined that, under extreme
wind conditions, tension could occur in one location of the nave

of Chartres; since masonrv and mortar have almost no re-
sistance to tension. one might expect to see signs of distress
there. Visiting the Cathedral in 1971, Mark found that stones in
the critical region had recentlv been replaced as part of a
svsternatic program of repair in that area of the building.

Y/hile not as dramatic as the discoverv of the Tomb of
Tirtankhamen, this is nevertheless a beautiful and satisfving
storv of academic research. Mark takes us through a number of
investigations: comparisons of the flving buttresses at Chartres
and Bourges. the value of pinnacles at Amiens, the collapse of
Beauvais Cathedral, and the repairs to the tower of Wells
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Cathedral. In so doing he provides a cool and often revisionist
appraisal ofthe few earlier attempts at structural analysis, rnosl

notablv those by ViolletJe-Duc and Pol Abraham. One need be

neither a Gothic historian nor an engineer to enjoy these

expositions.

Mark's study of the Cathedral of Palma, Majorca, sheds new

light on this superb and relatively little known structure, and
his three-dimensional studies of fan vaults show that the ribs
contribute little structurally to the effectiveness of the vault. He

concludes with two pages on structural rationalization in con-

temporary architecture, a. subject at present decidedly pe-

ripheral to the designer's vision. If, however, the new interest in
historicism ever extends beyond surface decoration, and archi-
tecture is once more seen as rnore than a stage set or semiotic
thesis, then Mark's wav of looking at buildings will be univer-
sally seen as important. To build structures in stone whose

elegance and rationalitv still serve as a model is not a bad wav tc
give glory to God.

Experiments in Gothic Structure, Robert Mark, MIT Press, 1952,17d
pp., illus., paper, $15.00.
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EdwardAllen:

BRICKWORK
RONALD BRUNSKILL and ALEC CLIFTON-TAYLOR

The slight deception practiced in the title of this book (called,
more accurately, English Bri.ckworh in its English clothbound
version) can perhaps be excused on two counts: Eng;land has

produced brick buildings which are, as Clifton-Tavlor asserts,
o'perhaps the most beautiful ever made in this material;" and
the more general title may lead more people to enjoy the delights
which lie between its covers.

The essay which opens the book, a historical summarv of the

development of the use of brick in English architecture, deftly
interweaves practical and aesthetic considerations, relating
them to the prevailing architectural fashions of each age. Ve
learn, for example, that the Palladian style required light-
colored bricks that could only be produced by finding new
deposits of clay with a high content of lime, while the Victorian
zest for polychromy and surface ornamentation led to a surge in
the manufacture of terra cotta. An important coda to this
section explores the often-neglected role of mortar in both the
visual and functional success ofbrickwork. Thirty-eight photo-
graphs are keyed convenientlv to the major points of the text.
Another 56 photographs comprise the closely related third and
final section of the book, which is a pictorial summarv (with
brief but helpful captions) of the use of brick in England from
the Middle Ages to the present.

Between these worthy sections lies the major triumph of the
book, an illustrated glossarv ofbrickwork that achieves a level
to which all glossaries might aspire. The relaxed layout, easy

typography, and explanatory illustrations (a mix of haHtones
and marvelously lucid ink perspectives) invite the reader to
browse. Browsing leads in turn to the discoverv of such spar-
kling nuggets of terminologv as grizzles, kiss marks, tumbling-
in, rat-trap bondo mouse-tooth brickworko frogs, and crinkle-
crankle walls. It's hard not to read all 27 pages ofdefinitions at
one go, then return to the beginning to start over, somy that
there couldn't have been even more.

The final bibliography makes clear how little literature exists

to help us appreciate the rich variety of architectural expression
that is possible in brick. There's not very much else in print to
appease the continuing sense of excitement and curiositv that
this book will arouse within the reader. Mavbe this is for the
best, as it will drive the reader into the streets to search for fresh
wonders of the bricklayer's magic, armed with a ner,r under-
standing and appreciation.

Brickwork, Ronald Brunskill and Alec CliftonJlhylor. \ian l,Jostrand

Reinhold, 1982, 160 pp., illus., $9.95 pb.

OUSE VALLEY RAILWAY VIADUCT. BALCOMBE. SUSSEX.

CRINKLE.CRANKLE WALL. EASTON PARK. SUFFOLK.
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lVlarc T[eib:

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
ARATA ISOZAKI
PHILTP DREW

In the Iast two decades we have had a virtual flood of informa-
tion, at least of the docurnentary kind, on Japanese architec-
ture. Through the English-langtage Japan Architect, and
widely distributed journals such as Space Design, Kenchiku
Bunka, and Architecture * Urbanism, and finallv the never-
ending Glnbal Architecture series. Japanese architecture has
become verv much of a known quantity in Western architec-
tural circles.

Philip Drew's The Architecture of Arata Isozaki attempts to
fill a gap in the flow ofinforrnation: the need for a serious and
considered studv of the phenornenon of the most recent Jap-
anese architecture. Surprisingfq there have been few W'estern
publications of anv real value on the subject. The "Ner,r'Whre of
Japanese Architecture" series and exhibition, sponsored by the
Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies in the fall of 1978.
was accompanied bv a catalogue *ith an introductorv essav bv
Kenneth Frampton. Though a noble effort to anah'ze the archi-
tecture from afaro Frampton's essav falls short of the kind of
insight that comes from first-hand experience and a working
knowledge of the cultural and political matrix in which the
buildings were produced.

To the dearth of substantive investigation, Chris Fawcett's
pioneering article in the Architectural Association Quarterlv,
'An Anarchist's Gtride to Modern Architecture in Japan," and
his later book, ?he l\ss, Jspanese Horue, stand as notable
exceptions. Fawcett anslvers, or tries to answer, rnanv of the
issues which Drew slides bv. Fawcett's willingness to do so makes
his work the more deserring of serious studl'.

Drew sees architecture as basicallv a question of stvle. Arata
Isozaki is to be seen as a Mannerist, and much of the text sets
out and reiterates the parallels between Isozaki's work and the
Italian ilIannerism of centuries past:

Both 16th centurv Italian Mannerism and... Post-Modernism
... in the I970s are essentially anti-classical stvles which
seek to express a view of life as comprising multiple focii,
for the essence of Mannerism is to be found in the tension
between, and the union oi irreconcilable opposites. Man-
nerism, as this suggests, was not simply an anti-classical
aesthetic; it was much more than that, and sought to struc-
ture its forms according to the principle ofcontrasting pairs
and invoked duality, for life was conceived as complex,
contradictorv and essentially ambiguous.

Why a contemporary architect would be interested in such
ideas is not fully explored. It is suggested that Modernism
occupies the role of classicismo and is thus to be reacted against.
Isozaki reacts against the constraints of Modernisrn (seen by
Drew as rigid, forrnal, orthodox), rnuch as the Mannerists
reacted against Renaissance humanism; complexitv and con-
tradiction once again.

Isozaki's architecture is the outcome of a dialectical re-
sponse to Modern architecture. which is to sav that his work
is based on the inversion and debasement of forms, He
rejects such classical principles oforganization from Mod-
ern architecture as spatial continuitv, completeness of
form, integration oftechnologv and expression, identitv of
inside and outside, and suppression ofapplied decoration,
and insists instead on heterogeneous space, fragmented
and incomplete form, debasement of the skeleton, discon-
tinuitv of parts, and rehabilitation of decoration.

One can only wonder which Modern architecture Drew has
in mind here-his characterizations seem incongruous with
many of the major works of the Heroic period, which do not fit
comfortably under the heading of classicism. One could cite the
complex spatial layering of the Villa Stein (1927-8), or the
exploded planar extensions of Mies's brick eountry house (1923)
as non-conforming examples.

There are of course other problems with Drew's approach,
limited as it is to stylistics. Such aspects of architecture as

program, phvsical environment, relation to the built surround-
ings, and even the client, are missing-although some might
dismiss them all as irelevant to architectural analysis.

But even if one takes the book on its own terms, as a purely
stylistic analysiso it does not elucidate its thesis. It is also quite
repetitive; in fact repetition takes the place of elucidation.
Again and againo Drew presents Isozaki's work as if it were a

hermetically-sealed continuity; its external sources are men-
tioned only as they relate to the oeuore. Admittedly, this is a

book about Arata Isozakio not about Japanese architecture as a
whole, but it lacks a feeling for the architect's position within
the Japanese architectural milieu. The book provides a good
sense of Isozakios education and backgroundo but not a full
explanation of his relation to other architeets working today.
Insteado one is informed of his relation to l6th century Europe.
This is interesting, but not conclusive.

Considerable text is devoted to explaining the nature of
Mannerism, which is here defined more in terms of what it is not
than what it is. It is seen primarilv as being in opposition to
classicism (or Modernism)-but then, where does Isozaki's
recent, almost neo-classical work fit in? To regard anything
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. . . one usually looks in uain for an expression of the sacred pillnr in
I sozaki' s architecture.

symmetrical as being classical, whether its form is unitary or

not, is perhaps a bit too facile. Looking at Isozaki's work, one is

usually struck by its absolute modernity, not its classicism or
Mannerism. A greater distinction needs to be made in the

description of these as ideas, rather than as concepts of form
alone.

Drew divides Isozaki's work into two stages or 'omanners"

(for some reason), although Mannerism does not seem to be

present in the first of these. This first stage is characterized bv a

use of concrete in the manner of [,e Corbusier, whose ideas had

entered Japan through the senior pJeneration of Sakakura,

Yoshiharao Maekawa and Thnge (with whom Isozaki studied

and worked). Tertiarv references are provided to the Engtish

brutalists.
The post-war period was a particularly fertile era in Jap-

anese architecture, then literally a phoenix rising from its own

ashes. The first international design conference held in Tokvo,

in 1960, and the formation of the Metabolist €irouP, served to

locate Japanese building on the world map-in a position it has

occupied with increasing securit-"- ever since. Thnge's work

exhausted one direction in expression, Drew relates, turning

the younger architects, including Kisho Kurokawa and Isozaki,

in the direction either of technologv or of architecture.

Kurokawa became a technologv freak, with his svsterns and

plug-in capsules. lsozaki became the architect's architect (or at

least began producing architecture's architecture).

Isozaki responded bv creating a highlv idiosvncratic stvle;

to a considerable extent Functionalism gave way to the

cultivation of style as an end in itself. His individual style is

articulate, intricate and sophisticated; Isozaki speaks in a

silver-tongued language of great beauty and caprice.

There is little disputing Isozaki's skill as a creator of architec-

tural space and form. Drew's statement is right on the mark.
The second oomanner" begins more or less around 1970, and

is marked bv a growing interest in the cube, the cage, the vault,

and historical precedent. It marks the beginning of the ppeat

flood of superb designs for homes, banks, liblariss, and art
museums which have poured from the Isozaki office. The

Gunma Art Museum in Takahashi (1971-74) is perhaps the best

known of these, successful at all levels-from its twisted cube

frame to its finelv crafted details. Mannerist or not, the work is

of such a high level, at least as pure form, that there is no

denving its international stature. Drew describes most of these.

structures fully in terms of their forrnal properties or ideas-in
this case, the cubical elements, all joined except for one, which

is twisted into an oblique relation to the trunk. He provides

little, howevet in the way of programmatic analysis, or even

discussion of the position of a museum in Japanese society.
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Y/hat is Japanese in this work? There is almost no attempt to

position Isozaki's work, so unmistakably Japanese, within its

tradition-an ironic omission when Isozaki, as a writer and

exhibition curator, is one of the most vocal exponents of tradi-

tional spatial and formal values.

(It was also a characteristic of the Metabolists to go to great

lengths to explain their incredibly megalithic, and often mon-

strous, conceptions in terms of historical Japanese patterns.

Tange's Yamanashi Communications Building in Kofu (1967) is

the superior example of this phenomenon. Isozaki is credited

with inspiring this structureo heavily infuenced as it was by his

"City in the Air" project of 1960. One can only be thankful that

more of it wasn't built.)
Much of Isozaki's current work turns its back on the histor-

ical Japanese pattern of open spaces, but this issue is barelv

touched on. Discussing the Kamioka town hall, for example,

Drew merely mentions that:

So great is the contrast between the dazzling aluminum

panels and its pure geometry, and the surrounding jumbled

dark timber and iron roofed houses. that the Town Hall
appears completelv isolated from the citv,

Many would find this a rather horrible quality in architecture.

lf Drew thinks otherwise, he should explain why.

Drewos discussion of space-ma in Japanese-is puzzling,

considering the extent to which even Western authors have

discussed this property of Japanese architecture:

In Japanese architecture space is non-existent; instead of
"space" there is a formless fluid openness which coalesces

about columns, and is channeled by screens and walls,

spreading outward through the doors and other openings.

The Westerner in Isozaki's interiors is confronted by a
terrifying void evoking the sensation of non-existence.

There is some problem of interpretation here, since the

statement seems to deny another noted aspect of Japanese

architecture, the sense of place-or space-time, place com-

bined with event.

Some passages give the impression that Drew has taken

Isozaki at his wohd, rather than trusted his own perceptions or

experience of the buildings. An example is his treatment of the

incredibly heavy and over-elaborate forms of the Medical Clinic

in Oita (1970-72), which, even seen in situ, are oppressive to the

surrounding townscape. Drew says that the Japanese sacred

pillar, a basic element in Shinto architecture and belief, is

important in Isozaki's work and that the building's ovoid au-

ditorium exemplifies this concern. In it, we are toldo the sacred

pillar has been split, separated and mounted horizontally
against the street.
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From this perspective, anything can become anvthing else. A
beam is, bv definition, not a pillar, and one usually looks in vain
for an expression of the sacred pillar in Isozaki's architecture.
More ofteno we find the grid, the volume and the curve as a
foil-a cageo instead of the articulated post and beam (except in
the early concrete work).

The makings of a third 'omanner" are found in Isozaki's
recent drift toward the neo-classical-not necessarilv as an
iconographic source, as it is in much recent Western work, but
more in terms of basic principles. At the same time n'e find
references to modern architecture in the recent work: the
Shukosha Building in Fukuoka (1974-7l),for example, borrows
from the Tiistan Tzara house (1926-27) bv Adolph Loos.

Again, howevero the real significance, the real reasons for the
borrowing, are never fullv developed. Why is cultural borrow-
ing or referencing a laudatorv act? S/hv is it valid? Does any of
this have anything to dowith Japan, or is it just a caprice on the
part of the architect? Is this a re-emergence of the Japanese
oocopving-svndromeo' mvth, which one hoped had been eter-
nally laid to rest bv the unassailable rise of Japanese technol-
ogy?

These are the real questions evoked by the architecture of
Arata Isozaki and other contemporary Japanese architects.
What is the relationship of Japanese architectural practice to
the rest of the world? Why is there not (or is there?) a Japanese
Post-Modernism that seeks expression from Japanese history-
as Thnge and others did, in their own way, during the early post-
war period? Are more and more of these architects being
severed frorn their cultural matrix, becoming the practitioners
of an architectural art that seeks its validation through interna-
tional camaraderie, rather than acceptance in its own country?

This is speaking only in terms of iconogpaph,v, however.

There is something unmistakablv Japanese in feeling in these

works, whether it is the basic concern with a spiritual level in
building, simplicity in spaces, isolation of certain architectural
forms (such as the stair/sculpture in the lobbv of the Shukosha
Building), or a sense of materials or polish. There is a Japanese
essence that pervades not only the work of Arata Isozaki, but
also that of Fumihiko Maki, Thdao Ando, Hiromi Fujii, Thke-
fumi Aida, Minoru Takeyama, and others. One wishes that
Drew had provided more of the experience of the architecture,
and explored the social and political intentions behind these

works, and their position in the greater cultural context.
While it is an interesting exercise to establish connections

between the sources for Isozaki's iconographv and form in the
architecture of the Italian Mannerism of the l6th centurv. this
approach dwells on the means at the expense of the ends.

IJltimately, architecture is the end: it is experience; it is the
cultural artifact. The means are simply the way we get there.

The Architecture ofArata Isozaki, Philip Drew, Harper & Row. l9B2
224 pp., illus. . $115.00.
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Thomas Gordon Smith:

ROBERT STERN

\.INCENT SCULLY AND DAVID DTJNSTER

ROBERT A. M. STERN: BUILDINGS
AND PROJECTS T965-1980

ROBERT STERN

Neither of these two recent books on Robert Stern fully repre-

sents his diverse interests and abilities but, unintentionally,
they complement each other very well.

Robert Stern is full ofnew antl previously-published articles,

and is an excellent resource on Stern's well-developed theoreti-
cal position. Graphicallv, however, it is a disaster. One must

turn to Robert A . M . Stern: Buildings and Projects 1965-1980,

which is lavishly illustrated and very well-organized. Stern has

written a sensitive essay for the book, and it also includes a

lively interview with him, but its primary focus is on the work-
whose polemical nature demands that it be seen in living color.

Commentaries on Stern are quick to point to the different
facets of his involvernent with architecture-as designer, polem-

icist, historian, politician, and teacher. Robert Stern empha-

sizes the polemicist, historian, and politician. Stern's dense

essay, o'The Doubles of Post-Modern" (reprinted from the 1980

Haroard Architectural Reuicu) is a literate analysis of current
terms like Post-Modern, and draws parallels between recent

trends in literature and in architecture. An essav by Vincent
Scully, Stern's acadernic mentor and solid supporter, provides

insight into Stern's development from his years at Yale to the

present. Scully's adverse criticism is so mild that one is not sure

what his verdict is on certain projects. At the same time, he

provides some insights that rnake aspects of Stern's recent

"classical" work more accessible.

Scully explores the Venturi-Stern connection, especiallv in
relation to Stern's Roosevelt Island Competition project, but he

does not present Stern's liberation from Venturi's influence as

strongly as he might have. The way Stern can take a Venturi
prototvpe, for example, and make it his own, especiallv in a

spatial sense, is not adequately discussed. Scully is unclerstand-

ably enthusiastic about Sternos shingle style work; he rnakes an

interesting argument that it rloes not represent a stylistic
revival.

Scully's essay provides the clearest evidence of the gpaphic

problems of the book. His text is interrupted twice by unrelated
color spreads. Fortunatelv" black and white illustrations of the

Roosevelt Island project and its Venturi prototypes are posi-

tioned adjacent to Scully's text (probably at his insistence). If
toa1)

the reader had to rely on the reproductions ofthe project which

appear elsewhere in the book, Scully's points would have been

quite incomprehensible.

The catalogue of ooselected" black and white drawings that

makes up the bulk of the book is its most distressing aspect.

Projects are represented chronologically, with a peculiar svstem

of opus numbers. The images are crowded on the page and vital
irrformation is often missing. The plans, elevations, and ax-

onometrics are well drawn. but the last confirm Scully's critique
of the appropriateness of this technique for Stern's designs.

Scully suggests the use ofperspective, but this does not appear

to be Stern's mctbr either. With few exceptions, the line draw-

ings are tentative. Mren thev affect late l9th century technique,

as in the projected Residence at Farm Neck, the facility of the

original is lost.

These drawings make Sternos very sophisticated intentions

appear clumsy. Yet the use of a more facile draftsman-as in the

presentations of Stern's San Juan Capistrano Library Competi-

tion project-onlv manages to make the scheme seem more

Venturian than it reaUy is.

The photographs in the book are well reproduced, but
consist mainly of non-architectonic interiors, which are incon-

sistent with the more specificallv architectural nature of the

text.
Robert A. M. Stern: Buildings and Projects 1965-1980 is a

much more visually fulfilling book, effectively organized for the

serious study of Stern's work. It includes an essay by Stern,
written in a direct and remarkably self-effacing way, which
demonstrates his love of architecture and conveys a quality of
sinceritv not generally accorded him by reputation. The essay

also serves to make Stern's views more accessible than does, for
example, "The Doubles of Post-Modern" (to which the book's

subtitle, Toward a Modern Architecture after Modernism,
alludes).

The catalogue of Stern's work begins with more pho-
tographic coverage of Sternos early buildings than I have seen

previously. The Residence in Montauko New York, is beautifully
presented. The Lang House is given generous coverage, with
exterior shots in color, but its wonder{ul living room is grossly

under-represented. The Residence in Westchester Countv. New

York, is given ample coverage. The Roosevelt Island Competi-

tion project includes photos of a model worthy of Scully's
comment and praise.

The Subway Suburb project includes one evocative perspec-

tive and it is good to have this at hand; seeing it occasionally

flashed on a screen was not very satisfactory. (One could make

the sarne comment about Stern's 1976 Housing for the Elderly
project.)

Small projects for houses appear within the chronology and
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RESIDENCE AT FARM NECK. COUR'TE,SY OI' THE OF'T-ICI' OF ROBERT A. M. STERN.

demonstrate Stern's gradual rnove from allusion to rnore literal
revival in his shingled houses. This tendencv is particularly
apparent in the 1979 Residence in East Hampton" New York.
The studio is delightful and shows Stern in his own genre.

Unfortunately, that design was not built-a fate it shares with
its two successors, the King's Point Residence and a house in
Locust Valley, New York. All three show Stern in his own

element and are refreshing compared too for example, his

Lawson Residence.

Thrning to larger-scale projects, Richrnond Centre is repre-
sented by some undetailed and emptyJooking perspectives that
lend no credibilitv to Stern's proposal. The Chicago Tribune
Tower oolate entrv" and Best Products projects. on the other
hand, are represented with more familiar (and effective) im-
ages. The Residence at Llewellyn Park, New Jersev, is the first

built work in which Stern develops his brand of "new classi-

cism." The construction photos belie its true scale and make it
appear very grand. One thinks of Scullv's closing cornments, irr

Robert Stern: "thev are relearning a language and are trying to
speak it in an articulate and original way." A-[l of us are grap-

pling with this problem, but in the Llewellyn Park house, Stern

is experimenting with the Hawksmoor-like fonns in construc-
1i6n-1hs only wav to test and develop architectural theses.

Robert A. M. Stern: Buildings and Projects 1965-1980, Robert Stern,
edited by Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford, Rtzzoli,l9B2, 256 pp.. illus.,
cloth, $45.00; paper. $29.95.

Robert Stern, Vincent Scully and David Dunster, St. Martin's Press,

1981, B0 pp., illus., $14.95 pb.
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Udo Kiiltermann:

ARCHITECTURE TODAY

CHARLES JENCKS

The question of whether or not Post-

Modernism is a relevant term is open to
debate (as are all the other names given

to schools or groups of contemporary
architecture). Even the term Modernism
is still debatable, as are the style names

of the past (Renaissance, Baroque, clas-

sicism, etc.). To use them as fixed terms is

basically to misunderstand how history
works. As the Finnish architect Reima

Pietilae put it, ooto consider ourselves

outside and above our own culture is
only a trick of verbal magic, by the use of
'Post-ness."' Using terms like "post" or
"after" involves evaluating something in
terms of a tirne process, assurning that
one is beyond something which then be-

comes ooold-fashioned." As Paolo Por-

toghesi says, in reference to Post-Mod-

ernism, in his recent book,After Modern
Architecture:

How can one, in fact, change some-

thing uhich br nalure is in conlinu-
ous flux? The very word "modern"

expresses something continuously
shifting, like the shadow ofa person
walking. How can one free oneself
from one's shadow?

Charles Jencks is probably the most

prominent representative of the current
emphasis on nomenclature in architec-

tural criticism. His book, Architecture
Today, is his latest effort in this
direction.

One of the main characteristics of
Jencks the critic is to lump together

buildings which are meaningful and rele-

vant with those which are not. For exam-

ple, he relates the form of his studio in
Cape Cod to Robert Venturi's Brant
House and Takefumi Aida's Nirvana
House, attempting through this connec-

tion (they all "resemble a face") to give

his work the same status as that of these

much more signilicant architects. This is
self-serving and also confusing to the
reader.

Another of Jencks's characteristics is

the use of a critic's jargon which places a

thick veil of incomprehension between

his ideas and the reader. Thke, for exam-

ple, his comparison of two examples of
the work of Robert Stern:

The contrast between these two ex-

amples of Stern's work clarifies an

important distinction between
straight revivalism and Radical
Eclecticism: the former may seem

stultifying and smug in ils presump-
tions about the status quo, whereas

the latter may seem more liberating
in its creativity.

This leads to a typical Jencks
conclusion:

There is a lrend of design emerging
which might be called distorted or-

namentalism because it uses recog-

nizable motifs with a strange, new

feeling: a haunting precision.

It is fascinating to see how success-

fully Jencks and his co-author, William
Chaitkin (who contributed part three,
oAlternatives"), handle the manipulation
of nomenclature. Works by major con-

temporary architects like James Stirling,
Aldo Rossi, and Richard Meier seem to

be included solely in order to take away

their inherent meanings. The book is

written in terms of fictive style configura-
tions, and its essence can best be seen in
some of its charts, which reduce archi-
tectural development to a set of abstract
terminologies invented exclusively for
the purpose.

Architecture Tbday is a monumental
effort to distort the accepted criteria of
contemporary architecture. It is also an

abundantly illustrated sourcebook, with
more than 500 photographs, many in
color, biographies of the architects, and
a short bibliography. It does not live up
to the publisher's claim that it "provides
unique insights into the recent past and

speculates on the future shapes of our
homes and cities." In spite of the inclu-
sion of some relevant younger architects,
the book remains at the same level as

Jencks's earlier books. Simply put,
Jencks is too subjective a critic to con-

tfiute to a genuine understanding of
contemporary architecture.

It should also be noted that the book's
focus on Europe, the U.S., and, to a
lesser extent, on Japan is at the expense

of the broader view of contemporary
architecture which would seem appro-
priate for a book with the title Architec-
ture Today.

Architecture Today, Charles Jencks, with a

contribution by William Chaitkin, Abrams,

1982,360 pp., illus., $65.00.

Richard Ingersoll:

AFTER MODERI\
ARCHITECTURE
PAOLO PORTOGHESI

First published in Italian in 1980, to co-

incide with the opening of the exhibit,
o'The Presence of the Pastoo' at the Venice

Biennale, After Modern Architecture
was translated and released during the

American version of the show this spring
in San Francisco. Paolo Portoghesi was

the chief organizer of the exhibit, and is
one of the leading figr"rres in contempo-

rary Italian architecture.
In spite of his stellar accomplishments

as educator, historiano and architect,
Portoghesi has produced a book that
succeeds only in enriching its author.
ooopportunistic" is perhaps too generous

an adjective to descri-be such an exercise,

where the fame of the author has been

used as bait to catch the twenty dollars of
the innocent exhibit-goer. The garbled
language and incoherent structure of the

text lead one to suspect that it was dic-
tated into a tape recorder, which was
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turned offwhen there were enough pages

to make a book. Portoghesi state in the
first few pages that there is a heated

debate going on in the world of architec-
ture, but instead ofpursuingthis debate,
he offers warmed-over platitudes about
the failure of modern architecture and
functionalism. Sith neither wit nor grat-
itude, he gives a good portion ofthe book
over to a svnopsis ofPeter Blake's Form

Follouss Finsco, sar-ing himself the trou-
ble of having to come up with something

original.
Portoghesi cou-ld have presented some

interesting material in the section on Ital-
ian historicists and neo-rationalists, but
unfortunately he limits himseH to a few

knowledgeable references with no
corresponding illustrations, and con-
cludes the passage with some arcane in-
formation about the rarious factions at

the Faculty of Architecture in Rome.
Although the illustrations are pleas-

ant to look at, the reader (one wonders if
such a character was ever considered)

will find them frustrating, since the im-
ages do not relate to the text. The exhibit
was a collection of architectural fagades,

but could not compete for superficialitv
with the book, which is franklv a vehicle
for dropping names.

After Modern Architecture, Paolo Por-
toghesi, Rizzoli, 1982, 160 pp.. illus.. $19.95
pb.

HIGHRISE OF HOI{ES. AERIAL VIESI DRAWING t]Y
JAMES WINES.

John Parman:

HIGHRISE OF HOMES

SITE

{,
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This is the latest in a long series of books

characterized by a distaste for contem-

porary mass housing and a willingness to
pose concrete alternatives which, it is

suggested, will lack the shortcomings of
the existing models. Among the book's
predecessors in this genre are John
Habraken's Supports and Le Cor-
busier's Thc Ro,dio,nt City.

Highrise of Homcs lacks the exhaus-
tive analysis of Supports and, let's face

it, the imagination of The Radia,nt City.

Its proposal, a skeleton frame highrise
filled with detached houses and gar-
dens-or attached, modular row hous-

ing in the less expensive version-is es-

sentially derivative (although Site is very,
very scrupulous about the derivation).
What makes the proposal different is its

extensive reference to the world ofart for
justffication.

Site's proposal most closely resem-bles

a suburbanized version of the To*nland
System of the early 1970s (designed for
HUD's Operation Breakthrough indus-
trialized housing demonstration pro-
gram), and several old cartoons of high-
rise oosuburbs," all of whieh are
reproduced in the book. Ofthe cartoons,
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Site has gone a step further, inuiting people to bring their dishes

Site says have moved far beyond the relative ba-

nality of the initial offerings.

Siteos one new wrinkle is its interest in
providing the residents of a highrise
building with a modicum of private gar-

den, whether the more expansive subur-

ban variety, or a common rowhouse plot.

This greenery lends the highrise of
homes a slightly mossy, decaying ap-

pearance. (The image of decay has been

a prominent feature in some of Site's

other projects, but here it mav be unin-
tentionalo a function of Wineds drawing

style.) Site is quick to acknowledge that

its interest in highrise gardens grows out

of the rooftop garden movement in New

York. These roof gardens are either
shared or the exclusive province of a

single tenant; Site's proposal tries to

broaden the concept.

Siteos verdant vision can be obtainetl

by studying Wines's widely-published
drawings; the book itself contains very

little that suggests how it would work in
practice. The question of building orien-

tation and the quality of natural light
within these gardens, particularly those

facing into the interior open space cre-

ated by the building's U-shaped form, is

not really taken on, This is consistento

however, with Site's treatment of space

generally n Highrise of Homes; their
real focus is on the appearance of the

building from afar.
Highrise of Homes is probably of

greatest interest to those who follow this

genre of architectural proposal. To

them, the book may have a value beyontl

the presentation of Vines's (and others')

renditions of Site's concept. since it notes

sources and provides a rationale which is

not immediately clear from the
drawings.

Highrise of Homes, Site, Rizzoli, 1982, lO7

pp., illus.. $I2.50 pb.

These examples point up the differ-
ence between a casual joke and a

topic of substantive research, and

have been included here with the

hope that a comparison of intent
will work in favor ofa better under-
standing of the f,Iighrrse of Hom.es.

V&at is Site's intent? They are con-

cerned, as was Habraken, with the right
of individual choice, and the supposed

human need for housing with the indi-
viduality found in detached suburban

housing and in the attached, variegated

row housing of the close-in suburbs of
the I920s. (These are American exam-

ples; Habraken looks at attached l7th
century housing in Amsterdam,)

Site is also interested in the building
as a product of oooutside forces," rather
than as a by-product of the functional
requirements of the building program.

Like the famous bicentennial quilt to
which a multitude of artists contributed,
the highrise of homes is a mechanism

'oready-made" (in the Duchampian
sense) for displaying the results of indi-
vidual choice within a "homogenizing
context." The building which results,
continually in flux, is a "celebration of
choice," whose aesthetic interest lies in
its ordered randomness.

This resembles the (implied) aesthetic

of Habraken, although not that of Le

Corbusier. His Radiant City is made up

ofhousing that, as Peter Pragnell put it,
functions as a backdrop for man as

demi-god, a setting for humans to realize

their full humanity, rising up flom the

squalor of the tenement. Highrise of
Hom.es uses the skeleton frame as the

element of contintdtv, and then stands

back and lets the building oooccur."

Whereas Habraken was quite con-

cerned with interior space, and the in-
habitants' ability to manipulate it, Site

focuses primarily on the building as an

assemblage of objects, each chosen and

,q

placed by a different party. Y/hat we see,

therefore, are objects on a shelf. It is

comparable to Duchamp's drying rack,
except that Site has gone a step further,
inviting people to bring their dishes. The

art is as much in the activity of place-

ment as in the objects or the framework

that holds them.

The reactions of various people to
Site's proposal is one of the most inter-

esting parts of the book. The people in
question include horneowners and ten-

ants, developerso planners, and officials.

Their comments are good reading, and

provide a concise spectrum of opinion,

pro and con. Most of the opposition
comes from the professional side, and

some of it is fairly tlevastating (like the

observation, by Nbert A. Walsh, fonner
chairman of the New York City Housing

Authorit.v, that 'oI don't think the aver-

age apartment dweller in New York Cit"v.

at any income level, gives a damn about

the exterior of his individual
apartment").

A concluding essav by Site's Jarnes

Wines brings out the two themes of the

book, one social, the other artistic. The

essay moves between the perspective of
the artist or architect-theoretician, justi-

fying the project on aesthetic and artistic
grounds, and that of the entreprenetlr,
justifying it on social grounds, and ad-

dressing the most mundane objections of
its critics. The proposal is, as Wines puts
it, ooboth aestheticallv and socially a via-

ble answer," and offers "the dual advan-

tage of allowing the inhabitants the op-

tions of autonorny and self-expression,

as well as offering a conceptually inter-

esting example of 'chance art."'
It is probably best not to take Site's

proposal too literally (this advice is of-

fered for all representatives of this
genre). Except for its artistic emphasis, it
closely resembles a number of older pro-
posals, some of which, in the hands of
gifted architects like Frans van der Verf,
Lucien Kroll or Herman Herzberger,
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Joe Akinori Ouye:

CHANGING DESIG]\
BARRIE EVAI{S. JAMES A. POWELL
and REG TALBOT. edirors

Changing Design is a collection of pa-
pers from a 1976 conference on this
theme at Portsmouth, England. Accord-
ing to its editorso it is "an attempt to
articulate and develop a set of current
questions about design, especiallv
o. 

. . what design is becoming through so-

ciety's pressures and 'what design
should be."'This rather general theme
leads to an equally general collection; I
can only attempt to give its flavor bv
describing a few examples.

"Defining the Change Agento'o by
Richard Ottoway, is taken directlv from
the organizational development litera-
ture ofthe early 1970s, its one innovation
being the substitution of oodesigFer" for
oochange 

agent.'o Ottoway argues that de-

signers are and should be agents for
changeo but fails to mention the prob-
lems and dilemmas entailed in the role-
its elitist overtones, for example.

Robin Jacques's theme, in "Changing
Assumptions about Design hoblemso" is

that designers oversimplify eomplex
problems. For example:

the omission of practices such as

post-occupancy evaluation sug-
gests. . . the assumption. . . that the
problems are simple and that the
solutions are therefore unlikelv to
need evaluation.

Most architects, in mv experience,
would do post-occupancv studies il thev
could afford to, but the economics of
design practice make such studies a lux-
ury. The real problem lies in the social
ralues that surround buildings and their
useo and hence the economics ofdesign.
Solving complex problems requires moti-
vation, which often follows economic dic-
tates. A good example is the changing

approach to energy desigrr: the new reg-
ulatorv context and the stark economic
self-interest of clients has led designers to
address issues they would rarely have
bothered with ten years ago.

Jacqueso in common with several oth-
ers here, ar€qes for lay participation in
formulating design problems: o'those

who are expected to live with change
have to be involved in its definirion, tim-
ing, detail." Few would quarrel rrith this
remark, which has been made b.v manv
others, including Rousseau. How do peo-
ple with limited time and money get in-
volved in this process? V/hat happens if
thev are not interested? How can thev
participate as "equals" when in fact thev
are frequentlv not equal to others in the
process? These are the material prob-
lems of lav participation, and Jacques
does not address them,

The topic is also taken up by Nigel
Cross in "Desipgr Education for Lav Peo-

ple," an argument that laymen should be

more educated in design. so thev can be

more knowledgeable participants in the
design process, especially in the formula-
tive phase. Crossos assumption that lay
participation in the programmatic phase

is almost whollv lacking is at odds with
the facts, and his conclusions are slightlv
lreside the point, since thev are drawn
entirelv from stereotypes of architects
and architectural practice.

The book gets steadily more esoteric
as it progresses to desigrr research mod-
els and metaphvsical theories on desigl.
Geoffrev Broadbent, a desigl methods
pioneer, discusses the implications of
Karl Popper's theories of "conjecture
and refutation." He summarizes Pop-
per's approach:

...ifyou set up a good testing pro-
cedure, it really doesn't matter
where vour creative ideas come
from-or even what relationship
thev have to the original problem.

that put forward n1972 by Horst Rittel
(in the paper "Structure and Usefulness
of Information Systems"), but what are
its implications? Broadbent confines
himseU to the desire to involve in the
decisionmaking process such people as

sculptors who are normally not involved.
This is a fairly weak proposition com-
pared to Rittel's proposal for an argu-
mentative model of planning and design

to be used bv all oopotentiallv affected by
the outcome of the plan"-a model
which found application in building and
planning projects as early as1972.

Broadbent invokes Popper, but does

not do verv much with him. His main
preoccupation is his own work, from
which he quotes liberallv. Broadbent's
accomplishments are considerable, but
this paper indicates that some new work
is in order (or that the paper was gener-

ated from the file cabinet).

Richard Foque's o'Bevond Design
Method-Arguments for a hactical De-
sign Theorv'o gets the prize for most
promising title and most disappointing
paper. It promises to provide what the
others lack-some connection to prac-
ticality and application. But no luck:
Foque merely leads the reader into a cul-
de-sac bv urgrng him to consider the
ralues underlving desigrr methods them-
selves and to understand the effects of
the results of their application.

Chris Abel's ooThe Case for Anarchy
in Design Research" gives a credible ex-
position of Popper's and Feyerabend's
theories on scientific research. Abel ar-
gues for the latter's o'anarchistic'o model.
concluding that there should be as manv
definitions of design research as there
are reseachers. This is well and good if
we agree with Feyerabend's model, but
what does it have to say about the way
design research is actuallv done? To say

here that 'oanvthing goes" is not much
help-sr., anarchists, after all, are
clear about their airns.

This is an intriguing notion, similar to

.).)
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Changing Design ends with Christo-

pher Jones's "Voices at a Conference,"

which Jones antl the editors claim is

about 'ocontext design." I didn't get it, so

I can't critique it-it's the kind of tnate-

rial that leaves vou thinking vou are ei-

ther verv dense or the author is putting

you on. A third possibilitv is that Jones

thought so little of the conference that he

didn't bother to write anything
worthwhile.

Verv little of the material in this book

was new elen il 1976. and its contribu-
tors have not gone verv far be,vond the

ideas of their predecessors. Their arti-

cles have a shrill quality-a willinpress

to put the blame on bad intentions, igno-

rance, the context, bureaucracv, and

other handy tar-babies, as if there can bt'

a clear choice between "good" and oobatl"

methods. As Sidney Hook put it, the real

choices in life are between the good and

the good, or the bad and the bad. There

is an almost desperate need for methods

that can help us rnake these choices. This

book is no help at all.

Changing Desigrt, Barrie Evans, Jarnes A

Ibwell, and Reg Thlbot, e<likrrs. Wilel: 1982

i)79 pp.. fi42.95.

Bill Moggridge

BY DESIGN

RAI,PH CAPI-AN

I approach books about the role arrrl

philosophv of design with caution" fear-

ftrl that the ideas will be ponderous an<l

the writing dull. What a delightful strr-

prise, therefore, to fintl that thc ideas il
Ry DesipTt are stirtrttlating. The book is

beatrtifulll- written. :rrrd full of entertain-

ing anecdotes.

Ralph Caplan rlescribes ftrr trs tlrt'
possibilities of desi5pr in tr general senst'.

In spite of his being passionatelv non-

defirritive, he carurot escape descri}ing
rlesign as "the artful arrangernent of tna-

,l:1.

terials or circutnstances into a planned

form." He says that his book is one an-

swer to the question ooWhat is design'?"

He also answers the questions, "Vhat is

good design," 'oWlrat is industrial de-

sign," and 'uDo intlustrial designers hate

wotnen?"

The author shows us the historical

roots of desigrr and the ernergence of the

profession. The chair is proposed as a

svrnbol of civilizatiorr rather than a mere

"support for thc human fundarnent."
The way designers work witho and fail to
work with, each other is discussetl, antl

desiginers' betrayals and weaknesses are

rnade honestly visible. "The golden door-

knob on the shithouse door," in tlre
chapter on the position of art in rlesipr.

tells us about appropriateness and taste.

'fhe book ends with a chapter abotrt

rnethodologv and integrity, illustrated bv

the work of (lharles and Ray Eames.

The rnost signilicant ideas in the book

are in the chapter called "The Design of
Rrssibilities." Caplan here urges us to

consider design in a broader sense thatr

is conventional; he shows us the need for
new ways of designing and thinkin64

about design, lrttt leaves us wanting

about equipping ourselves for the

change.

By Design is a rnust for industrial

desiggrers, and should be enjo,vable read-

ing for anvone involved in, or interested

in, design.

By Design, Ralph Caplan, St. Martin's Press

1982.208 pp., $16.95.

Richard Ingersoll:

THE ]\ECESSITY OF
ARTIFICE

JOSEPH RYKWF]RT

Joseph Rvkwert continues to lte one of

the rnost rnercttrial essalists in the fieltl

of architecture antl design. He is art ar-

chitect of encvclopcdic interests, trntl as

an author never ceases to maktr thrffirg
connections and provoke his reader to

see more in form than what is apparent.

His rnethod is flightv and often incoltclu-

sive. somewhat likc that of the illusionist

who puts his beautiful assistant into a

box, sticks it full of swords, antl then

opens the lxrx to {ind her unscathetl. He

loves to dig up obscure connections. likt
the theosophist contingent in the

Bauhaus, and popularize nearlv lorgot'
ten artists, such as Eileen Gray.

His most recent book, ?he ,Necessitl

of Artifice, is a collection of short article!

r,r-ritten for various publications over tht

past 25 vearsn and having alxrtrt tha'

manv topics-from pre-historic tlol.

mens to conternporary art exhibits. Tht

essay on Loos anticipates the ctlrren
vogue f<rr this problematic Mrxlernist

and the pieces on Lodoli and Sernper

complemetrt it in their investigation o

theories of rationality in design.

Like the rest of Rykwert's work. thesr

essays are itrconclusive becattse he trier

to occupy two opposing positions. Hr

urges rnankinrl toward rational historir

Inore

The Italian industrial designer Et-

tore Sottsass speaks of "the design

of possibilities". . . To design /or
possibilities is a girl washing her

hair, then waiting at home for the

phone to I'irrg. Tr-, design agaiasl

:;::10,,',,". 
is buvins life insur-

Both are dull ways of spending
time.

But to design possibilities them-
selves is to open up new experi-
ences.

One hopes that he u-ill expanrl the

concepts in this lrook in future u'riting,
so that we will ttnderstand more trbotrt

how. to rnaniptrlate "possibilities," whiclr

"possibilities" to choose, and how to st't



Rykwert) lnues to dW up obscure connectians, like the theosophist
ontingent in the Bauhaus.

.wareness, whi.le at the same tirne de-

ending ritualistic and tirneless activity.
Iis excursuses on the Corinthian order,
he house forrn. the sitting position, the
treet, ceremonies, as well as the title
ssay, all have this disorienting charac-
eristic of seeking historical focus while
dvocating the value of ritual time.

But his style is alwavs a pleasure to
eado and the content alwavs provoca-
ive-a continual reminder to architects
f their role ooto make everv building an
rtegrating, reconciling, and cleansing
lrm.o'

'he Necessity of Artifice, Joseph Rvkwert,
izzoli. 1982. 152 pp.. illus.. S25.00.

|arbara Winslow:

/IORE HOUSES
RCHITECTS DESIGI\
IOR THEMSEL\TES

TALTER E. WAGNER, JR.

lore Houses Architects Design for
'hemselues is essentiallv a portfolio of
esign ideas: a selection ofphotographs,
lans, and occasional axonometric
rawings or sections describing 4l con-

rmporary houses. A short text accom-

anying each building describes the ar-
hitect's objectives, which varv from

with site conditions and context,
functional and aesthetic issues.

solar and structural engineering

The intention seems to be to offer
homebui.lders a broad selection

images to use in developing their om
Houses are organized into chap-

by various areas of concern- con-

style, small lotso large siteso

hornes, hot climates, solar de-

and apartments-which eases the
for solutions. All are generouslv

This is a useful resource

the "search for ideas, for forms. for

.))
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room arrangernents, for finishes. . . ," as

the authors intended it to be. It prorides
a range ofapproaches with no one stvlis-
tic bias; however, as each building is pre-
sented in six or fewer pages, the image is

alwavs sonrewhat incomplete. The
reader seeking a full understanding of a
specific huilding will wish for more and
Iarger drawings, and for additional cap-
tions locating photographs.

As an architect, I have another con-
cern: the work of other architects can

offer insight into their design pro-
cesses-how thev think, what hopes un-
derlie their decisionso what values, con-
flicts. and needs led tn the chosen forrn.
At this level, More Houses Architects De-

srgnfor Th.emselues is a disappointrnent.
The buildings are described by the au-

thors, u'hose conlnlents are generallv
Iimited to architectural discussions of
the buildings as forrn, structure, nla-

chine. The hurnan component-the

struggfe, lore, aspiration, conflict, that
an architect inevitablv experiences irr

this process-is missing.

Inevitably, an architect's home is seen

as a showcase ofhis or her talent, as the

authors recognize in the introduction.
The houses are presented this wav, as

sleek finished products, carefully ar-
ranged, well-lit, almost totally un-
peopled. Readers searchingfor ideas will
have to select them without benefit of
knowing how they came about, or how
thev work; the origins of the decisions

are hidden in the packaging. The oppor-
tunitv to reveal the workings of the de-

sign process as architects create their
own hornes has been missed.

Nlore Houses Architects Design For Them-
selves. [,'alter E. Wagner. Jr., and the Editors
of ArthitecturaL Record. McGraw-Hill. 1982.

160 pp.. illus.. $29.95.
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Michael R. Corbett:

GREAT CAMPS OF THE ADIRONDACKS

HARVEY H. KAISER

Great Camps of thc Adirondacks calls attention to a little-

documented but fascinating and influential chapter in Ameri-

can architectural history: the vacation retreats of the late 19th

and early 20th centuries in the Adirondack mottntains of upper

New York State.

The great camps were self-sufficient private villages, often on

the scale of contemporary Newport "cottages" and the spas of
Saratoga. Built for the likes of V/hitelaw Reid, the Vanderbilts,

and William Rockefeller, a typical great camp might consist of a

central lodge, a number ofresidential cabins, a boathouse, and

service buildings, all connected by covered boardwalks. Rustic

in imagery and informal in siting-remote spots by mountain

lakes were preferred-they were often luxurious in
accommodations.

The great camps were usually of true or sirnulated log con-

structiono with shingled roofs, broad verandas, and simple

window and door openings. They were built initially by local

craftsmen with local materials. Later, professional architects

sueh as William Coulter, Robert H. Robertson, and Daviso

McGrath and Shepard developed a specialty of great camp

work; other workers in the genre were McKim, Mead and

White, Delano and Ndrich, and John Russell Pope (who de-

sigrred additions to the camps).

The imagery was an amalgamation whose sources included

pioneer log cabins, Swiss chalets, and indigenous Adirondack

hunting and fishing lodges. Interior walls were often hung with
the stuffed heads of game animals; bent branches, still covered

with bark, formed elaborate porch and gable screens and

sometimes spelled out the name of the camp.

The camps were intended for a month of summer living and

short holidays in winter by a family or group of families. August

was a popular month: after spending JuIy at the seashore

(during blackfly season in the Adirontlacks), the families could
Iose their tans in the mountains before returning to the city for
the fall social season.

The camps required year-round maintenance staffs which

were augmented by servants when the families were in resi-

dence. Adolph l,ewisohn arrived at his camp with 40 servantso

"including a majordomo, barbeE cadd-v, chess pla.ver, singrng

teacher, and two chauffeurs." One of the notable achievements

of the camps was the provision of great comfort in remote

circumstances, in a manner that was still in harmony with the

setting.

The great camps flourished in the years 1870-1930. From the
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CAMP PINE KNOT. BUILT 1879. PHOTOCRAPIiED IN 1979.

late I850s, when Williarn James Stillman, the painter. and

Ralph Waldo Emerson oogave credence to the novel idea ol

campingin the woods," until the completion of the St. Lawrence

and Adirondack Railway in 1892, access to the Adirondacks was

difficult. o'Roughing it" appealed to sport hunters and fisher-

men and to a range of social classes, but even trefore the

completion of the railroad, the urban rich were flocking tc

fashionable Adirondack hotels and camps, eager for the purifv-
ing atmosphere of the wilderness. The history of the period war

succinctly stated in a 1912 obituary of one of the Adirondacli
pioneers, Paul Smith: "when he went to the Adirondacks manl
years ago, the woods were full of Indians; when he died, ther
were full of millionaires." This world was severely shaken by the

stock market crash of 1929, alter which few new great carnpr

were built and many were sold or converted to other uses.

The great camps are increasingly expensive and difficult tc

maintain today. They are subject to the depredations commor

to structures which have outlived their original function, as wel

as to a surprising threat, the o'forever wild" clause of the Neu

York State Constitution, which requires Adirondack lands re,

verting to the state to be returned to wilderness. Some grea

camps have found second lives as commercial resorts, chil.

dren's summer camps, and conference centersn but those whicl
have fallen into the hands of the State of New York have beer
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swept into controversy over wilderness conservation vs. historic
preservation.

Ironicallv, many of the founders of the great camps were

leaders in the conservation movement that led to the "forev-er
wild'o clause. Manv of the great camps are surrounded bv last
private preserves which have protected the wilderness in uncer-
tain times. The buildings themselves are rnodels of respectful-

ness to the natural environment.
The author states that his central purpose is o'to inspire

action, to propose a public policy for preserving the Great

Camps that still remain." He has written a good popular book
on an important and endangered aspect of America's architec-
tural heritage. Except for the absence ofpart ofa paragraph at

the top of page 16l, it is an attractively produced book with
excellent historic black and white and recent color photographs
(the color photographs have printed much better than the often

very old black and whites).

One would have liked to have seen more footnotes. at least a

few planso and more architectural drawings, but the book
achieves its principal objective, and should be ofinterest to the

general reader and to anvone concerned about the great camps.

At the sarne time, it leaves room for considerably more work
on the subject. The author states that the rustic architecture of
the great camps was the model for vacation houses and National
Park Service architecture throughout the countr,v. He does not
explore the nature of this influence, or the relationship of the

Seat camps to the Craftsman movement (much of which was

centered in New York State), ancl to broader issues of American
:architectural and social history. In spite of this, the book is
valuable, for it will serve to remind scholars of a little-studied

but particularly rich area of American history.

lGreat Camps of the Adirondacks, Harvev H. Kaiser. David R. God-

[ne. Boston. 1982. 240 pp.. illus.. $60.00.

Martha Ondras:

EAST TIAMPTOI\'S HERITAGE
ROBERT J. HEFNER, editor

Clay Lancaster's straightforward, well-informed essay on
the evolution of the indigenous wood frame and shingle style
through 1860 will interest any connoisseur offine old buildings,
of which East Hampton has man!'. Robert Sternos essay on the
I00-yearJong tradition of resort architecture that followed 1860

sets up the drama: will wealth, outside fashions, and architec-
tural statement-making tempt East Hampton's sumner colonv
to abandon the lovelv, unpretentious indigenous style of such

local masterpieces as the Moran House of 1884? Will succeeding

generations of architects-including the Bauhaus-minded Eu-
ropeans who arrived after World War Il-understand that they
can make their personal statements within the established tra-
dition, carefully related to local culture and landscape?

After being led hv Stern through one hundred years offine
buildings, one senses that the regional "sense ofplaceo'has worn
out. East Harnpton absorbed its (small) share of Adamesque

colonial, Arts and Crafts neo-Elizabethan, and other eclectic

vogues by hybridizing them with the local shingle style. Faced

with the orthodox Modernism of the I950s, '60s and '70s,

however, the local stvle lost ground; Cordon Bunshaft and

others built aggressivelv regionless and unneighborly houses.

Beginning with the 1955 Otto Spaeth house by Nelson and

Chadwick, a new hybrid emerged, combining, in Stern's words,
"the simplfication and abstraction of Modernism with the

archetypal forms and techniques of traditional architecture."
This style has been discussed bv !'furcent Scullv in much rnore

detail in "The ShinpCe Stvle Revisited," and most readers will
associate it with its hest-known proponent, Venturi. Stern ex-

plains it as one rnore in the series of successful hvbrids of the

enduring regional style with the latest high art movement. The
honest discipline of vernacular wisdom is offered as the salva-

tion for Modernist abstraction, a means of innovating without
losing touch with the culture or the land.

As the historv of an atrpicallv self-contained, elite commu-

nity, East Hampton's Heritage offers an unusuallv clear and

tidy picture of regionalism at work. (Unlike Santa Barbara,
East Hampton doesn't even have to write down the rules about
what is proper architectural behavior,) As a guidebook for
touring an area frlled with fine architecture, it is reasonably

usefulo although it lacks a key map, and gives more social
history than architectural analvsis. As a polemic for a Post-

Modern architecture based on a sensible, accessible past rather
than exotic and remote symbols, it is persuasive.

East Hampton's Heritage. Robert J. Hefner, editor (Essavs bv Clay
Lancaster and Robert Stern, photographs by Harvey A. Weber), Norton,
in association with the East Hampton Ladies Village Improvement Soci-
ety, 1982, 223 pp.. illus.. <:loth. $25.00; paper, $12.95.

u1

This case stutly of one town's architectural development sets out

to illustrate how the well-established regional vernacular stvle

dominated and inspired 100 years of consciouslv designed,
*high' architecture in East Harnpton's sophisticated surnrner

colony. The book's prendse is that fidelity to the regional tradi-
tion has disciplined the excesses that rnight other-nise have

iwept over a wealthv cornmurritv with architectural arnbitions.

This fidelitv has also given East Harnpton an overall harrnonv of
;tyle and materials.
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Nson Clark:

COURTYARD HOUSING
IN LOS A]\GELES
STEFANOS POLYZOIDES. ROGER
SHERWOOD. and .IAMES TICE

Greater Los Angeles has always been ar-

chitecturally ephemeral. This quality in-
trigues artists like Darid Hockney, who

has been quoted as loving the way whole

blocks suddenlv disappear.

Considering the chaos of the place, its

architectural history has proceeded in
ordered fashion: the work of significant
architectso like Greene and Greene, has

been recorded; meticulous, encvclopedic

guides have been prepared. But Los An-
geles is so alive that it is no surprise that
documentation has not remained so

stately. Educated young professionals
have fallen in love with whole neighbor-

hoods and become the patrons ofthe old.
Young architects with new insights have

begun to record what is now seen as

sigrrificant.

Now three architects, two of thern ac-

quainted with the ideas of Colin Rowe

(Tice was a student and Sherwood a col-

leap5ue of Rowe at Cornell), and the third,
Polyzoides, a student at Princeton when

Post-Modernisrn was being born, have

given us a record-more architectural
than historical-of Mediterranean
courtvard housing in the Los Angeles

area.

Courtyard housing was unique to Los

Angeles because of the climate and the
relatively low land prices. The conven-

tional apartment house has the adran-
tage of providing immediate protection
from the elements. but access to units
through open courts is an acceptable

alternative if the weather is seldom bad.
The authors provide us with fresh

material on historical precedents for
courtyard housing (although the two sec-

tions dealing with this could easilv have

been combined into one). It is high time

)o

EI, CAI]RII-I,0. 1928. CI.]NTRAI- CoURTYARD WI'IH ['oT]NTAIN AND'IURRI.]T

we examined the influence that books on

the architecture of Italy and Spain had
on the architects ofsouthern (lalifornia.

But the influence of Mexican archilec-
ture on courtvard housing has been ne-

glectetl; so has the influence that some of
the pioneers of this Mediterranean-Cal-
ifornian style had on the work of Arthur
Zwebell and other 6su11-b11ilds15-3
more serious omission. The imagerv that
Zwebell employed in the building illus-
trated on the jacket cover, for example,

owes a great deal to the work of Wallace

Nefi an educated, well-traveled anr

much-ptrblishetl architect whose roman
tic vocabulary was irresistable t<

builders all over the Southland.
In the case of the Cosa Torre in Pas

adena, an author's analvsis has been dis

pensed with in favor of quotes fron
newspapers of the period, and the sit,

plan, so well-handled elsewhere in th,

book, is in this case rudimentary. But
because of its date (1924), Casa Tbte i
verv important, being apparentlv th,

first completely worked out two-ston
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REGIONAL AND VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

court. Its architect, Everett Babcock
(not Edward Babcock, as the text states),

was trained by Walter Neff and was

working in Neffs office when he desigped

the building.
The authors have achieved their ob-

jective (and it is a worthy one) of calling
major attention for the first time to this

genre, Unfortunately, the presentation is

not all it might have been, due largelv to
production faults. Proof-reading ap-

pears to have been cursor.y, and the loca-

tion of captions makes identilication dif-
ficult. The arrangement of the "Case

Studies," the main portion of the book,
is so cramped that it is hard to dis-
tinguish which illustrations are supposed

to go with which case stud,v.

More disappointing is the quality of
reproduction of many of Julius Shul-

man's magrrificent photographs, which

were intended to convey the sensual de-

light ofthe courts. The analltical tone of
the text, which at times gets overly in-
volved with itself, also tends to deny the

reader some of the sensual delight which

clearly moved the authors to write the

book.
Courtyard Housing in Los Angeles is

lively and provocative, in the sense that it
judges the work of non-architects as a

major contribution to the architecture of
the region. One can only hope, with the

authors. that architects will look at these

buildings and do something of compara-

ble quality in the future.

Courtyard Housing in Los Angeleso Stefanos

Polyzoides, Roger Sherwood, and James Tice
(Photography by James Shulman), University
of California Press, 1982, 256 pp., illus.,
824.9s.

Right: A TYPICAI. CAPE
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Martha Ondras:

THE CAPE COD HOUSE

STANLEY SCHULER

Of all the thousand-and-one houses

that are buih for speculation probably

the Cape Cod cottage is the least

acutely paitul. 
-Talbot 

Hamlin
It takes a lot of maltreatm.ent to destroy

the basic character of a Cape.

- 
Stanley Schuler

Thc Cape Cod House is a picturebook

paean to this sturdy, economicalo well-

proportioned vernacular house type that

evolved in colonial New England and

proliferated in a suburbanizing America

after World Var IL It is also a book

about "middlebrow" architecture, about
what a talented architect who chose to

remain in the mainstream, while most of
the profession embraced the Interna-
tional Style, accomplished as a leader of
popular taste.

The stubborn stylistic sun ival of the

underdog Cape, refitted with ornament

during the Rderal and Greek Revival

eras, abandoned during the 80-year Vic-

torian period, and disdained by respect-

able "Modern" architects, is Schuler's

story. He seems amused by the conster-

nation of the editors of Architectura.l
Forum, who after World Var II noted

"the persistence (across America) of one

particular building,... a small box-like

house with a pitched roof and shuttered

windows." The lines of battle between

high architecture and low art, mass con-

sumption-oriented building are clearly

drawn, and Schuler has taken the popu-

lar side.

The Cape Cod house was restored to

its rightful place, in this story, by an

architecto Royal Barry Wills of Melrose,

Massachusetts. Wills began building
Capes during the Great Depression, of-

fering the public a compact, inexpensive,

well-proportioned house that fit a de-

pression- or war-weary American's im-

'
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It becam.e the most populnr house in Amcrira . . . uirtually untouched by
the . . . high art doctrine of Modernism.

age of what a house should be.

He updated the tlpe for modern liv-
ing, enlarging windows and adding dor-
mers and wings, changing floor plans

and shifting the center entrance and
chimney, generally without losing the es-

sential attractive Iines and simple dignity
of the basic Cape. The public-and spec

builders-embraced it. The architects
scorned it. It became, according to
Schuler, the most popular house in
America, and remained virtually un-
touched by the prevailing high art doc-

trine of Modernism.
As a building type that evolved over

time, in harmony with its clirnate and

culture, the original Cape Cod house

gained a kind of quiet distinction from a
subtle balance of proportions and mate-

rials that spec builders often ooimproved"

upon and frequently lost altogether. But
the peculiarly abstract, self-contained
quality ofthe Cape, developed for a con-

forming, conservative people in a harsh
climate, did somehow make it almost im-
possible to destroy as a form.

Schuler's many photographs of early
Capes, contemporary builder Capes,

and Capes designed by Wills and a few

other architects, capture the essential

sameness of the Cape whether its site is

rural, urban, or suburban, whether it is
simple, or compounded by additions and

alterations. His photographs contrast
the graceful original interiors with the

often plain exteriors, and favor Capes

whose beautiful doorways relieve their
low eaves and austere lines. The Capes

by Wills and a few other architects are in
fact well-designed buildings, noticeablv
superior to the average builder version.

Photos of them reinforce the suspicion

that Wills and his colleagues were, and
are, producing a good domestic architec-
ture, whose historical trappings and
middle class appeal causes it to be over-

looked by the architectural establish-
ment. This is an interesting premise
which tempts the reader to look at other

40

neglected "middle brow" revivals and
their influence on 2Oth-century design.

The Cape Cod House, Stanley Schuler,
Schiffer Publishing Ltd., Exton, Pennsylva-
nia, 19341, 1982,144 pp., iilus., $25.00.

Ward Hill:

NEWPORT PRESERV'D

DESMOND GUINNESS and

JULIUS T. SADLER, JR.

Ostensibly a tribute to the "dedicated
individuals and organizations" who have
ooled the way" in preserving Newport's
historic landmarks of the 18th century,
this book meanders through a series of
cursory descriptions of major 18th cen-

tury buildings, referring only briefly to
the city's considerable preservation
efforts.

Neither a serious study of Newport
architecture nor of its preservation
movement, Neuport Preseru'd seems to
have been produced primarily as a cof-

fee table book, possibly with an eye to-
ward the tourist. The book points out the

highlights of the city's architecture and
history like a tour guide, but it lacks a

good map. Although lavishly illustrated
with both black and white and color
photographs, it suffers from the fact that
a number of these are either out of focus

or too dark, and not always accurately
captioned (the drawing of the oofirst floor
plan" of the Touro Synagogue is in fact
its north interior elevation). More floor
plans of the buildings would have also

been helpful.

The chatty and impressionistic text
describes Peter Harrison's Redwood Li-
brary as holding ooechoes of voices that
still speak to us from the past." The
authors also point out that several New-

port houses have recently been moved to
"allow for the enjoyment of charming
anachronismsl' Among their other un-

fortunate observations is a reference to
the practice of raising pre-Revolutionary
houses, to insert a visually incompatible
first floor for commercial use, as o'prag-

matic preservation," and even ooadaptive

use." They also fail to indicate if there
was any historical justification for the

development of Queen Anne Square-a
project that was part of Newport's down-

town urban renewal-ir, front of Tiinitv
Church.

With a hardcover price of $20.00,
Netoport Preseru'dis certainly much less

of a buy than some other studies of New-

port's 18th century architecture. An-
toinette Downing's contribution to the

Architectural Heritage of N eusport,
Rhode Islarud (co-authored by Vincent

Scully) continues to be the best book on

this topic. Carl Bridenbaugh's Peter
Harrisoru-First Amcritaru Architect is a

valuable study of an architect who de-

signed a number of Nerqport landmarks.
Neuport, a Tour Guide, by Anne Ran-
dall and Robert P. Foley, is a useful field
guide to both l8th and l9th century New-

port architecture. As for an account of
Newport"s presenl-day preserration
movement that does justice to those who
"led the way," that account remains to be

written.

Newport Preserv'd: Architecture of the
Eighteenth Century, Desmond Cuinness and

Julius T. Sadler, Jr., Viking, 1982, 152 pp.,
illus., $20.0O.

John Wbodbridge:

V/ASHINGTON, HOUSES
OF THE CAPITAL
HENRY MITCHELL

This handsomely illustrated book, with
photographs by Derry Moore, starts out
grandly with some of the truly great old
houses of Vashington-the Vhite
House, Tirdor Place, and the Octagon. It
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it
I

THE MILLER MANSION. I9OI

moves spottilv through the Victorian era.
and finallv degenerates, as it moles into
the 20th century, into a societv colurnn
view of famous Washingtonians at home.

Moore is an accomplished photogra-
pher, especiallv of interiors, and the il-
lustrations (in black and white and
color) end up being the best thing abotrt

, the book. The text is clearly not the
point-Gore Vidal's foreword i. u "u.r"l
reminiscence of his childhood, while
Henrv Mitchell's rambling discourse on
the historv of building the capital citv
has a distinctly unscholarly ring. Coffee
table books are not expected to be sehol-

arly. ofcourse. but this book makes one

long for some hint of seriousness-and
some order as well: photos of one house

are interrupted by photos of another,

and the text also jumps around a good

deal.

There is little sense of the city's splen-
did residential streets, or its rowhouse
interiors of different periods. Such
splendidl,v idiosyncratic examples of the
late l9th century townhouse as Board-
man House (now the Em-bassy of Iraq),
by Hornblower and Marshall, or the
Weeks House (now the National
Womenos Democratic Club), by Henrv
Page, both in the Dupont Circle area,
are left out. Mentioned, but unfortu-
nately not illustratedo is that wildest ex-
travagance of all, the Walsh/Mclean
House, now the Embassy of Indonesia.
Finallv. there is not a single example of
the city's distinguished range of contem-
porary houses, such as I.M. Pei's for

William Slayton, Philip Johnson's for
Lloyd Creeger, or any of Hugh Newell

Jacobsen's manv elegant fusions of old
and new-especially his own house.

This would have been a far better
book had its makers made a ]ittle more
effort to be serious and comprehensive.
Washington is well worth the effort, es-

peciallv its residential architecture. As it
is, Washington, Houses of thc Capital
will have had its Christmas run, and that
will be that.

Whshington, Houses of the Capital, Henrv
Mitchell (Photographs by Derrv Moore, Fbre-
word bv Core Vidal). Viking, 1982, 216 pp.,
illus.. $40.0O.

Michael R. Corbett:

ARCHITECTURE I]\
MICHIGA]\
WAYNE ANDREWS

Wayne Andrews's Architecture in Mbhi-
gan is a revised edition of a book origi-
nally published in 1967. It is one of a

well-known series of books written since

his general historical survey, Architec-
ture, Ambition, and Amerbans (1955,

revised 1978). These books covered dif-
ferent regions of the country with a brief
texto accompanied by the author's very
fine photographs. Through them, An-
drews has probably been as effective as

anvone in reaching a general aufience on
the subject of American architecture. At
the same time, his books have been use-
ful to scholars and other professionals as

sourcebooks on the architecture of dif-
ferent regions.

This revised edition is, at 8/z by Il
inches, considerably larger than the
original; it contains more photographs
(I75 vs. 105), and has more text. In place
of the uninterrupted flow of captioned
photographs in generally chronological
order found in the original, the revised
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edition has eight sectionso arranged
chronologically and stylistically from the

Greek and Gothic Revivals of "Romantic

Michigano' to "The Michigan of Other

Modern Architects." Each section is in-
troduced by a chatty commentary char-

acterizing the client world in which the

architecture was produced, and con-

cludes with photographs. These are

mostly exterior views of whole buildings,

with a few details and interiors. There

are also a few pictures of landscaping,

furniture, automobiles, and public art,

as well as some historical drawings.

Compared with the 1967 edition,
which devoted proportionately more

space to the work of Frank Lloyd
Wright, Albert Kahn, and the
Saarinens, the new edition takes a dif-

fuse view, including more buildings from
every period, but also putting conspic-

uous emphasis on those of Victorian and

Richardsonian Romanesque desigp.

Andrews's idea of architecture in

Michigan remains a narrow one. He is an

art historian who looks not at the mass of

buildings making up the man-made

landscape, but at the high fashion archi-

tecture of each period. As he savs, "my

ambition has been to give an impression

of what was considered the last word in

every generation." The result is a rather

predictable compendium of "the best

buildings," a social register of architec-

ture in Michigan. Andrews concentrates

on houses, churches, schools, and li-
braries, with a few factories by Nbert
Kahn thrown in. Omitted are Indian
shelterso log cabins, farm houseso barns,

rowhouses, mining and lumber industry
buildings, city plans, movie theaters,

federal buildings, courthouses, bun-
galows, apartments, public housing, gas

stations, and-apart from one hotel and

a few office buildings-commercial
buildings as well. As a result, there is

very little here that can be considered

regional architecture.
When the first edition of this book was

published in lg6T,itrepresented the first
look at the architecture of the state and

in this sense performed an important
service. It has undoubtedly played a role

in increasing public awareness in Michi-
gan of the state's architectural heritage,

in particular the work of Nbert Kahn

and Eliel Saarinen. Since then, however,

we have had significant architectural
survey work carried out under the man-

date of the National Historic Preserva-

tion Act of 1966, and a surge in scholarlv

and popular interest in local and re-

gional architecture. One would have

hoped that these developments could
have found their way into the revised

edition.
Architecture in Mbhigan is an attrac-

tive book which remains of interest be-

cause ofits photographs, For more than

a superficial look at Michigan's build-
ings, however, one should look
elsewhere.

THE LAST COT]NTRY
HOUSES

CLT!'E ASLET

Iike the Americans with their frontier,
the English seem to have drawn spiritual
and social strength from the rural order
even as they were dismantling it in their
progress toward greater wealth and
power. Their passion for "countr-y li[e"
haso over the centuries, generated a vast

body of literature and art that canonizes

England's rural landscape and culture.

As commerce, industry, and urban

Architecture in Michigan, Wayne Andrews,

revised and enlarged edition, Wavne State

University Press. 1982, lB2 pp., illus., $13.95
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Martha Ondras:

ENCLISH COTTAGES
AND FARMHOUSES

OLT\IE COOK
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development replaced agriculture as the

chief source of wealth and power, the

longing among the gentrv and the aristo-
crats for countrv houses became more

intense, and the interest in rural preser-

vationo country walkso huntingo and gar-

dening even more characteristically
English.

Both Olive Cook's English Cottages

and Farmhonses and Clive Aslet's Last
Country Houses document the architec-
tural artifacts of this distinctive but van-

ishing country life, and describe this life
as a context for the architecture. Cook

writes about the evolution and present

disposition of vernacular cottages, farm-
houses, barnso and outbuildings that
were until recently in active use in a

genuinely rural way of life. Aslet records

the country houses built by the very

wealthy between lB90 and 1939 as they

played out an expensive fantasv of coun-

try li[e, long after the time when agricul-
ture could support a country seat.

Cook and photographer Edwin Smith
have created a disguieting document of a

vernacular architecture and culture dis-

appearing before their e-ves. The photo-

graphs, taken between 1950 and 197I,

are intimateo reverent, and informative,
both as to mood and architectural detail.
They capture the seeminglv timeless har-
mony of landscape, building, and cul-
ture that creates the special English
quality of these places. This is documen-

tation at its best: it moves with an in-
formed and sympathetic eve from land
forms to buildings, to interiors and in-
habitants, to details of material and
structure.

The text reinforces this by describing
construction techniques and materials,
habits of furnishing, and the practical
demands and passing fancies that have

influenced the shapes of farm dwellings.

It also describes the relentless cycle of
crisis and transition that has shaped

these apparently timeless settlements
since prehistoric times.

Aslet describes an architecture cre-

ated bv a very different but equally
doomed society, the Edwardian super-

rich. For this he is well-prepared by his

experience as an architectural writer for
Country Life, England's champion of
genteel rustification.

Upper class life and design in the era

he describes (f890-1939) were charac-
terized by artifciality, excess, and in-
creasing uncertainty about values; many
of the enthusiastically eclectic houses he

describes owe more to wealth than artis-
tic ability. Architectural experimenta-
tion ranged from literal antiquarianism,
through English and foreign period
styles, to modern i la Hollywood (or

Paris), to the expensive simplicity of the

Arts and Crafts movement,

Aslet's collection of historical photo-
graphs of country houses, restored cas-

tles, and gardens is excellent. A descrip-
tive catalogue of late country houses is

provided for readers who wish to use the

MUSIC ROOM IN THORTON MANOR, CHESHIRE. BUILT FOR THE SOAP MANUFACTURER.
LORD LEVERHULME.
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book as an architectural tour guide. His
text, although well-ilrformed, is aimed at

the Brideshead Reuisited fan rather
than the serious student of architecture.
It centers more on the shocking excesses

and amusing eccentricities of the English
ruling class in the early 20th century
than on works ofenduring architectural
merit, such as those of Lutyens, Voysev,

and the garden designer Gerlrude
Jekyll. Nevertheless, Last Country
Houses is useful as a backdrop against

which the accomplishments of outstand-
ing Pre-Modern architects can be

appreciated.
Certainly Lutyens's ability to rise

above the general confusion of styles is

more impressive set in this context, as is

his talent for working with a historical
vocabulary while devising a modern
grarnmar and idiom. As explained here,

his symbiotic relationships with Jekyll,
the influential landscape desigrrer and
prot6g6e of Villam Morris, and with Ed-
ward Hudson, founding publisher of
Country Life, shed light on Lutyens's
often ambivalent role in England's re-

turn to country-based gentiJity, and in
the rise of romantic historicism.

Aslet analvzes the minor master-
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pieces in each style of the period; the

reader can appreciate the accomplish-

ments of the architects (and just as often
the amateurs) who married restoration
of ancient structures to modern conve-

nience and rapid construction. some-

times creating charming or impressive

embodiments of the pastoral-historical
fantasy.

He documents major trends in do-

mestic desiggr at the dawn of Modernism:
the victory of the romantic country idyll,
concerned with honest crafts and mate-

rials, over the ostentation ofthe country
houses built for social advancement; and
the simplification and opening up of floor
plans for more informal, servantless liv-
ing. The country house builders, while
they often created dinosaurs, sometimes

accomplished what their "Modern" suc:

cessors did not: they gave their clients

contemporary, informal living spaces,

and honesty in materials, without rob-
bing them of the traditional imagery that
rooted the house in a time and place.

English Cottages and Farmhouses, Olive
Cook (Photographs by Edwin Smith), Thames
and Hudson, l9B2,2OB pp., illus., $f9.95.

The Last Country Houses, Clive Aslet, Yale,

\982, 344 pp., illus., ff29.95.

John Beach:

PIAI\TATION HOMES OF
LOUISAI\A
DA\IID KING GLEASON

The coffee table book, although com-
monly condemned, is not, automatically,
uselessly frivolous. It is a luxury item,
and expected to convey this by its look,
feel, format, and price. This allows the

use of printing, presentation, and bind-
ing techniques too expensive for run-of-
the-mill publications; the coffee table
book's aesthetic qualities as an artifact

can thus justify its existence. It is an

archive of the taste of its period, both in
subject matter and design: it can serve as

a sourcebook or background reference

during such cycles of interest in stylistic
revival as the present one. It can even

present a serious argument or a compre-

hensive view of a specific subject.

Pkmtation Homes of Louisiana and
the l\,latchez Area does none of these. It is
an inexpensive booko considering the
many color photographs, and the techni-
cal quality of the reproduction is consis-

tently high. Otherwise only the perhaps

calculated shock of the final photograph
indicates that the book might not be to-
tally witless. After a succession of glossy

and frequently hokey images, one is con-

fronted at the end of the book by a night
photo of indistinct figr-rres lit by bon-
fires-an unmistakeable and startling
evocation of the South of evil myth. The

accompanying description of the South-

ern custom of Christmas bonfires does

not quite erase the initial impression. Yet

it seems unlikel,v, given the previous pic-

tures. that the effect is deliberate. This
lack of connection between intent and

effect is responsible for the book's
perplexities.

The photographs of plantation homes

do not explain the buildings, either indi-
vidually or as a group. There are a few

interior and detail pictures, but for the

rnost part there is one shot per building,
an exterior, a clich6: the building frametl

at the end of an oak all6e, the back-lit
ruin at eventide. A large percentage of
the photographs are framed across the

top and down one side by the perfectly
placed trunk and brancho with the loca-

tion of the branch. not the view of the

building, determining the photogra-
pher's position.

In one photograph, unconvincing
colonial revival ladies prepare a colonial
revival meal. In another, a star filter has

been used to simulate the gleam of can-

dlelight; the result seems to have stra.ved
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Somc of the best architectural history in recent years has been utritten by

outsiders.

from a Scotch advertisement in one of
the posher men's magazines.

Even the ruins look gfossv. An aerial
view of Belle H6lEne plantation shows the

probably inexorable encroachment of
an oil refinery. It should provoke a poi-
gnant response, but the quality of the

photograph itself works against this; it
appears to have been taken to enhance

the annual report of some aggressive in-
dustrial conglomerate.

It is difficult to imagine a professional
or even an educated lay aufience for this
book. It is unlikely to be of use or inter-
est to the desigler, the photographer, the

historian, the connoisseur, the tourist,
or the daydreamer. Wavne Andrewds,4r-

chitecture in l\eu England and Archi-
tecture in llew York, and Richard
Pratt's coffee table books of the 1950s on

historic American houses, present simi-

lar material. They all conyev the con-

text, social background, and historical
importance, as well as the forms and

details, more effectivel-v. They do so with
photographic material which is more
varied, more evocative, and less clich6-

ridden. The waste of paper on a book
such as Plantatinn Homes of Louisiana
and thc l{atchez Area rlaay justifiably
engender the sort of outrage that founds
save-a-tree societies.

Plantation Homes of Louisiana and the
Natchez Area, David King Cleason. Loui-
siana State Universitv Press, 1982, 144 pp.,
illus., $29.95.
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Michael R. Corbett:

THE FRAMED HOUSES
OF MASSACHUSETTS
BAY, t625-t725

ABBOTT LOV/ELL CIIMMING S

TEXAS LOG BUILDINGS,
A FOLK ARCHITECTURE
TERRY C. .IORDAN

The Fram.ed Houses of Massachusetts

Boy, 1625-1725, and Texas Log Buil.d,-

ings, A Folk Architecture, have just been

reissued in their first paperback edi-
tions. Both were first published within
the last four years, were widely reviewed

upon publication, and are well-known to
students of Arnerican folk architecture
and to architectural historians. This re-

view will serve, therefore, primarily to

call attention to the new editions.
The serious study of folk architecture

has been going on for some time among

cultural geographers, folklorists, histor-
ical archaelogists, and others, but has

only recently begun to attract the atten-

tion of architectural historians. Indeed,
some of the best architectural history in
recent years has been written by out-
siders. These two bookso dealing with
different aspects of American folk archi-
tecture, differ in their methods, their
presentations, and the quality of their
results. At the same time. both enrich the

literature on American architecture with
in-depth studies on important subjects.

The Framed Houses of Mas-
sachusetts Bay, 1625-1725, the result of
over 30 ,vears of work in England and

America bv Abbott Lowell Cummings,
Executive Director of the Society for the
Preservation of New England Antiq-
uities, has been called a definitive work,
has been praised in scholarly journals
for its methodology, its thoroughness,
and its insight, and has been honored
with the 1980 Alice Davis Hitchcock
Book Award, and the Boston Globe's
Laurence L. Vinship Book Award of
1979.lt supersedes works by Fiske Kim-
ball and Norman lsham, written in the

I920s, as the basic work on the subiect.

The book is beautifullv reproduced, with
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first-rate historic and recent photo-
graphs, and highlv attractive and read-

able plans and drawings, ranging from
full isometric perspectives to isolated de-

tails of framing joints.

By the closest analysis of the plan,
frame, and details of the houses of the

first hundred years of settlement in Mas-

sachusetts Bay, the author demonstrates

the powerful ties to English building tra-
ditions, the divergences from those tra-
ditions caused by local conditions ancl

innovalions. and lhe rariations in prac-
tice rooted in regional differences among

immigrant English builders.

He begins by describing building con-

ditions in England at the time of the

Great Migration of the second quarter of
the ITth century, and refers back to En-
gland regularly in making his way

through Massachusetts Bay. He concen-

trates on a few well-chosen houses. which
he analyzes thoroughlr,. Cumndngs bases

his discussion on a firsthand knowletlge

of surviving buildings. on the wealth of
documentation of these houses, going

back to the late ISth centurv. and on a

knowledge of contemporarv records.

[n addition to its value for scholars.

Framed Hou.ses of Massachusetts Bay,

1625-1725, is a delight to read. Although
not always easy going, because of the

complexity of its subject, the book, read

slowly, is completely absorbing. It is as

tightly crafted as the fine houses which
are its subject.

Texas Log Buildings is a less well-

crafted book about a not always so well-

crafted subject. It should, nevertheless.

take a solid place in the literature on

American log buildings, of which it docu-

ments one aspect. The book is less suc-

cessfrrl rhan Framed Houses of Mas-
sochusetts Bay, 1625-172.5, in clarif.ving,

either by analysis or illustration, antece-

dents to its srrbject buildings. It gives a

clear picture of log buildings in Texas,

but not so clear a picture of where they
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came from or what thev mean.

Tbxas Log Buildings was written by a
geographer who has been looking at dif-
ferent aspects of Texas folk culture for
many vears. He firected the compiiation
of the Texas Log Cabin Register, which,
in documenting more than 800 log build-
ings around the state, provided the back-
ground for this book.

Jordan discusses the origin and diffu-
sion of log buildings, and describes the
buildings themselves in detail-their
materials, plans, and methods of con-

struction, as well as the different ttpes of
buildings built of logs (which includetl
houses, barns and other outbuildings,
and public buildings). Jordan also pre-
sents, briefly, some background on folk
architecture and such log btdlding influ-
ences as immigrant patterns, climate,
and available materials.

Jordan is best when he describes the

different types of log buildings built in
Texas, and when he correlates five major
log culture regions with the presence of
different immigrant groups, materials,
structural variations, and cultures. He is

less convincing when talking about
where these buildings came from, il-
lustrating only one log building outside

ofTexas, and none from Europe or from
the primary hearth in the Delaware
River Valley.

Framed Houses of Massachusetts
B ay, 1 62 5 -l 7 2 5, and Tbxas Log B uil.dirys
address two aspects of American archi-
tecture u'hich attracted the attention of
mythmakers and historians very early
on. Both books address a lirnited region,

but the Cummings book is about a much
more influential period. Massachusetts

Bay was, to use a geographeros term, a

cultural hearth. frorn which ernanated

powerful influences on all aspects of
American life. This book is useful to
anyone interested in the first period of
American colonial building, and it is

hard to see how anyone will write a bet-

ter book on the subiect. Texas Log

Buiklings, on the other hand, is more

likely to be of interest to specialists.
Texas log buildings were not part of a
cultural hearth; they were at the outer
edge of influence of a building type which
was important locally, but had no sec-

ondary influence.

The Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay,
1625-1725, Abbott Lowell Cummings, Har-
vard, l9B2 (paper), 280 pp.. illus., $12.95 pb.

Texas Log Buildings, A Folk Architecture,
Terry G. Jordan, University of Gxas Press.

Austin, 1982 (paper), 240 pp., illus.. $9.95
pb.

Robert Winter:

COI]NTRY PATTERNS

HOUSES A]\D
COTTAGES, IB93

MODERI\ AMERICAN
DWELLII\GS, 1897

D0NALD BERG. editor

Ve are seeing a flurry of reprints of l9th
century architectural pattern books,
which were the chief means by which
architectural ideas were circulated in
America before journals such as Archi-
tectural Rec.ord completely took over the

function. To these pattern books we owe

the surprising similarity in styles and

modes of living from coast to coast, R.rb-

lishers such as Antiquitv Reprints
should be commended for reviving them,
for they not only minister to nostalgia

and entertain the eye jaded by the tra-

nality of Modernism, but give social his-

torians fascinating material on the
changing patterns of American life. The
slow migration of the water closet from
the backyard to the back porch to the

upstairs bathroom is only the most ob-

vious of the phenomena that they
illustrate.



For forty dollars or more" you could obtain by mail complete working
drauings for your dream house.

(]OTT.\CE. t]\' H-\I. CI-E\ Et,A\D \\D \\ ILI-I\\I & S\\II EI- D. II\CI\I.S.

them includes an introduction which
might explain matters. \&'e are left with
books that are rnerelv'ointeresting." Nev-

ertheless. the zealot for lictoriana will
find much to digest in them.

Countrv Patterns, IB4I-IBB3, Donald J.

Berg. editor. Antiquitv Reprints" Box i170.

Rockville Centre. \en \brk. 1982. BB pp..
illus.. $8.00 pb.

Houses and Cottages. lB93: A Collection of
the Designs of D. S. Hopkins, Donald J.

Berg. editor. Antiquitv Reprints. 1982. 48
pp.. illus.. $6.00 pb.

Modern American Dwellings. 1897, Donald

J. Berg. editor'. Antiquitv Reprints. 1982. B0

pp.. illus.. $7.50 pb.

Stephen Tobriner:

SPANISH FOLK
ARCHITECTURE: THE
NORTHERI\ PI-ATEAU
IJIS FEDUCHI

This is the first of a five-rolume collab-
orative survev of vernacular architec-
ture in Spain-a survev which origilrally
appeared in the same fonnat in Spanish

in the earlv 1970s. In the 373 pages ofthis
first volume there are rnore than I..300

photographs and drarvings of humble
dwellings surviving in the nrral coun-

tr-r-side and villages of Spain. The visual
srlrvev takes the reader across the Me-

seta plateau. the central massif of Spain.

Wlthin the boundaries of the surveved

area are the entire ancient kingdom of
f,6on antl rnuch of okl Castile, parti-
tioned into the present provinces of
L6on, Zamora. Palencia, Valladolid,
Burgos, Longrofro, Soria" Segovia,
Avila. and Salamanca.

Even a seasoned traveler familiar
with Spanish towns like Valladolid or
Avila will have a hard time placing the

scores of small villages which appear in
this survey. Here we find the quiet haH-
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The three books revie*ed here are

selections from different periods and clif-

ferent architects, but in tandem thev
trace the growing expansiveness of
Arnerican life. Countr.y Pofferns, the
earliest in point of tirne. is the broadest

in subject matter as r.r,ell as in tfune span.

The editor had an opportunitv here to
show the changing patterns in American
homes. Unfortunateh'. Berg treats the
,tr0-vear period as a static unit. nrixing
entries frorn the 1880s nith entries of the

'50s. In terms of stvle it 'n'ould appear
that the houses rere prettv rnuch the

same-(lothic. But this. as we all kno\.r'.

is not any more trre for rural Arnerica

than for url.ran Arnerica. Solne of the

individual selections, however. are fas-

cinating, particularly those that tleal
with gardening-which, along with the

Gothic stvle, is the unifying theme of this
book.

Ilouses and Cottages contains selec-

tions from the work of D. S. Hopkins, a

Grand Rapids architect forgotten nou,

even in Grand Rapicls, but, in the 1890s,

a successful producer of house plans
rnarketed throughout the United States.

For forty dollars or rnore" vou could ob-

tain bv mail complete working drawings

for vour drearn house, chosen from an

elevation and floor plan in a catalogue.

.4Jthorrgh not nearlr as enlertaining
an architect as the Califiornia desigrrers

Samuel and Joseph Cather Newsom.

who also produced pattern bookso

Hopkins was no slouch. His rnerging of
American colonial detail with Queen
Anne forms undoubtedly explains the

popularitv ofthat style in the 1890s, and
must have been (how do we establish

proofi) an influence on other architects.
Certainlv he spread the word.

Modent Ameri.can Dwellings is com-

posed of a rariety of drawings originallv
ptrblished in Carpentry ond Building
magazine. This journal was based in
New York, which accounts perhaps for
its conception of architecture as sorne-

thing that occurrecl mainlv east of the

Mississippi. That bias should not, how-

ever. har-e prevented the latter-day editor
from searching further afield to present

a cross section of American taste. In fact
the criteria for selection is not at all clear
in any of these reprints, and none of



. . . the strange circular douecots of Monteiglesia,s; the oual stone pall.ozas of
Parad,ela. . .

timbered adobe houses of Sahagrin and

Valencia de Don Juan, inexorably disin-
tegrating before us; the strange circular
dovecots of Monteiglesias; the oval stone

palktzas of Paradela clinging like limpets
to their slopes; the elegant woodwork of
the balconies of Vinuesa hovering on the

sides of pristine stone houses.

The author's stated purpose in pub-
lishing this series was to survey the folk
or vernacular architecture of Spain, and
to present the visual documentation be-

fore these humble monuments of Spain's

architectural heritage totally vanish.
The author, an architect himself, organ-
ized a team ofarchitectural students who
collaborated in the survey.

In this first volume we are introduced
to the series in a rather short and sirn-

plistic essay on the evolution of shelters

and dwellings, containing such state-
ments as "Vith this wallo Man created

space on a human scale." But as the text
draws closer to the particular, treating
types of houseso their construction, and

their historical development, it im-
proves. In spite of the many slips in
translation (masonry is described as

"rubble and ashlars"), the text is ex-

tremely informative, if a little disjointed.
But never mind, the bulk of the book.
the heart ofthe study, is the survey itself.

Each surveyed province is introduced
by a map and a short summary-often
very impressionistic-of the geographv,

culture. and architecture to be found

there. Towns and villaples receive at least

a two-page spread of photographs and

drawings, identified by an illustration
ke,v. A few paragraphs read like a field
diary, giving us a researcher's impres-

sion of the place. The visual presentation
is evocative; the camera picks up blocks

of houses, whole fagades, or perhaps
some curious detail, rnindcking the selec-

tive darting of the eye.

This book is a valuable reference
work on the look of vernacular Spanish

architecture. The first volume. like the

4B

GALLERIED TIOUSES IN CANDELARIO

succeeding ones, is copiously illustrated;
a researcher looking for a particular
construction detail or building configu-

ration would be able to find it here. Al-
though in scholarship and detail it falls
short of other national surveys, like
Italy's Richerche SulLe Dimare Ruraliin
Italb (a 24-volume study of vernacular

Italian architecture, published by
Olschki in Florence), Spu.nish Follt Ar-
chitecture delivers the bulk of its visual
material to us in a pleasing, informative,
and compact forrnat.

Spanish Folk Architecture: Volume I-The
Northern Plateau, Luis Feduchi, trans. bv
Diorki. Editorial Blume, Milanesado and Bar-
celona. 1977 (distributed by International
Scholarlv Book Services, Beaverton. OR
97075), i3B9 pp.. illus., $59.95.
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INTERIORS

Elizabeth Merrill:

FRENCH STYLE
SUZANNE SLESIN and STAFFORD CLIFP

THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
CALIFORI\IA HOME BOOK
CAROLYN MLTRRAY

THE IDEAL BOOK OF INTERIORS
PETER DOUGI-AS

Everyone who goes to France tries to bring back something of
the experience: my own method is to carrv back a suitcase of
Cosse-Duual brown sugar cubes. French Style is a more stylish
and probably more successful attempt but the objeet is the
same: to capture the atmosphere of France by focusing on the
unique and particular objects that are characteristic of it.

French Style is the handsomest of the square format books
on interiors. The publisher, Clarkson Potter, is well-qualified to
produce design books in this format, having originated fft6:h
Tech n 1978 and Amerban Country in 1980. The designer,

Stafford Cliff, was an innovator of the square format wrth Thc
Hou.se Book tn 1974.

The book is a generous object, filled with page after page of
sumptuously photographed, object-filled rooms. These roomso

containers as well as backdrops, are uniquely and deliciouslv
French: high ceilings, moldings, and tall shuttered windows,
framing settings also unmistakably French.

The objects in these rooms illustrate, as the text emphasizeso

the availability of heritage in France, as well as the ability of the
French to mix not mateh disparate objects, old and new. The
resulting complexity appears in room after room, on wall after
wall, atop table after table. The vitality of these objects-
chairs, pitchers, pots, boxes, pillows, baskets, plates, quilts,
and jars-comes tumbling out of the pages. Clearly someone

lives here. These frozen images reflect human presence and
dwelling over time. Someone chose each box and pot, and
placed it with care in space, and in relation to the rest. As Slesin

says:

The French rarelv seem to start decorating from scratch,
nor do they ever consider a room finished. . . "it's just a

matter of rearranging as one goes along."

Some places seem to accommodate this process better than
others. ln French Style, the strong character of the rooms does

not preclude expression within them; the expression in fact
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enriches the character. For those interested in desigrring en-

vironments that complement people's Eves, French Style is

exemplary. The photographs, by Jacques Dirand, are ex-

quisite.
Tirrning from this to the Los Angeles Timcs Cahfornia Hom.e

Book, one can only asko [rhose home? California style? Where

are these places? S/ho lives here? It looks like no one is homeo

ever. Everything is tidy; the complexitv inherent in dwelling

over time, so vividly portrayed in French Style, is altogether

lacking. The people in these homes started at zeroo ignoring

Califiornia's rich heritage, the chance to mix the old with the

new In many of the photographs the rooms have disappeared

altogether, leaving isolated objects suspended in blank, edgeless

space.

This is a how-to book: how to organize a refrigeratoro how to

stencil a mailbox, how to set a table, how to paint walls, floorso

furniture, faces, and eggs. It is not a book for designers.

Neither is Th.e ldeal Home Book of Interiars, an apparent

effort to follow, ten years later, in the venerable footsteps of ?he

House Book. But this book, also English, has little to offer.

There is some evidence of human habitation, but it is not very

inspiring. These are sad rooms, listless containers of isolated,

lonely objects. The text makes a virtue of this: "Objects such as

the television set are sirnply placed on the floor." With listless

photos to match, this is a book to be simply placed in the trash.

French Style, Suzanne Slesin and Stafford Cliff, photographs b,v

Jacques Dirand, Crown, 1982, 2B{t pp.. illus.. $35.00.

Los Angeles Times California Home Book, Carolyn S. Murray,

Abranrs, 7982, 216 pp. , illus. , $:15.00.

Ideal Book of Interiors. Peter Douglas, Blandford Press, l9B2
(distributed bv Sterling), l2B pp., illus.. $19.95.
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INTERIORS

Elizabeth Merrill:

]\EW LIWNIG IN OLD
HOUSES

FRANK WERNER

Many people renew and recvcle their
houses today out of necessitv rather than
inclination, and only a few have the priv-
ilege of creating new living in such ex-

traordinarv structures as these: manorsi
mansions, inns, farmhouses, barns. car-

riage houseso rowhouses, park pavilions,
and warehouses. .Nea, Liuing in Old
Elouses provides 37 magnificent exam-

ples, in places like Georgia" Slisconsino

Denmark, Germanr; and Tirnisia.

Despite the raritv of the examples,

the underlying attitudes toward re-
modeling, restoring, and renovating are

relevant to anyone with an interest in the

theme, The introductorv text provides
an overview of the alternatil-es and a
discussion of the controversies that sur-

round them.

This book achieves a sense of inti-
macv in spite of its scope. W'hat is de-

lightful as well as useful is that we are

given a full exterior public riew of the

house in question, before being allowed

private glimpses of remodeled interiors
in photos, plans, sections, and ax-
onometrics. The best magazines, like
Abitare, do this routinelv" but in most

cases the presentation is fragrnentarv
and leaves us nowhere.

The book has substance n,ithout
gloss. The understatement of its mostly

black and white photographs is appro-
priate, given its architectural emphasis.

\ew Living in Old Houses, Frank W'erner.

Abrams, 1982. 160 pp.. illus.. $29.95.

Scott Woods:

THE OFFICE BOOK

JUDY CRAF KLEII\.

It is nice to know what vour options are,
however up-scale, and The Afftce Book
lets vou know. A designer might usefullv
give the book to a backward client, to trv
to bring him up to date, and anvone

moving or renovating their office could
benefit from reading it.

The first chapter, "Historyo" is verv
good. To investigate the histor.v of offices,
it pulls in such images as an Edward
Hopper painting. a Dtrer engraving. an

Eglptian funerary rnodelo scenes from
The Mahese Fah:on and Wife us. Secre-

tory (Cable and Lombard), and a well-

researched selection of photographs (I
would cavil that the reproductions are
not large enough).

In "Designer's Choice" (chapter [I),
we see the offices of some well-known
design firms (Vignelli & Associates,
Gwathmey Siegel) and, in some cases,

I

the office of the designer himself (Ward

Bennett's, for example, in the Dakota in
New York). Each frrm or indiyidual is

covered in two pages and the reader is

given only the briefest exposure to their
work. Although the photos are in color,

they are again quite small, making it
hard to visua]ize the space in its entiret%

or to determine how the parts relate to
each other.

The book's frontispiece claims that
chapter III, "Elements of Design,'o
"shows you how to make office furnish-
ings work effectively-how to choose the
right furnishings, how to use architec-
tural features," The chapter divides the

office interior into "elements,'o including
ceiling and lighting, floors, window cov-

eringso doors, and furniture. Each ele-

ment receives about four pages. The edi-

tors have been careful to provide a range

of periods and styles for each category,

from traditional to modern. Despite all
this, I think the book's claim is a bit
misleading. All the pieces are hereo but
putting them together effectively would
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require a separate treatise (or perhaps

the services of a desigrrer).

Chapter fV divides up the office in
terms of its functions- entranceso re-

ception areas, executive suites, secre-

tarial areas, boardrooms, and so

forth-each meriting two pages. There

is a discussion here of open office sys-

temso pro and con, with examples of
successful schemes,

These two chapters are the bulk ofthe
text, and a certain amount of deference

should be paid to the editors for trying to

cover such a monumental pair of sub-
jects. The chapters suffer, however, from
the effort to be all things to all men. In
particular, the book's willingness to in-
clude obscure office spaces (law firms in
Victorians, townhouse conversions)o at

the expense of more detailed coverage of
general office areas and the open office

concept, makes it less useful than it
might have been. The fifth chapter,
which looks at the offices of profes-
sionals, suffers frorn the same problem.

The final chapter, "Planning Office
Spaces," defines space planning and sets

HEADQUARTERS, PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE. NEW JERSEY.

:

out some available der.ices for visualizing
the space in guestion. As the chapter
progresses, however, it becomes more

and more a catch-all: there are sections

on getting advice from design profes-
sionals (which might have warranted a

separate chapter), on Warren Platnero

and on the firm of Roche, Dinkeloo &
Associates. There is also an appendix
which explains programrning and a myr-
iad of other things, and includes a list of
addresses of possible use to the reader.

Is this a book for a designer? I think
not. It might be useful to a design stu-

dent, but I suspect most students would
balk at its price. It is really only useful to

clients, providing them with images and

explanations (the former often too small,
the latter often too truncated) that might

help them in forrning ideas and in talking
to desig:ners. Even for them, however,

this book is not the last word. I hope

Terence Conran is paying attention.

The Office Book, Judv Craf Klein. Fat ls on

File. 1982. 2BB pp.. illus.. $40.00.

Deborah Kempton:

THE OFFICE STYLE
BOOK

JUDITH PRICE

It is not by chance that the majoritv ol
books about interior design focus on the

home. For years businessmen, with the

exception of a very few forward-looking
executives, considered decoration in the

office a frivolous measure. Wives did the

decorating at home and no one gave the

work environment much attention. Only
more recently, as executives spend more

and more hours in their places of work.
have desigrr and style in the office be-

come not only acceptable, but necessary

to maintain a modicum of comfort and

sailty. Thc Affwe Stylc Boolc, published

as Executiue Style in 1980, was one of the

first books to cover the subject in depth.
Design in the executive office, accord-

ing to kice, although more pared down

than at home, should be an expression ol

the executive's style; style being a quality

that "comes only from recogrrizing -vour
own best traits and exhibiting them with

taste and flair in everything you do"-
one reason, of course, why these people

are where they are.

The book is not only a collection ol

photos showing the offices of a few of thr
world's most successful executiveso but a

crisply edited and source-indexed cata-

logue offurniture and accessories. It is a

useful book for any desigrer-or execu-

tive, for that matter-who wishes to find
at a glance some of the most beautifully
detailed items available on the market tc

date, antiques included. I have person.

ally used the book for numerous clienl
presentationso to illustrate what results

are possible, budget aside.

My main criticism of The ffire Styk
Book is that the majority of items shown

are so expensive as to be unusable for
most corporate projects today. This is
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definitely not a reference tool for the low-
budget job. It iso however, a good pho-
tographic collection of beautiful, classic

objects. The previous title, Executiue
Style, was more appropriate to its con-

tents, but it remains a book well worth
owning.

The Office Style Book, Judith Price, Crown
1982,224 pp., illus., $10.95pb.

William Coburn:

]\I]\ETEENTH CENTURY
FURNITURE

The essavs in this book and the introduc-
tion by Nlar.v Jean Madigan offer brief
glirnpses into fragrnents of l9th century
furniture lore. The emphasis is on A:ner-
ican subjects, and the authors discuss in
some detail the stvlistic rnorernents and

complex artistic contexts in which vari-
ous producers of l9th centurv furniture
Iived and worked.

This is a large book r.hich-in its

enlargements of details, occasional dia-

etrams, color photographs of the furni-
ture, and clev-er page lay6s1-is closer to

a coffee table book than an academic

treatise. Its essavs cover most of the ma-
jor l9th centurv stvles (empire, rococo
revival. art furniture, renaissance re-

vival, art nouveau, craftsman). usingfur-
niture makers or tr?es of furniture as

examples. Innovative furniture and spe-

cial designs and materials, such as cast

iron, bentwood, and wicker, are also cov-

ered. There is even an essav on Andiron-
dack hickory. Missing in this panoply are

the federal, Duncan Phl{", Sheraton,
and hepplewhite styles from the early
l9th centurv. as well as the colonial re-

vival rnovement that followed the centen-

nial of1876. The earlv stvles are perhaps

less necessary, but a discussion of the

colonial revival movement would have

completed the book's presentation of the
different firections taken by furniture
design in the last quarter of the lgth
centurv.

The authors'credentials vary, but the
essays are all credible discussions of
their topics, the best providing succulent
tidbits of penetrating scholarship. In
keeping with the book's format, none of
them is very long, The various enthusi-
asms of the essayists make the book
stronger than it would have been if it
tried to speak in a single voice. Bv ex-
pressing a diversity of attitudes toward
the furniture of the l9th century, these

essays mirror the eclecticism of the work
and the period they cover.

The broad cultural values that have

propelled the preservation movement in
the last decade have also encouraged in-
terest in the artifacts and artistic prod-
ucts of the last century. This book pro-
yides some hints about the direction of
future studies. A number of the essays

(e.g., Hanks on the furniture of Kirnbel
and Cabus, and on the work of Daniel
Pabst, or Douglas on John Henry Belter)
complain about the lack of evidence
available on their subjects-a sad situa-
tion for artists and artifacts which are
comparatively young from a historical
perspective. But this may be symptoma-

tic of an area of study that has not been

pushed ver.v far, and the information
and evidence may be just under the sur-
face of public recognition. As more
things are brought to light, speculation
can perhaps give way to a better-founded
knowledge.

lYineteenth Century Furniture is po-
tentially useful to several groups. It pro-
vides the consuming public with a sense

of the antiquarian value of whole schools

of tasteo thus inflating the value of cer-
tain items in merchants'backrooms. It is
also useful to the layman or professional

keen on gaining an understanding of this
complex historical area.

Some of its complexity is shown in the

essays discussing the period from 1850 to
1880, a period characterized by the in-
terweaving of various aesthetic ideas, all
of them of some merit. These ideas sym-
bolized different aspects of the human
condition, but within a context of aes-

thetic moralizing so intense and varied
that the arts were in turmoil. The resu-lt-

ing varietv in direction and meaning pro-
duced the vigorous and interestingfurni-
ture illustrated in this volume.

Nineteenth Centurv Furniture : Innovation,
Revival and Reform, Introduction by Mary

Jean Madigan, Watson-Guptill. 1982, 160 pp.,
illus.. $19.95.

Robert Vinter:

GIMSON A-I\D THE
BARNSLEYS

MARY COMINO

This book is a paperback, but in every
way beautifully put together. The cover
illustration shows a dining room de-
signed by Ernest Gimson with furniture
by Gimson, and b.v Ernest and Sidney
Barnsley. The photo was chosen with
care, not onlv because it is picturesque,
but because it illustrates almost all the
author's major points-something you
realize only after reading the book.

Ernest Gimson and Sidnev and Er-
nest Barnsley were in the second and
verv productive generation of the Arts
and Crafts movement_. which flourished
at the turn ofthe century. All three were

sons of successful industrialists in the
English midlands: the Barnsleys from
Birmingharn, Gimson frorn Leicester.
They were trained as architects and be-

gan their association in London. In the
tyrrical gesture of the Arts and Crafts
ideology, they moved together to the
rural Cotswolds, where they designed a

number of countrv houses, which,
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though vasto took their stylistic inspira-

tion from the English cottage.

Their finest work, however, was in the

design of furniture derived from the

country crafts tradition. Their work in

this area bears comparison to the finest

work of their contemporaries, C.S.A.

Voysey, whom they knew, and Pas-

adena's Charles and Henry Greene,

whom they could not have known.

Although the book focuses on the

technical subjects of architecture and

furniture, and never lets you forget the

author's authoritv on these subjects, it is
written with an Engflish grace and appre-

ciation of these men and their art. The
technical problems facing the author
must have been difficult to resolve: Er-

nest Barnslev broke away from the

group to devote his attention to architec-

ture; Gimson and Sidney Barnsleyo

though in the same town, always worked

separately-Gimson with a large num-

ber ofartisans, Barnsley alone. Even so,

their artistic association in the Cotswolds

remained a seamless one, and the furni-
ture and architecture the three men de-

sigrred and built, whether independently

or as a team, can be attributed to the one

or the other only bv an expert. Comino

succeeds in keeping everything straight.

In America. Gimson and the Barn-
slevs are among the least known of the

leaders of the Arts and Crafts movement,

perhaps because they concentrated al-

most totally on their art, and never got

involved in reform movements. or in the

maior commissions that would have

given them greater fame. This book cor-

rects the oversight, focusing our atten-

tion on three men who created "wonder-
ful furniture of a commonplace kind," in
the true spirit of the Arts and Crafts
movement.

Gimson and the Barnsleys, Mary Comino,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982.224 pp., illus.,
$I2.95 ph.
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David Gebhard:

FURNITURE OF
SPANISH NE\[/ MEXICO
AI,AN C. \'EDDER

SPANISH COLOI{IST
FURNITURE
ARTHLR DLRS.{RD \\ ILLII\IS

In Furniture of Spanish Neu, Mexiro,
AIan C. Vedder provides us with a series

of photographs of historic examples of
vernacular wood furniture, most of
which was produced in northern New

Mexico between 1776 and 1900. Each

piece is captioned (as it would be in a

museum catalog;ue), and discussed in a

brief paragraph of text.
The author opens with an outline of

the history of Spanish furniture produc-
tion in New Mexico, followed by a page

devoted to eonstruction. and another
page discussing the hand tools used. Il-
lustrations of New Mexico Spanish his-

toric rooms installed at the Museum of
International Folk Art in Santa Fe. at the

Palace of the Governors. Museum of
New Mexicoo Santa Fe, and at the Ameri-
can Museum in Britain, in Bath, are also

included.
Though brief, Vedder's text and com-

mentary on the pieces are both knowl-
edgeable and strnpathetic. It would have

been helpful to the reader if a little more

backgpound had been provided on ISth

and l9th century furniture design in
Mexico and Spain. The author's asser-

tion that "the Spanish wene sometimes

almost a century behind other Euro-
peans in various art fields" was certainly
not true in the lTth through early l9th
centuries: the atmosphere of European
neo-classicism at the end ofthe l8th and

in the early l9th centuries was strongly
refected in Spanish art and architec-
ture, and even in some ofthe vernacular
furniture of New Mexico. Vedder also

avoids discussing the fascinating ques-

tion of the infuences of Pueblo Native

American art on the Spanish Colonial
furniture of New Mexico. Over the .vears,

[telow: S\lIl.l- I)l]S1.,. t'R()\l SP\\ISH (lOL()\IS'I
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there has been an appreciable array of
literature written on Spanish New Mex-

ican furniture (and interior decoration),

and it is unfortunate that no bibliogra-

phy whatsoever has been included.

Arthur Durward Villiams's Spo,nish

Colnnist Furniture was written for a de-

cidedly different purpose than the Ved-

der book: to present the reader with
simple working drawings and photo-
graphs of the furniture in order to facili-
tate its construction by modern crafts-

men. These pieces, Williams says,

"deserve to be widely used and enjoyed

in the Spanish tlpe of American home of
the present day." The furniture designs

illustrated here are not specific copies of
historic examples, but are trased on "the
best elements of design to be found in the

Spanish Colonial."
Williams's book was first published in

1941, and the aesthetic atmosphere of his

designs is that of the late '30s. Although

he decries the Arts and Crafts turn-of-
the-century version of Mission furniture,
his, too, is of a moment in historv. but

t\Yo or three decades later.

There is a delightful but dated quality
to his text, as when he observes that the

designs of Navajo blankets in{luenced

early New Mexican furniture (when in
fact both the blankets and the furniture
were directly affected by the desfuns of
the Pueblo Native Americans). His com-

ment that "the offset contours of the

table and bench stretchers were copied

from the pueblo [architecture]o' is won-

derfully romantic, but hardly factual.

Although many of Williams's designs are

New Mexican in origin, he does include

some purely Spanish designs, based on

Mexican or Spanish examples.

Given the renewed architectural and

design interest in Hispanic historicism,

both these volumes will probably enjoy

extensive use. Taken together, they work
well as source material for contemporary
desigrr. Vedder's perspective is that of a

historian long involved with the Museum

56

of New Mexico in Santa Fe, while
V/illiams's is that of a teacher of crafts in
the public and Indian schools of the

Southwest.

Furniture of Spanish New Mexico, Alan C.

Vedder, Sunstone Press, Santa Fe, 1982, 96

pp., illus., $14.95 pb.

Spanish Colonist Furniture, Arthur Dur-
ward Williams, Peregrine Smith, Salt Lake

Cit-y, 1982, 136 pp., illus., $7.95 pb.

Robert Winter:

THE FURI\ITURE OF
GUSTAV STICKLEY
JOSEPH J. BOVARO and

THOMAS L. MOSSMAN

If there are, indeedo more highly-skilled

craftsmen working today than in the

early 20th century when Stickley flour-
ished, this beautifully designed and
printed book will delight them. It is illus-

trated with excellent pictures of Stick-

ley's most characteristic furniture, and

elaborate plans for doing it yourself. In
fact, the major portion of the book is
pictorial and technical; only 38 pages are

devoted to the cultural milieu in which

Stickley worked.
The directions for construction of

Stickley-designed pieces are eminently
clear. The authors also specify materials
and finishes, and generally lead you by
the hand even more carefully than Stick-
Iey himself did in the pages of the Crafts-
man. The numerous pictures of con-
struction in progress prompt an
observation they perhaps did not
intend-that the building of this furni-
ture cannot be undertaken with conven-

tional tools bv the amateur in his garage

or basement; it requires a variety of me-

chanical devices and the skill to use

them. After all, even Stickley's work-
shop was highly mechanized.

The introductory material is not as

well-coordinated as the technical sec-

tion. The attempt to introduce Stickley
and connect him to William Morris and

the whole Arts and Crafts movement in a
few pages leads the authors to slight the

main influences on Stickley, furniture
desigrrers other than Morris and Co. The

authors also do nothing with Stickley's
influence on other furniture designers of
the period, but their work does not claim

to be definitive.
The book does raise a final question:

Why, considering the amount of interest

in Stickley, is there still such a paucity of
good critical work on him and his work?

Perhaps this beautifully produced vol-

ume will encourage the serious study of
this important American craftsman,

The l'urniture of Gustav Stickley: Historn
Techniques, Projects, Joseph J. Bovaro and

Thomas L. Mossman, Van Nostrand Reinhold,

1982, 175 pp., illus., $18.95.
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Glenn Lym:

CITY OBSERVED: BOSTON

DONLIT{ LYNDON

SPACES: DIMEI\SIONS OF THE HUMAI{
IAI\DSCAPE
BARRIE GREENBIE

MANTIATTA]\: PEOPLE AND THEIR
SPACES

ROBERTE MESTDACH

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF SMALL URBA]\
SPACES

WILLTAM WHYTE

At a time when architectural criticism is focused on particulars
ofstyle, it is refreshing to find four books with urban perspec-

tives spacious enough to include the lives of human beings as

ingredients of design.

Taken together, the four books reviewed here give us a

picture of city design in the context of human activity. Each

book presents its analysis through photographic or written
tours of major cities, but the quality of the analvsis raries with
the author's method.

Donlyn Lyndon's City Obserued: Boston is a substantial
work, witty, well-written, well-designed, and full of photo-
graphs taken expresslv for the book by Alice Wingwall. Com-

pared to books on San Francisco Bay Area architecture. Lvn-
don's work comes across as a love affair with a citr. and its
history, not just with indir.idual buildings or the careers of a few

architects. Compared with Reyner Banharn's trend-setting
book on Los Angeles, City Obserued is a careful bookl vou sense

that Lyndon has touched the buildings. If Banharn drove
through Los Angeles, Lyndon walked Boston-a good thing to
do in a town laid out when the horse and one's feet were the only
forms of transportation, and where practicallv everv square

foot is related to the nation's early historr'.

The halhnark of the book is its architectural sensibilitv on a

place-to-place level, Boston observed though the historv and

exterior order of its buildings and building ensembles. Lvndon
views Boston as an architectural setting resulting from a unique
series of human and geographic events. As he walks, he gives us

a sense not onlv of the cit;- form but of the social and architec-

tural history that determined it.
Lyndon is particularly good at describing how a building has

adjusted to its immediate phvsical circurnstances and to the

effects of historv, and the irony this sometimes brings to it.
Discussing the Old State House, he notes:

When affection for the building and its Colonial connota-
tions paled in the middle of the last century, it was leased

out as a commercial building and festooned with mercan-
tile signs. . . . Among the features of the building least

admired bv citizens of the newlv formed republic were a
Iion and unicorn embellishing tlre gable at the State Street
end, emblems of the power of the British throne. Removed

in a bit of patrir-rtic censorship, thev have since been

restored, to the everlasting credit of resurrectionists.
. . . Not surprisinglv, [the Old State House] is perhaps best

known from a Paul Revere engraving of the Boston Mas-

sacre, which took place in the street beneath [its] balconr':

Lyndon has a marvelous sense of building ensemble, of
buildings that stand out due to historv or form, and of buildings
carefully receding to the backgpound and set against wonderful,
endearing details. His portra-val of Government Center is apt:

Periodicalh', agglutinative Boston gets to be too much ibr its
visionaries and thev seek a new and smoother order. . . . the

Covernment Center project has totallv changed the face of
a substantial segment of downtown Boston, creating great

new open spaces of a scale previouslv unknown in these

parts. . . . The great strength of. . . the [citv hall] design is

that the architects took [the Pei site plan's] . . . volumetric
constraints neither as a bureaucratic limit. . . nor as a geo-

metric volume to be elegantlv gift-wrapped, the wav Pei

himself might have done. The-"* took it as a site to be filled
with the dramatized acts of building.

Lyndon's method, storytelling, is informal enough to accom-

modate whatever he might find, and supple enough not to
distort his observations. It can attend not only to buildings but
to the found places between them: vistas, plazas, sculpture,
what was there, what could have been there, the nature of the

space it creates-sometimes to the detriment of the setting.

Interspersed with Boston's landmarks are a rninor North End
intersection, an about-to-be-abandoned South End subway

station, and the Sears Crescent corner teakettle, which:

. . . takes its place among the codfish in the State House, the
unicorn on the Old State House down the street, the
grasshopper atop Faneuil Hall and the Citgo sign above
Kenmore Square as loony Boston objects of affection.

Lyndon is the one architect among the authors reviewed
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If Banham droae through Los Angeles, Lyndon walked Boston

OLD STATE HOUSE. BOSTON
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here; just as his book is distinguished by its architectural
sensibility, it is lirnited by the scope of that sensibility. He

curiously ignores the overall urban form of Boston's Hub. His
book,like most architectural guides, includes maps more useful

for touring than as overall area site plans conveying the order of
the locale. He also avoids consideration ofthe internal order of
the buildings he discusses.

A larger edition of City Obseraed: Boston would benefit from
the addition ofplans and sections; this one relies exclusively on

text and an occasional photograph, which does not satisfy the

need of the reader who does not live in Boston for visual
reference. The photos only tantalize us; we want to see more of
the wonderful oddities that Lyndon and Wingwall find.

IfLyndon's story ofBoston is a witty, careful, irreverent look
at one city, Barrie Greenbie's Spaces: Dimensions of the

Hum.an Land.scape is a slapdash tour of cities around the globe,

driven by a simple grand theory. Of the four books reviewed

here, Greenbie's is by far the most dramatic and brave in its
intended scope.

Greenbie believes the role of city design is to support the

human effort to create community. In quite rough but ulti-
mately rewarding reading, he distinguishes two distinct forms of
community: "proxemicr" based on territoriality, proxirnity, and
small group loyalties; and oofistemic," a communitv based on

worldly, transcendental values. He argues that man can and

should transcend village-like community based on territory
(ooproxemic place"), and create oodistemic place:"

A city park can be the most distemic kind of space of all,
uniting human beings in a community of strangers based on

the fact that we are indeed one species dependent on the

ecosystem of our common earth.

The first third of Spoces is devoted to illustrating the urban
design features Greenbie claims are required to support ter-
ritorial community, or 'oproxemic place"-features such as

fences, walks, trees, and buildings, that define the street and

call out the separation as well as the connection between the

street and the home. Case studies of Bayonne, New Jersey;
Springfield, Massachusetts; Jerusalem, and Amsterdam at-
tempt to show that clear boundaries between homogeneous

neighborhoods are vital to their Srowth and interrelationships.
Greenbie does not verify whether the residents of these

neighborhoods are in fact aware of the boundaries he finds, or
whether these boundaries are really necessary and sufficient to
create community. He also does not investigate the possibiJity

that these desigp features are but one of a number of inter-
changeable spatial methods for creating this form of commu-

nity. He simply assumes the correctness of his theory and uses
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TIIIRD AVI]NUE AT (]oOPER SQUARE. PHOTo BY ROBT]RTE }TESTDAGTI.

his case studies to illustrate it.
Greenbie depicts different transcendental communities

("distemic places")o but does not consider which qualities in a
city create and support this form of community. We are left with
the impression of a kind of environmental symbol play, ter-
ritorial communitv against transcendental community, curi-
ously out of focus and devoid of color:

[Man] has the capacitv to transcend. . . compulsive small
group Ioyalties and territorial defensiveness. The oppor-
tunitv to make this transcendence is essential to the full
flowering of human personalitl. Provision for the right
conditions is the main historic function of cities. Those
conditions require that we not mistake cities for villages or
allow cities to be governed bv village ethics.

Greenbie does not consider that one trpe of community can
arise from the other, or that they can coexist. By not coming to
terms with the relationship between these two forms of commu-
nity, his historical accounts distort his otherwise interesting
descriptions of transcendental communitv. Greenbie touches on
the symbolic tension between state €lovernment and the univer-
sitv in Madison, Wisconsin, yet sees the messier aspects of that
tension-the 1960s anti-war movement's more violent mo-
ments-as instances of dreadful ooproxemico' place-making.
Does this mean that "distemic" places are always orderly?

At the other end of State Street there eventuallv emerged
the Universitv of Wisconsin, crowned by Bascom Hall . . . a
cupola which echoed the capitol dome. . . But then prox-
emic neotribalism, the eternal threat that hangs over all
distemic relationships and institutions, ran rampant during
the student protests against the Viet Nam War.

A book so wide-ranging in its thesis and so rich in examples

should not be undone by the lack of development of both.
Perhaps fewero but more thorough-lv developed examples could
have elucidated "the right conditions" to create distemic place
where proxemic place might have been, or suggested how dis-
temic place could arise out of rather than in opposition to
proxemic place, Spaces: Dimcrcinns of the Human Landscape
lacks the Lyndon book's loosenesso the humor to accept the
variety and spice of citv life, rather than try continually to
relate it to a particu-lar point of view.

Example and not theorv drives Roberte Mestdagh's Man-
hattan: Peoplc andth.eir Spaces, 18 interviews with residents of
New York City, interspersed with Mestdagh's photographic
compositions-panoramas and street details, pieced together
into panels depicting successive street intersections, antl 360-
deppee views around a shoreline or an alleyway. The BZ: by Il-
inch format of the book is too small to do iustice to the richness
of these photographs. Only when one photograph is allotted to a
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. . . People re-imagine their enuironntents . . . before and after designers haue

had their chance.

single page does the vitality and flavor of an area come to the

surface, but then just barely, given the book's grainy reproduc-

tion process.

As an artist, Mestdagh presents the reader with examples

and lets him draw his own conclusions. His photographs slice

through the city like a blade, but the result is New York on the

outside, viewed by someone not allowed to venture indoors.

This exterior quality is a distraction from the interviews, which

each give a coherent image of the city from a unique domestic
point of view:

[Social scientist:] We do a great deal of penthouse garden-

ing, and in the summertime we live outdoors up there. But

it is really too small for us to live in. so. . . eight floors below

our penthouse, we have a great big conven-
tional . . . apartment. It's an inconvenient wav to live,
but . . . each expresses different elements of mv personality.

Mestdagh's interviews are examples of how a broad theoreti-

cal concept like Greenbie's fails to take into account human

ingenuity in forming community. The physical boundaries of
front steps, fences, front bushes, and sidewalks, which Green-

bie argues are needed to separate and thereby support home

and neighborhood, are simply absent from the accounts of

Mestdagh's subjects. Some have discovered wavs of living that

support their sense of home set apart from the citv's hustle and

bustle:

[Musician:] One o1'the reasons I like this part ol'town is that

we are near the river. There is a large area of Iatrd where votr

can walk for a couple ol' miles down bv the river and

virtually not see anything but sand and water and be at a

certain distance from the buildings, which is just mar-

velous. This is still a large area for importing and distribut-
ing food, so there are trucks coming in and starting at five,

six o'clock in the morning, but bv now Imid-afternoonlmost
of the activity has ceased.

Others resort to the facile power of imagination to carve out

the space they need in the city:

[Beauty consultant:] I can walk down the street, and ifthere
are many people around me, I can't see them. I walk in mv

:*:n 
,"0 whoever I want to be at that moment, that's who I

Mestdagh's interviews show the skilled adaptations by which

individuals create their life's spaces. They also touch on how

these same adaptations sometimes give people a sense of world

community-what Greenbie would call distemic place-in the

urbanscape:

[Secretary:l I always look at the sky. I like to be reminded

that there is nature around all the buildings and the people

and the uptight things that happen, that there is also the
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sk.v...l see the skv that covers evervbodv like this com-

mon denominator-because there are so many different
people. different crazies.

Mestdagh's Manhattan: People and their Spaces provides

the material with which Creenbie might develop his theory.

Mestdagh's friends show us that people re-imagine their en-

vironments to suit themselves; they rework their cities before

and after desigrrers have had their chance.

Yet Mestdagh's own photographic method does not extend

his interview material; it fails to capture the images-loft-as-
power-and-solitude, or the all-encompassing-sky-over-Manhat-

tan-his interviews so vividly depict. His photographic art and

his collections of personal images do not expand on each other,

and in the end are not really compatible.

William Vhyte, the social scientist, the least desigr-oriented

ofthese authorso uses photography as his primary research tool

tn The Socinl Life of Small Urban Spaces. His book expands

our urban sensibility in much the same way the Jane Jacobs's

Death and. Life of Great Amcri.canCities did in the early 1960s.

Jacobs also wrote of the social and physical circumstances

that contribute to the rich and subtle fabric of neighborhood

relations. Her work made a case against the then-fashionable

practice of site planning by zoning; now we accept and revel in

mixed-use urban projects.

Whyte's book deserves sirnilar attention now. He argues

against the conception of urban places as simply architecturally
defined space-a vivid feature of current Post-Modern site

planning, and one of the major drawbacks of Boston's recent

and otherwise beniggr civic ventures, as Lyndon's book stresses.

Urban space for Y/hyte is space that is used and appreciated

by people: a simple concept, not like Greenbie's intan$ble

distemic placeo or the idiosyncratic personal images of Mes-

tdagh's l8 people. S/hyte looks at simple things that people do in

urban places: sit in sun and shade, eat, chat next to a water{all

in an urban park, and look at other people:

. . . a mime walks up to twu junior-exectttive tvpes and

draws a huge square in the air. The crowd laughs and the

junior-executives laugh. . . . These moments are true recre-
ation.

Many of S/hyte's conclusions are not apparent, or are even

counter-intuitive at first, but become obvious and simple in
retrospect. For example:

No matter how many variables we checked, one point kept

coming through. . . The most attractive fountains, the most

striking designs, cannot induce people to come and sit if
there is no place to sit. . . . People tend to sit most where

there are places to sit. . .
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Whyte and his colleagues set up their camera to examine
street corners, and found that meeting and conversing took
place right in the middle of the busiest flows of pedestrian
traffic, not in quiet eddies. He observed how the life of a plaza
begins on the street corner nearest it, and is enhanced bv the
shops, displays, and comings and goings in entry,vavs as the
street proceeds to the plaza. The sidewalk in front ofthe plaza
acts as a foyer to the plaza itse[ which mav be level with the
sidewalk to accept its people, or depressed below street level, its
activity a draw for the people on the street.

The area where the street and plaza or open space meet is a
key to success or failure. Ideall.v, the transition should be
such that it's hard to tell where one ends and the other
begins. . . [The few steps up from the street to Paley Park in
New York Citv] are so low and easy that one is almost pulled
to them. They add a nice ambiguity to your movement. You
can stand and watch, move up a foot, another, and then,
without having made a conscious decision, find vourselfin
the park.

Whyte makes manv wonderful observations: on the different
uses of fixed chairs versus free-to-move chairs versus benches

versus low walls; dealing with plaza bums; the self-regulating
nature of urban spaces. In the end he coneludes that:

Civen the basic elements of a center city-such as high
pedestrian volumes, and concentration and mixture of
activilies-people in one place tend to act much like
people in another...

By looking at simple things people do in urban space, Whyte
has gotten around the polarities that complicate the Greenbie
and Mestdagh books. Strere Greenbie sees the conflict of tribal
identity with higher values, and Mestdagh sees personal imag-
ery set against abstract building form, Whyte sees a natural
choreography ofpeople, suno foodo benches, and urban space:

When I walk down a street I have long studied, I am often
enormouslv pleased to see what is going on...Thev are
acting as thev should be acting. There are two women in a

I00-percent conversation in just the right spot. There is a
schmoozer rocking up and down on his heel. There are two
men exchanging goodbves. Soon thev will begin all over
again.

Whyte's approacho built on moment-to-moment events, is more
direct than Greenbie's or Mestdagh'so but not less heady.

The evolution of cities is a complex tale; the success of each of
these four books depends on how it copes with this complexity.
Lyndon revels in the citv's stories and in its nooks and crannies.
Whyte asks simple questions of the citv's street life, and his
photographic method helps him arrive at direct answers.
Greenbie's work, valiant in its scope, is confounded by its
method; his theorv, though promising, is not enriched bv the
generous written and photogpaphic case studies. Mestdagh's
book also poses methodological problems; the gap is too great
between the New York that he photographs and the New York
that emerges in his interviews. Only The City Obserued: Boston
and, The Social Life of Small I)rban Spoces create a coherent
view of the citl', simplv because thev make no attempt to reduce
it to a snapshot.

The City Observed: Boston: A Guide to the Architecture of the
Hub, Donlyn Lyndon (Photographs by Alice Vingwall), Random,
1982, 317 pp., illus.. cloth, $18.00; paper $7.95.

Spaces: Dimensions of the Human Landscape, Barrie B. Greenbie,
Yale. 1981, 448 pp.. illus.. cloth. $47.50; paper, $14.95.

Manhattan: People and their Spaces, Roberte Mestdagh, Thames and
Hudson, 1982, I43 pp.. illus.. $12.95 pb.

The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, William H. Whyte, The
Conservation Fund (1717 Massachuserts Ave., Ntr. [lshington, D.C.,
20036), 1980, 125 pp.. illus., $9.50 pb.
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Dora Crouch:

THE GE]\ESIS OF NOTO

STEPHEN TOBRINER

The old city of Noto, built on a hilltop in southeastern Sicil"v,

was thoroughly destroyed by the earthquake of 1693. After
several years of local wrangling, the Spanish government de-

cided to rebuild Noto on a lower site, closer to the sea. ?he

Genesis of Noto is a history of this undertaking, and the first
comprehensive study of any Italian city of the l7th or 18th

century, outside of Rome. The author, Stephen Tobriner, has set

himself a major task. On the whole, he has handled it well.

The Genesis of I\oto has live parts. The first, "Politics and

Planning of Urban Recovery," takes up such questions as whv

the old site was no longer satisfactorv" how the new site was

selectedo and who benefited or suffered from the move. The

second part, "The Growth of 18th Century Notoo" analyzes the

urban form of the city, with its two ggids, and the dramatic

string of open spaces along its main street. The main street, the

Corso, ran halfway down the slope, east-west, antl was inter-

sected by the north-south axis that linked the two major
churches of the city-one on the summit and one on the slope.

The open spaces at the churches and along the Corso func-

tioned as outdoor rooms for the city's inhabitants, while the rest

of the city was divided into more or less regular blocks by the

two grids,
Part III deals with building tvpes and the life they served in

lSth century Noto. The types range from formal palaces oc-

cupying most of a city block, to lower-class houses which still
preserved some ancient Rornan elements in their form, jumbled

into the interiors of blocks. Palaces, churches, and some re-

ligious houses were built in a style which, in its fusion of motifs

and elements, and its typical use of one kind of stone, gave Noto

an unusual degree of unitv in its visual appearance.

The well-preserved lSth century city was largely the work of
three architects-Gagliardi, Sinatra, and Labrisi. Part IV
traces the origins of these men and discusses their work, using

their own plans, elevations, and sections to complement modern

photographs of their buildings.

The book concludes with a brief discussion of the factors,

notably poverty, that helped preserve Noto's l8th century ap-

pearance. Several appendices follow which reprint relevant

documents and provide a catalogue ofthe religious houses and

palaces of the city. There is also a quite adequate bibliography.

By his exampleso Tobriner brings out "the appearance of

st-vlistic unity" in Noto. At the close of his discussion of Noto's

l8th centurv buildings he concludes:
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Every major building in Noto was altered during the course

of its construction in the l8th century or in later periods.

Each revision added another dimension to a building's
meaning and usually brought it closer to other evolving

Netinese buildings. . . No structure in Noto is stylistically
isolated from the rest. Parts of seeminglv homogeneous

buildings are actually creations of diverse eras and anv

number of aesthetic sensibilities. AII of Noto's architects

may have at one time or another worked on each of Noto's

major buildings. Their use of ornaments and repeated

motifs combines with an over-all dependenc,e on the same

classical models to further strengthen the ties between

buildings in Noto. Noto has neither the appearance of a

riotouslv ornamented provincial town nor ol'a completelv

up-to-date Baroque city. It hovers between the two ex-

tremes, creating a unique visual environment.

The unanimity among Noto's architects in terms of their

aesthetic sensibilities-the way Renaissance orders and other

ornaments are used, and the spatiallv conservative fagades and

inlgriors-is enhanced by a consistent use of the native golden-

colored stoneo o'a happy consequence of nature."

Of the three Netinese architects discussed, Rosario Gagliardi

was the first and most irnportant, although he was only re-

discovered in the years after 1950. Besides producing a treatise

on architecture (a fair portion of which is reprotluced in this

book), Gagliardi was responsible for the churches of S. Maria

dell'Arco, S. Chiara, and S. Domenico. The first two occupy

prominent positions one block from the main plaza, while the

third fronts on a plaza <lf the same name, a former market

square,

Vincenzo Sinatra was the architect of Noto's astonishingly

rococo citv hall. Paolo Labrisi built the house of the Crociferi
fathers. ooHis work demonstrates what a provincial lSth centurY

architect could [create] in a town the size of Noto [a town of
about 12,000] , a unique and visuallv satisfving cit-v."

The book's illustrations are arbitrarilv dirdded into 177

plateso eight figr.rres, and eight maps. These are interspersed

through the text, printed on the same paper, and have no

particular characteristics to distinguish them from one another.

It is difficult to see what advantage is gained by the triple

numbering. The illustrations are both beautiful and well-

printed, but the difficulties in using them Inake reading the

book a rather exasperating experience. To cite the worst exam-

ple: plate 8l is the Astuto Palace; remernbering that there is a

map of palaces, the reader may want to locate this one on the

map. This involves first turning to the List of Maps (page 1B), to

find that the map of palaces (Map B) is on page ll5. Palaces on

the map are numbered but not named, and the caption refers

the reader to numbers appearing on another plate, that of the
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Labrisi aeduta (riew). The caption itself does not explain the
numbers.

The Labrisi ueduta is found at Plate 17, with no numbers
visible, but with an lSth centurv caption, in script, containing
num-bers. Plate 19, however, a closeup of the center of Plate 17,

does have some visible numbers, but no identifying caption to
explain them. Back to Map B, where the last sentence of the
caption suggests, "see Appendix 2." This appendir. w-hich deals

with palaces, notes that it is difficult to identifv palaces frorn
Labrisi's ueduta, and goes on to proride, at last. a chart that
corresponds to the numbers on Map 8. Thus we finallv learn
that the Astuto Palace is number 45a (although the reason for
the subscript "a" is never explained).

Reluctantlv one concludes that a stated airn of the book, to
have "the text, plateso maps, and docurnents. . . *,ork together
to explain the citv to the reader," has been met at best imper-
fectly. Further evidence oflapses in the pursuit ofthis airn can
be seen in the plates thernselves, which do not alwavs follow a

strictly numerical order. Fbr example. Plates 86-89 face Plates
93 and 94, with 90, 92, and 9l following. This is a trivial
problem, though, cornpared to the lack of coordination between
the illustrations.

On an intellectual level, Tobriner succeeds in his stated
purpose: to relate the physical history ofthe city as a manifesta-
tion of its social life-(how its huildings and plan worked in the
context of the society which created them." He is stronger,
however, on what the city looked like than on hon it was used.

Tobriner explains that available documents make it easier to
identify the contributions of individual architects than those of
their patrons. Knowing which farnilies or confraternities en-
dowed which monasteries, for example, w,ould tell us a etreat

deal about the wav the communitv lived in its buildings; unfor-
tunatelv. this is rarelv discussed. In the appendices, it is noted
that members of particular local aristocratic families were resi-
dents of certain monasteries in 17,18. One can infer dowries for
the monasteries, but the interrelation of econonric, social. emo-

tionalo political, and religious ties is not spelled out.
An urbanist rnight quarrel *-ith other decisions. Nthough

Tobriner describes the various house trpes bv economic levelo

he does not seern to lrave thought of counting them up, so the
relative weight of palaces and nriddle and lower class houses

could be felt bv comparing gross numbers antl tvpical square
footages.

A final quibble: fur the footnotes and documentso l.rench
conilnents are routinelv translated into Englishl those in Italian
sometimes are, but more frequently are not. To assume that the
potential audience for this book is uniforrnlv fluent in Italian
seems rather rash. It would be helpful if scholars generally
adhered to the convention of quoting in the original language

and then providing, uithout exception, a translation.
Tobriner states that he is trving to reach "urbanists, histo-

rians, and architects," and to write the book well enough to
attract non-specialists as well. He has succeeded. It is difficult
for anyone to comprehend a whole citv. and even more so to
present it so that those without direct experience of the city
nevertheless comprehend it, The Genesis of Noto gives us an
exquisite city, and is a worthv addition to the small but growing
Iiterature of monogtraphs on particular urlran centers.

The Genesis of Noto. Stephen Tobriner, Universitv of Cali(brnia Irress,
1982, 252 pp.. illus.. $9.t.00.
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Richard Ingersoll:

RENAISSANCE
ARCHITECTURE IN
VENICE
RALPH LIEBERNtrAN

This book is primarily an album of ar-

chitectural mug shots of famous Renais-

sance palaces and churches in Venice.

Each image is accompanied by two para-

graphs or so of historical background of
unremarkable scholarship. Most of the

photographs were taken by the author'

but unfortunately do not display a keen

eye for detai-l or context. He never seems

to get close enough or far away enough to

communicate about the buildings as ar-

chitecture. Instead he seerns to have situ-

ated himseH 15 to 30 feet awav from each

building and said "cheese." The author

has included some good locational maps

in the introductiono but no plans of the

buildings or details of their locations are

provided.
Many good books (not all of them in

English) have been published in recent

years about the Venetian architecture of
the Renaissance. Among them, Andrew

McAndrew's Early Venetian Renais-
sance Architecture stands out as a su-

perb, detailed history, well-written and

well-illustrated; and Deborah Howard's

The Bu.ildings of Renaissance Venice,

though less handsornely packaged than

Lieberman's line-up, is certainly a better

introduction to the subject.

Renaissance Architecture in Venice:
1450-1540, Ralph Lieberman, Abbeville.
1982,144 pp., illus., $37.50.

Alx,rc: Cl{RDU\ LOGGIA AND E\TURloR
STAIRC.\SI.. t!+el 9. ?Al,Alzo IIINEI-l-1.
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Richard Ingersoll:

BAROQUE ROME

ANTHONY BLUNT

It is often said that one lifetime is not

enough in which to understand Rome.

Each layer of its history is ponderous:

the different periods compete for one's

attentiono and the result is a chronologi-
cal jumble. One way of getting a clearer

idea of the city is to select a single period

or century, and pursue it throughout the

city. [f the period is the Baroque, then

this guide to Baroque Rome by Anthony

Blunt, who has spent a lifetime studying

the period, will be of valuable assistance.

For the period 1620-1750, he has pro-
vided a historical and descriptive sum-

mary of every Roman church, the most

significant palaces, the villas at the city's

edge, all of the Baroque fountains. and

some special buildings such as hospitals

and ecclesiastical colleges-plus a few of

the more famous works in the Alban

hills. Within these categories, the build-
ings are presented in alphabetical order,

and each entry begins with bibliographic

citations appropriate to further research

or the location of suitable illustrations. A

short building history follows, which
points out the important architectural
and decorative features, and mentions

the building's function or current use.

Although architecture is the principle
focus, painting, sculpture, and the

minor arts are mentioned wherever they

are to be found, and referenced for fur-
ther reading. The author makes a virtue
of succinct phrasing, precise details, up-

to-date bibliographic reference, and au-

thoritative attributions, and the book,

with its scrupulous scholarship, will be of
more use to scholars than tourists.

As a guide, it is more suited to touring
in a well-stocked library than on the

streets of the Eternal City. In spite of
Blunt's excellent discussions of the ar-

chitecture of each building, the only in-
dication of context is the inclusion of the

address at the top ofeach entry. The city

form, which during the Baroque period

underwent such important refinement,

and in turn had such a profound influ-

ence on the planning of other European

cities, almost completely escapes the au-

thor's attention. Although a few of the

great urban compositions, such as the

piazza ofSt. Peter's and Piazza Navona,

have been dealt with, too manv of the

great Baroque spaces such as Piazza d,el

Populo, the area around S. Maria Mag-

giore, and the straight avenues begrn in
the l6th centurv but finished in, and

stylistically belonging to, the l7th, have

been ignored.

It is truly a shame that a book other-

wise so thorough in its indexing of build-
ings should include not a single map.

Details from Nolli's rnap of 1748 would

have been ideal, and the numbers on the

map could have been keyed to the text.

Alas, it is impossible to lind one's waY
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through Baroque Rome with this book as

is.

The illustrations have been limited
exclusively to period prints and draw-
ings, mostlv by Falda and Vasi, and what

was probably an economic decision
(since copyrights of photographs have

become very expensive) happily has led

to a pleasant graphic unity. Many of the

same buildings have already been mas-

terfully photographed for Paolo Por-
toghesi's Romn Ban'occa.

Curiously, the most lively prose has

been saved for the bibliographic essay at

the end, while one longs for a meatier
introductory essay on the significance of
Roman Baroque architecture. No words

have been wasted on interpretation or
building lore, and in spite of the fact that
the historical and built data have been

presented in a way that would make a

facile pun of the author's nameo the book
is extremely useful for anv serious stu-

dent of Rome, and a model of scholar-

ship for future guides.

Baroque Rome, Anthon.v Blunt, Harper &
Row, 1982,256 pp., illus., $35.00.

Gunther Barth:

SPAI..{ISH CITY
PIAI{]\INC IN NORTH
AMERICA
DORA CROUCH, DAI'iIEL GARR,
AXEL MUNDIGO

When Thomas 0. Larkin of Monterey
added a wooden porch to the adobe walls

of his house-inspiring thereby the
..Monterev Colonial,, style_his action
signaled both the gentle beginnings of
one man shaping his own dwelling, and

the powerfirJ impetus of an enlire societr

making over a continent in an Angfo-

American image. In Sparuish City Plan-
ning in l{orthAm.erba the example gai-ns

poigrrancy, because the book's caption of
the ooView of Monterev, 1842" (page 250)

confuses the Larkin house with the
customs house at the landing place,
which svmbolizes just the opposite: the

distant authority reaching into an outlv-
ing province, despite strained lines of
communication.

The attractive layout of Spanish City
Planning, the handsome margins and
generous use of free space, give it the

appearance of a special book. Most of
the chapters are followed by maps and

views, with extensive captions, and there
are many illustrations. The text, how-

ever, does not quite live up to ex-
pectations.

The first English translation of the

"The Building of Townd' appeared in
l92f in the Hispanic Amcrban Histor-
ital Reuicus (then, as now, hardlv "an
obscure periodical," as this book as-

serts). But long before that scholars had
recognized the importance of the Laws of
the lndies to an understanding of Span-

ish colonial society. In Spanish City
Pkmning an urban sociologist, a plan-
ning historian, and an architectural his-

torian examine the functioning of the

Laws of the Indies.
The first section is a translation, with

commentary, of "City Planning Ordi-
nances of the Laws of the lndies"-much
of it reprinted from an earlier article bv
Mundigo and Crouch, "The Citv Plan-
ning Ordinances of the Laws of the In-
fies Revisited. Part I: Their Philosophy
and Implications." (Tbwn Plannin6 Re-

uinu:, LYIII).
In the second and third sections the

authors trace the influence of the Laws

on Santa Fe, St. Louis, and Los Angeles

during their ooseed years." (Half of the

final sectiono hy Daniel Garr, is a virtual
reprint of two of his earlier articles:
"Power and Priorities: Church-State
Boundarv Disputes in Southern Califor-
nta," lCakfornia History, LVII], and 'A
Rare and Desolate Land: Population and

Race in Hispanic Califiornia," lWestern.
H istoria al Q rnrterly, \l]).

Each of the authors probes the em-

pirical evidence according to his or her
particular professional interest. The di-
versity of their interests is perhaps the

reason why the book lacks unity, repeats

information, and scatters its insights,
eroding hopes for a systematic discourse

on the planned emergence of Hispanic
towns in North America, that would go

beyond the references to the subject in
the books of John W. Reps, and so close a

gap in the literature.
That the book is not the systematic

discourse one is seeking is rather star-

tling, given the amount of general schol-

arly interest in the subject-an interest
reflected neither in the book's text nor its
bibliography. Since 1966, symposia on

urban stufies at the International Con-

gtress of Americanists have dealt regu-

larly with such topics as the origins of
towns, laws and plans, city and hinter-
land, and the hierarchy of the city.
These, and such significant individual
contributions as the work of Jorge E.

Hardoy, are not mentioned in the book.
This "introduction to the study of an

aspect of urban history that lasted
nearly 500 yeard'might have been more

useful had it provided a succilrct assess-

ment of the internal and external influ-
ences which graduallv wore away or pre-
vented the application of the prescribed
modes of physical and social planning in
a specific area. A study of Spanish city
planning in North America also needs to
assess the phases of colonial develop-
ment which gave rise to towns, the stages

of Infian-white'contact and imperial ri-
valr,v, as well as individual motives which
might range from political ambition and
missionarv impulse to respect for au-

thority and lust for riches.

Acknowledging the dichotomy be-

tween the Laws of the Indies and the

reality of city planning in New Spain

would lead to the probing of the eco-
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nomic base of a settlement. its distance

from the centers of authority and com-

merce, people's willingness and ability to
execute orders, and the outlook ofgener-
ations of settlers as they shaped a physi-
cal and social milieu to fit their needs.

Comparison of a town like St. Augustine,
founded before the promulgation of the

Laws of the Indies, and one which, like
Los Angeles, emerged in the twiltht of
empire, would illuminate the collective

experience of the royal officials who for
centuries strove to impose Spanish order
on the frontiers of settlement.

Such a search for the modus uiuendi
worked out in a town is rather compli-
cated if factors leading to deviations
from the letter of the Laws of the Indies
are not acknowledged in the written rec-

ord. Officials, always and everl.where,

hesitate to expose their incompetence.

Their lack of candor attaches a crucial
sigrriflcance to analyses of contemporary
plans, views, and comments that speak

indirectly on the subject. Such records

also provide a glimpse of the role of out-
side influences, such as the presence of
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Yankee merchants in Mexican Monterey.

The book touches on some of these

issues, and provides intriguing details in
its discussion of the specific settlements,

as well as in the California section, with
chapters on the role of the presidio,
Monterey as capital-without-plan,
church-state boundary disputes, popu-
lation and race. But there are also
enough inaccuracies to cause some

confusion.
During the colonial period no regular

caravans departed from Santa Fe for Los

Angeles (as the book asserts on page 77),

because a direct trail did not exist before

the 1820s. Santa Fe had neither bishop

nor cathedral in the 1830s (page 106).

Part ofthe diocese ofDurango, it became

the diocese of Santa Fe in 1853. Guido
Dufossat, crefited with a map of the St.

Louis area of 1767, is identified as "a
French officer who served in the Spanish

army, as did many refugees from the

French Revolution" (page 133)-an
event more than two decades in the fu-
ture. Alvar Nufrez's own account clearly

contradicts the book's assertion that bv

1536 he o'had explored much of the terri-
tory between Florida and Culiacan, in
Sinaloa" (page l9l).

These examples, together with errors
in the book's notes and bibliography,
suggest some caution in rell.ing on it en-

tirely. Nthough well-designed and amply
illustrated, Spanish City Planning in
North Americo is not the systematic dis-

course on this fascinating topic that one

would have hoped it to be.

Spanish City Planning in North America,
Dora F. Crouch, Daniel J. Garr, Axel I. Mun-
digo, MIT Press, 1982, 298 * xxii pp., illus.,
$.3s.00.

David Cebhard:

LOS ANGELES I
DEREK VALKER. editor

The British journal Architectural De-

sign has in recent years published a

number of paperback monographs, of
which this volume is an example, Los

Angebs, issued by St. Martin's Press,

was a joint project of,4D and members of
the faculty ofthe School ofArchitecture
at the University of Southern Califlornia.
Derek Walker, the editor of the mono-

Braph, has provided an introduction and

several sections. Others have dealt with a

broad range of subjects, from "Move-
ment Systems" (Graeme Morland) to
"Landscape Salads" (Emmet L. Wemple)

and "Popular Architecture in Los An-
geles" (Charles Lappeco). Alson Clark,
Stefanos Polyzoides, and Randall
Makinson have set down some sort of
historical perspective for the fA scene of
l98l, but by far the major portion of this
volume is given over to color and black
and white photographs, drawings, maps,

and charts.
With the exception of New York, no

American citv in recent years has been

written about more than Los Angeles.

The European and English avant-garde
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has been passionate in its admiration,
while the East Coast American intellec-
tual and architectural establishment
has, with a few exceptions, been criti-
cally disdainful. The natives of the place

have generally taken a looser stance,
swinging back and forth between accept-

ing it and not being so sure.

With this Yast array of literature
available, one must ask of any new pub-
lication whether it adds something mean-

ingful and new to our understanding of
I-A.'s past or present. In this,4D proflle of
Los Angeles there are a nurnber ofexcel-
lent and highly revealing photogpaphs

(and groups of photographs) which, if
one knows the place, can enrich one's

sense of it. Richard Berry's "Village
Green." Randall Makinson's "Greene
and Greene," and Arthur Golding's
"The Big Offices" give us new informa-
tion or new insights. The rest of the
pieces add very little (due, at least in
part, to the apparent one page lirnitation
forced on the authors). Emmett L. Wim-
ple, Alson Clark, and Stefanos Poly-
zoides are knowledgeable critics and his-

torians of the landscape architecture
and architecture of IA, but in this vol-

ume they have not managed to expand

either our knowledge or our apprecia-
tion of the cit-v. If we want to understand
Los Angeles, it is better to go back to the

earlier writings of Esther McCoy,
Charles Moore, Reyner Banham, and

others-or to several of the newer stud-

ies, such as that ofJohn Chase.

The photographs, manv of which are

not identified, are a strange potpourri,
ranging from the very best of Marvin
Rand and Julius Shulman to some that
say nothing. The implication is that, with
the exception of those so noted, all the

buildings and scenes depicted represent

the current (1981) world ofI-4.; but such

is not the case: the Richfield Building,
torn down in 1968, appears three timeso

and this is not the only example.

The book also makes us wonder how

LA is being defned-does ito in fact,
extend so far to the north that it includes

Santa Barbara (the Arlington Theatre),

San Luis Obispo (the Madonna Inn), and
the Hearst Castle at San Simeon? A resi-

dence in Palm Springs is included as if it
were as much a part of [A as a house in
Beverly Hills. The Mission San Luis Rey

gets the same treatment. To one fami]iar
with Southern Califiornia. the book's ca-

sual geographic improvisations can be

shrugged off, but for someone unac-
quainted with the place, the inclusion of
these images is simply a distortion of
reality.

This raises the question, For whom is

the book intended? Certainly not for
those living in f-{, nor for outsiders who

know the cit.v. And if this patchwork of
text and illustrations is aimed at archi-
tectural students in the East and in En-
gland, they will have much to unlearn
when they actually come to experience

the place.

Los Angeles I, Derek Walker, ed., St. Martin's
Press, 1982, 176 pp.. illus., $19.95 pb.

David Gebhard:

I-A/ACCESS

RIC}IARD SAUL WURMAN

The first edition of LAlAccess came out
in 1980; the 1982 edition contains 00200

new listings." This grride concentrates on
architecture, shopping, restaurants, and
hotels, and also offers a variety of tours
and some minimal background informa-
tion on fA's natural and man-made en-

vironment.
The long and narrow (it will fit in a

pocket) format of this guide is derived
directly from the familiar Michelin
Guides, which have been used so suc-

cessfully by travelers over the years.

Generallv. whenever changes from the

original Michelin design layout have

been introduced lrto LAlAccess, they are

unsuccessful. The Michelin Guides are

based on a readable 24Yz-pica line, while
LAlAccess breaks its listings into two nar-

row l3-pica lines. The maps in the
Michelin Guides are not onlv highly
readable, but are aesthetically pleasing

in themselves: those in lAlAccess are
flashn but in manv cases unusable. The
thin paper employed in the Michelin
Grlides means that the pages open flat; in
LAlAccess one has to do battle to open

the book wide enough to read the text
closest to the spine, and of course the

book never stays open.

The impression l-4lAccess gives is one

of a desiggrer cresting patterns upon each

of the individual pageso rather than of a
conscious effort to produce a workable
guide. The colored map of the [,A Free-

way System on pages 4 and 5 looks as ifit
were copied verbatim from the London
Underground maps of the 1950s, and is
just as unreadable. The LAlAccess index
(again, compared to a tlpical Michelin
volume) is not in fact very helpful-at
least for one tr,ving to ferret out architec-
tural information. [f you want to visit
one of Frank Lloyd Wright's buildings,
or see some of the more recent work of
Charles Moore or Frank Gehry, you will
be hard put to find them in the text or in
the index. [t is also difficult to under-
stand why a listing of additional read-

ingso such as one always finds in Michelin
and other traditional guides, has not
been provided. If this is an 'oaccess" vol-

urne to LA, information on the literature
about the city should be made known to
the interested reader, and the addresses

of the major book shops noted.

The architectural section appears to
have been selected almost verbatim from
Robert Vinter's and my Guide to Archi-
tecture in Los Angel,es and Southern
Cakfornfu, (1977), but errors have crspt
in. On page 26, Lloyd Wright's well-
known Sowden house is mistakenly at-

tributed to his father. On the same page,
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the decorative detailing of Lloyd
Wright's Samuels-Navarro house is de-

scribed as being in copper, when in fact it
is in inexpensive pressed steel sheet

metal. In a number of cases, such essen-

tial information as the date of a building
is left out.

Although the 1982 LAlAccess is sup-

posedly a complete revision, few new

buildings have been added to the 1980

listing. Thki.S this with the book's other
shortcomings, it is hard to understand
why LAlAcce.ss has received the praise it
has.

I-A/Access, revised edition, Richard Saul
Wurman, Access Press, 1982,144 pp., illus.,
$9.95 pb.

John Fondersmith:

ARCHITECTURE
SAN FRANCISCO

SALLY WOODBRIDGE and

JOHN V/OODBRIDGE

SA]\ FRAI\CISCO/ACCES S

RIC}LARD SAUL WURNIAN

The City by the Bay has never lacked

admirers, whether residents or visitors.
And neither resident nor visitor has to
look very far for information on this cit,v,

the inspiration of countless guidebooks.

It is actually possible that there are more

guidebooks on San Francisco than on

any other city, but the record is difficult
to establish with certainty. A recent re-

view counted 19, including oorelated

bookso" and that is just the tip of the

iceberg. It is fair to ask, then, what these

two new guidebooks add to the picture.
The answer is, quite a lot, especially for
people with an interest in the city's archi-
tecture and urban landscape.

In both cases, the backgrounds and
credentials of the authors are impres-

6B

sive. Sally Voodbridge and John Wood-
bridge, the authors of Architecture San
Francisco, have been involved in de-
scribing the architecture of the bay re-
gion for more than 20 years. They were

co-authors of Buil.dings of the Bay Area:
A Guide to the Architecture of th.e So;n

Francisco Bay Reginn (1960), a guide-

book which marked a major advance in
the approach and layout of American
architectural guidebooks. Thirteen
years later, they were co-authors (with
David Gebhard, Roger Montgomery,
and Robert Vinter) of another paceset-

ter,A Guide to Architecture in SanFran-
cisco and llorthern Califurnia.

Sally Woodbridge, an architectural
historian, has since co-authored two
other architectural guidebooks, Vic-
tortt's Legacy: Tours of San Francisco
Bay Area Architecture (1978), with Ju-
dith Lynch Waldhorn, and. A Guide to
Architecture in Vashington State: An
Erutironm,ental Perspectiue (1980), with
Roger Montgomery. John Voodbridge,
when he isn't writing guidebooks, is an

architect and the former executive direc-
tor of the Pennsylvania Avenue Develop-

ment Corporation, Washington, D.C.
Richard Saul Vurman, author of

San FranciscolAccess, was trained as an

architect, and has a long record ofinter-
est and experimentation in the commu-

nication of information, especially about
architecture and cities. He has written.
co-authored, or designed more than two
dozen publications, including Making
the City Obserttable (1971), Man-made
Philadelphio (1972), and.A Cui.debook to

Guidcbooks.

Long based in Philadelphia, Wurman
moved to Los Angeles several years ago

and began developing his Access Guide
concept, starting Access hess in 1979.

The first guidebook in this series, I-41

Access (f980), was the official guidebook

of the Los Angeles bicentennial. Three
guidebooks have followedt Saru Fran-
cbcolAccess, Hatoaii Acce.ss, and an up-

dated and expanded LAlAccess (all
1982). Guides to New York, Washington,

and New Orleans are in preparation. As

these guides come out we will finally
have, for the first time, a good series of
general guidebooks with a strong archi-
tectural emphasis.

In summaryo the authors bring many
years of experience and experimentation
to the production of these guidebooks,

On to the evaluation: this review's crite-
ria are size, graphic design, and cover-

age, as well as usefulness in explaining
and aiding exploration of the city, es-

pecially its architecture and urban de-

velopment. A personal field test might
have been added, but the Design Booh
Reuieu budget was insufficient. This,
then, is an evaluation by an admirer of
San Franciscoo writing from afar.

SIZE: both guidebooks are relatively
thin. Son FranciscolAccess has the slim
Michelin shapeo with rounded corners.
Architecture San Francisco is a more

conventionalo wider format. At a time
when many guidebooks are becoming so

bulky they are really only useful as refer-
ence books, it is good to have books that
can be carried in a pocket or handbag,
and carried easily in the field.

DESIGN: the two books are radically
different. Architecture S an F rancisco
has a clean and simple black and white
format, in which some 200 photographs
provide an idea of the more than 1,000

buildings described. Neighborhood
maps . are provided and these are also

done in a clean, straightforward manner.

San FranciscolAccess is a more eclectic

mix of colors, map styles, seating charts,
and drawings (there are no photos). The
use of color is a distinguishing trait of the

Access Guides: text describing areas,
museums, and shops is in black type;
outdoor places are in green; restaurants
in red; hotels in purple; "distinguished
architecture" in blue. Pictorial maps

and drawings of buildings vary in color.

The results are mixed: while the differ-
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ent colors aid in identification, and cer-

tainly lend graphic interest, the overall
effect is somewhat overpowerhg, and a

slightly calmer approach might have

been an improvement,

Both books pack a tremendous
amount of information onto their pages,

and type size is therefore critical. It is

about right in Architecture San Fran-
cisco, at least for the building descrip-
tionso but perhaps a little too small in
Sc"n FranciscolAccess.

COVERAGE : Architecture San
Francisco, published to help cornmemo-

rate the centennial ofthe San Francisco
Chaptea American Institute of Archi-
tects, confines itseH strictly to San Fran-
cisco. This allows a much wider and
more complete coverage of San l-ran-
cisco buildings than was possible in pre-
vious guides covering a larger geographic

area. A-lthough sorne of the descriptions
are sunnnary, manv ofthem are about as

complete as one could expect in a guide-

book. San FranciscolAccess covers the

entire Bay Area, including Napa !hlle,v.

Most ofits coverage focuses, however, on

San Francisco.

ORGANIZATION: Both guidebooks

are organized geographically, although
they differ in sequencing. Soru Fran-
ciscolAccess has a closing section dealing
with history, and a brief summary of the
oobest" architecture and restaurants,
The book includes an olerall index. ,,{r-
chitecture San Francisco includes an in-
dex of architects and builders, a glossary

ofstyles (geared to the Bay Area), and a
brief bibliography.

AID TO EXPLORATION: How well

do these books help the visitor or citizen
to discover the city? Architecture San
Francisco is a classic architectural
guidebook; there are descriptions of
nefuhborhoods and districtso but the ma-
jor emphasis is on the buildings. A some,

what more urbanistic treatment of some

areas would in fact have been helpful.
Sc"n FranciscolAccess is oriented to-

ward the general guidebook user and its
discussions of architectur.e and urban
development are, in effect, slipped in. As

Wurman says (in the ooHow to Use this
Book" page on the inside cover), o'this

guidebook is built the same way a citv is

built,...mixed up by type of useo but
verv much in order-according to loca-

tion and proximity to each other." There
is a surprisingly large amount of infor-
mation about buildings, although the de-

scriptions are generally less technical
than those in Architecture So,n Fran-
cbco.

Although this review makes compari-
sons between Architecture San Fran-
cisco and San FrarrciscolAccess, thev are

two different tlpes of guides, with differ-
ent purposes and audiences, each of
which advances "the art ofthe guide" in
its own way. The general visitor will want
San Fraru:iscolAccess for its range of
information. The visiting architect or ur-
banist will want Architecture San Fran-
cisco for its detail (but may also want Son
FranciscolAccess for its broader view of
the city and the graphic lessons it pro-
vides). Guidebook collectors, of courseo

will snap up both of them.

Architecture San Francisco: The Guide,
Salll' B. Woodbridge and John Woodbridge.
l0l Productions, San Francisco (also dis-
tributed bv Scribner), 1982, 208 pp., illus..
$10.9s pb.

San Francisco/Access, Richard SauI Wur-
man, Access Press, 1982, 144 pp., $9.95 pb.

Terry Stephens:

HAV/AII/ACCESS

RICTIARD SAUL WURMAN

HautaiilAccess provides a line overview
of the eight islands of Hawaii, with all the

visitor attractions, history, and climate
information necessarv for a successful

meal, tour, or complete vacation. (Do not
neglect, howel.er, to read the inside cover,

"How to use this Book," for an explana-
tion of the book's color coding, and its
star ratings for restaurants and hotels,)

All the details a traveler might need to
know are here, from phone numbers to
how to plan a realistic schedule. There
is, for example, a detailed description of
the size, t\.pe, and route of every airline
serving the islands. The map of Maui
includes the comment (about the road to
the seven pools) "drive at your own
risk-violates car rental contract." Now,

that is useful information.
The rainfall maps are helpful because

a r.isitor can easily get stuck on the rainy
side ofan island, and not realrze that the

other side is sunny. However, the maps
lack titles and directional arrows, which
makes it sometimes difficult to relate
them to the text. The colors on some of
them are so dark that their coding num-
bers are difficult to read, and a similar
criticism can be made of the
illustrations.

Although HauaiilAccess is a thor-
ough tour guide, it does not provide the
same architectural coverage as the other
Access guides, Dates, stylistic features,

cost, and designer are given for buildings
of interest: in Honolulu, the Nexander
and Baldwin headquarters (C. W. Dickie
and Hart Wood), C. Brewer corporate
headquarters (Hardie Philips), the
Iolani Palace (T. J. Baker, Isaac Moore,
and C. J. Wall), and the current state

capitol building (John Carl Warnecke)

are singled out, but this is not the empha-

sis of the guide. Architecture in Hautaiil
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Access does not even have its own type
color, as it does in the other guides, but is
printed the same black as other "Points
of Interest."
The variety of colors, type, and print
styles in HauaiiJAccess do not always

contribute to the organization of the
page. Its major defect is perhaps the

result of its virtues: it is too wide-rang-
ing. Tiying to cover everything, it skims

over topics where a bit more depth would
have been appreciated.

Hawaii/Access, Richard Saul Wurman.
Access Press, 1982, 144 pp., $9.95 pb.

Susan H. Harrison:

THE MERCHANT
BUILDERS
NED EICHLER

The Merchant Builders, written by Ned

Eichler, a former home-building firm ex-

ecutive and son of the famous California
builder, Joseph L. Eichler, deals with the

emergence and evolution of the specula-

tive home construction business after
World War II. Eichler is a good writer
and portrays the immense complexitv of
turning a tract of raw land into subdivi-

sion housing in a readableo understand-
able manner.

Since the book is ordered chronologi-
calln it provides something of a diary of
the shifting preoccupations of the hous-

ing industry. Chapter One describes the

responsibilities of the merchant builder:
land acquisition and development, con-

struction, financing and the arranging of
mortgage loans, and marketing. Subse-

quent chapters touch on the evolution of
these responsibilities, but the narrative
increasingly shifts to an analvsis of na-

tional economic trends and their impact
on the internal organization and finan-

cial prospects of individtral home-build-

ing firrns.
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"This is the history and analysis of a

building activity, merchant building, as

it developed since World War II,o'
Eichler tells us. It is a history and analy-

sis geared primarily to an aufience of
Eichler's peers in constmction and real

estate. Topics such as land selection,
FHA and VHA financing, zoning and lot
sizes, and government approvals are

treated in terms of their effects on profit.
There is no discussion of the industry's
main product, the house itself, and the

impact these topics have had on its de-

sign and construction over the last thirty
years.

Eichler's concentration on the busi-
ness aspects of merchant building lessens

the book's immediate and practical value

for architects and planners, although it
is of interest to designers in terms of the

attitudes and concerns it expresses: the

attitudes and concerns of the building
industry. In this contexto Eichler's
failure to mention the role of the archi-
tect in the home-building industry is a
telling omission.

John Mollenkopf:

NEW YORK: THE
POLITICS OF URBAN
REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
MICILAEL N. DANIELSON and

JAMESON W DOIG

At first blush, the thesis Danielson and

Doig are defending would appear to
planners to be patently true: decisions

by local goyernrnents and independent
authorities, such as the Port Authority,
have an impact on the shape of urban
and regional developrnent. 'l'he opposite

case, that golernment agencies generally

fai-l to have this impact, was originally

posed by Robert Wood in his classic

snrdy, 1400 Gouernmcnts (1961). Wood

concluded that o'public programs and

public policies are of little consequence"

to the overall shape of things. The irony
of Danielson and Doig's work is that,
despite its intentions, it does more to
confirm than refute Wood's position; it is
really best read as a sequel to Vood.

Danielson and Doig's book builds
upon their earlier works on metro-
politan transportation planning and
zoning with a number of appropriate
case studies (conducted initially, in some

instances, by the authors' kinceton stu-

dents). The case studies update the life
histories of key projects and agencies:

urban renewal in Newark, the Port Au-
thority's battle to resist funding mass

transit, the ability of Westchester zoning

officials to ward off residential develop-

ment of any density. That the authors
build on their past work is a major
strength of the book, The case studies

have value in and of themselves, provid-
ing a wider historical context for such

earlier studies as Kaplan's on urban re-
newal in Newark, and Valsh's on the

Port Authority and other regional agen-

cies.

The book has weaknesses, however.

Its refutation of Wood is not convincing,
at least to those who appreciate the rich-
ness of what Wood has to say (which is

not captured by the few conclusory sen-

tences to which Danielson and Doig con-

tinually refer). The case studies do nnt
make a strong argument that public deci-

sions have in fact changed overall devel-

opment pallerns in anv major respect.

In specific buildings, and perhaps in
the distribution of outcomes" which
would have been sirnilar in magnitude in
any case, government agencies have had

an impact. But in terms of overall pat-
terns, the argument is much less con-

vincing. Doig and Danielson themselves

point to a number of cases-urban re-

newal in central Brooklyn, for exam-

The Merchant Builders. Ned Eichler. MIT
Press, 1982" rvii * 310 pp., $24.95.
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ple-where government has tried with-
out success to swim aeiainst market
forces.

The book fails to explore in anv s1's-

tematic, theoretical way the structural
relationships between the specific organ-

ization of government powers and au-

thorities, and the development mar-

ketplace, Under what circumstances

could government influence develop-

ment? Danielson and Doig answer that it
could do so by concentrating and focus-

ing power and resources, while insulat-

ing itself from competing political claims.

They should show svstematicallv just

when and why this could be done. In-
stead they leave us with no clearer clue

than the observation. at the end of the

book, that neighborhood groups and en-

vironmentalists seem to have under-
mined such power flor action as once

existed.

New York: The Politics of Urban Regional

Development, Michael N. Danielson and

Jameson W. Doig. Universitv of California
Press, 1982, :376 pp., $27.50.

Barry Phegan:

GREAT PIANNING
DISASTERS

PETER HALL

This book is a re-issue. with a new intro-
duction by the author (the academic

economist-planner, Peter Hall), of a his-

toric account and theoretical analvsis of
five relatively recent public capital im-
provement projects which Hall judges to

be "disasters." They are Sydney Opera

House, the Bay Area Rapid Tiansit sys-

tem, the Anglo-French Concorde air-
crafto the London freeway system, and

Londonos third airport; the last two are

still in planning. Two "near disasters"

are also included: the Universitv of Cal-

ifornia campuses, and the New British

I ihrar,v. A oodisaster," in Hall's terminol-

ogy, is a project perceived by many peo-

ple to have gone wrong.

By far the largest and most interesting

portion of the book consists of histories

of the projects in question. Unfortu-
natel,r, they are drawn from written
sources only. This no dotrbt simplified

Hall's task, but at the expense of a

human dimension which might have

forced him actually to grapple with his

material. As it stands, these histories

only document a truism: that oothe basic

forecasts were later found inadequate."

Hall's analysis makes use of an eclec-

tic but familiar collection of theoretical

models. One could list the models cited,

but it would contain no surprises. The

"solutions" he offers are more trendy, but

follow along the same lines: a m6lange of
the latest phrases (for exampleo "risk-
avoiding strategyo" "minimal commit-
ments," "piecemeal improvements,"
"more careful projections," public
choice between "high-risk investments

and safer, more prosaic design"). He

ends with a plea for a world where "the
decisions worild be taken more con-

sciously, more rationally, with greater

knowledge of likely consequences. . . "
This is precisely not the world in

which these projects, through an im-
mense process of integration. $ere
forced into being. That world is an an-

noyance to academic social scientists, be-

cause its fundamental irrationality and

dynamism completely eludes their theo-

ries and panaceas. Yet this is in fact the

world as one knows it, an existential
world of hopeso fears, and passions,

filled with men and women of action:

politicians, salesmen, opportunists,
madmen. Their activities, their interac-

tions with each other and with errents,

are the context in which projects such as

these take shape. That process cannot be

understood or explained by the frag-

menting methodologies of the social

One is more and more conditioned in

western industrial societies to ignore

context: accoutrements of the work-
place, like the computer, allow one to

make the most profound decisions in in-

creasing isolation from'obackground."
For academicso howeveE this is a familiar

activitn often confused with detach-

ment: to view the world through the lens

of one's discipline, sub-discipline, or
specialt-v, focusing on certain events to

the utter exclusion of others, removing

them from their context and then gener-

ulirirrs from them to create a false image

of the larger whole.

This penchant for ignoring context

has scared the wits out ofseveral foreigp

observers of the contemporary Ameri-

can scene. Recently, for exampleo the

head of a large Japanese electronics firm
confessed, in the course of a visit to Sil-

icon Valley, his intense discomfort in
being in America and experiencing peo-

ple so willing to deal with information
through the screen (literal and figura-

tive), of some isolated, perhaps wholly

irrelevant concern.

In Japan, as various management

books have made clear, context is king.

This does not appear necessarily to lead

to better decisions or to eliminate proj-
ects whose "basic forecasts were later
found inadequate," but it seems to pre-

chrde a mode of analvsis in which the

context of decision-making is conve-

niently forgotten.

Great Planning Disasters, with a new intro-
duction by the author, Peter HalI, University of

California Press, 1982" :329 pp., $7.95 pb.

scrences
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Jay Claiborne:

AN INTRODUCTIOI\ TO
URBAN DESICN

JONATHAN BARNETT

Jonathan Barnett's new book will un-

doubtedly receive some initial attention

from the planning and design profes-

sions, given his considerable and often

impressive activities as a practicing pro-
fessional. The book's intentions are

promising, as rell. It proposes to discuss

"the changing political context for urban
desigrr,oo which includes environmental

conservation" community participation.
and historic preservation. It is also con-

cerned with "designing cities without de-

signing buildings"-the problem of the

desirable degree of explicitness of devel-

opment controls if good architecture is to

result,
Barnett covers traditional methods of

control, describing efforts to control and

direct city form in New York and San

f'rancisco, as well as desip;n methods for
planned communities. He ends with a

section on urban design methodology

that includes a discussion of land use

strategies, open space planning, street

design standards, and mechanisms for
decision-making in the area of transpor-

tation planning. His final remark is that
oomuch remains to be learned and much

remains to be done.o' One should adtl
that much more needs to be addetl to this

book if it is to fullill its promise.

It would be an act of charity to say

that An Introdtu:tion to Urban Design is

thin. Its 242 pages of text are formated so

that slightly less than half of each page is

a margin, often blank, for captions, pic-

tureso and footnotes. Checking the il-
lustrations against those in Barnett's Ur-

ban Design as Publir Poli.cy (1974), one

finds substantial repetition. Almost six

full pages are devoted to maps of Man-

hattan previously published, with the

same captionso in the 1974 book. They
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have been enlarged slightl.v. but in qual-
ity of reproduction this book is consider-

ably inferior to its predecessor.

Serious students of urban design

wou-ld do well to read the far richer and

infinitely more rewarding chapters of
Kevin Lynch's recent A Theory of Good

City Form (1981)-in my opinion, the

best introduction to the subject of the

physical form of cities yet to be written.
The weaknesses of the new Barnett book
are too many (and too obvious) to merit
discussion. The most suggestive one is

the degree to which the New York experi-
ence dominates Barnett's sense of what
urhan design is and can be. Anlntroduc-
tian to Urban Design is a blatantly shal-

low book-let's hope it challenges some

other practitioner to write something
closer to the annotated, up-to-the-min-
ute treatment Barnett promises and fails
utterly to deliver.

An Introduction to Urban Design, Jonathan
Barnett. Harper and Row. 1982,272 pp..
illus., cloth, $20.95; paper, $10.95.

Dena Belzer:

BICYCLE PIANNII\G
MIKE HUDS0N

For many years people believed that the

bicycle's role in urban transportation
was insignificant and that cycling was

declining. Recent data, particularly
from the United Kingdom, indicate that
this notion is outdated: the use of bicv-
cles has steadily increased, to the point
where planners must now consider them

an integral part of any urban transpor-
tation scheme.

The prirnary aim of bicycle planning
is not simply the construction of lanes

and erection of signs, but the design of a
system that prorides for safe, efficient
travel for bikes, pedestrians, and cars.

This requires more than physical

changes in the roadways; there needs to
be a common set of rules that govern all
roadway behavior. Bicycle planning
therefore includes schemes for education
and enforcement of such rules.

Mike Hudson and his associates
(Caren Levy, Richard Macrory, John
Nicholson, and Peter Snelson) have com-

piled a wealth of information on the bicy-
cle and its integration into variorrs tvpes

of urban transportation svstems in Aus-

tralia, Europe, and the U.S. The book is

a large format edition with a substantial

number of photographs and detailed
graphics. Its 13 chapters range in subject
matter from bicycle uses, and techniques

of gathering local data, to enforcement

measures appropriate to bicycle system

management.

The authors are convinced of the

need to incorporate the bicycle-an in-
expensive, non-intrusive mode of trans-
port-in the urban future. Their aim in
this book is to create a resource for plan-

ners that will encourage antl sustain cv-

cling as part of the urban scene. The

book is a menu offacts and experiences

from many different places, for the plan-

ner to select from in the process of devel-

oping a bicycle program.

Mike Hudson is a veteran author of
several other bicycle publications and

his experience serves him well. He is
equally concerned with the conceptual

and the physical aspects of developing a

bicycle program. The book provides
background information for planners
formulating local bicycling policy, strat-

egies for planning a hicvcle network, antl
techniques for desigrring and building
the phvsical elements of a svstem.

Its major weakness is that it general-

izes from situations not specificallv
American. Implementing a local bike
system depends in no small wav on the

politics and physical constraints pecu-

liar to the locality. The experiences of
planners in Holland or the United King-

dom, while interesting, offer only a vague
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outline for action in most areas of the
U.S. I note this as a lirnitation, rather
than as a condemnation, but it does un-
dermine the book's value as a "how-to"
text for an American audience.

In spite of this drawback, it is a good

book, with strong aretrments for non-
intrusive modes of transit, and a solid
methodological approach to their imple-
mentation. It is an irnportant addition to
a field notably devoid ofgood literature.

Bicycle Planning: Policv and Practice,
Mike Hudson, in association with Caren Levr',

Richard Macrory, John Nicholson, and Peter

Snelson, Nichols Publishing Co.. ),lew lbrk,
1982,192 pp., illus.. $85.00.

Dena Belzer:

RECYCLING CITIES FOR
PEOPLE

T-AT]RENCE STEPHAN CUTLER and
SHERRIE STEPHENS CUTLER

Recycling cities is not a nen idea. Design

professionals have learned, through the
failure of urban renewal, that wiping
away buildings will not remove urban
blight. Since the earlv 1960s, sociolo-
gists, anthropologists, and urban plan-
ners have eschewed phvsical planning
and have sought rnore sociallv oriented
solutions to crumbling inner cities.

The Cutlers' thesis, in this en-
cyclopedic introduction to urban desigl
for lay people, is that we can no longer
afford to throw away our cities by con-

stantly bulldozing down the old urban
core to make way for rnore rnoclern

structures. Wholesale demolition de-

stroys infrastructure that has ltecorne

too expensive to replace, and takes awav

the ph,vsical Iinks to our past that pro-
r.ide cultural continuitv. This thesis is

bolstered by a section on ideas major
themes in western urban history, the
physical, technolngical. and environ-

mental characteristics of the city-and
one on process.

The chapter headings of the process

section outline the Cutlerd well-known
approach to urban design problems:
"Establishing a Dialogue," ooThe Process

and the Prototype," "The Diagrosis,"
ooThe Tieatment," and o'New Urban Ge-

netics." "Establishing a Dialogue" pro-
poses an interdisciplinary approach to
design as a way to cope with the complex-
itv of urban settings. This chapter em-

phasizes the importance of citizen par-
ticipation in the design process and
examines problems of conflicting inter-
ests within the communitv. the role of
professionals, and the art of cornpro-
mise. These concerns reinforce the Cut-
lers' insistence that designers be social
science generalists.

ooThe Process and the Prototrpe" in-
troduces a systematic techniriue for eval-
uating complex urban design projects.
The technique the Cutlers use is a flow
chart with nine tasks. These are insuffi-
cient, howevero to guide the designer
through the design process, so the Cut-
lers also introduce techniques that can
be selected to fit the specifics of a partic-
ular project.

Considerable emphasis is placed here
on the need to establish a consistent vo-

cabulary with which to discuss both the
existing "urban frame" and the pro-
posed project. This boils down to an
interest in a consistent graphic presenta-

tion of the project area before and after
the project has been placed there, to
show its impacts clearly. Examples are
provided, drawn from the Cutlers'con-
sulting practice.

"The Diagnosis" and "The Treat-
ment" demonstrate how a city can be

analyzed diagrammatically to lind out
how its components work (or do not
work), and what design solutions are ap-
propriate. Three cities are discussed in
detail (Newburyport, Massachusetts;
Pawtucket, Rhode Island; and Denver,

Colorado), again drawing on aspects of
the Cutlerd practice.

ooNew Urban Genetics," the final
chapter, discusses the evolution of cities
in developing countries, drawing, yet
again, on the Cutlers' experiences, this
time in the Nigerian cities of Enugu and
Aba.

The problem with this book is that it
covers far too much ground. The first
chaptero for example, presents its ideas

in list-like form without any transitions
that mighi indicate an underlying theme
or suggest a train ofthought. One would
expect a strong link between these ideas

and the processes outlined in the second

section, but the link is tenuous. Although
the process-oriented chapters offer some

useful suggestions for approaching de-

sigrr problems, they are repetitious and
difficult to follow. A particular problem
is the distinction the Cutlers trv to make

between the diagnosis and the treatment
of urban problems. The chapters deal-
ing with these two topics seem to be say-

ing the same thing.
The Cutlers recognize social and cul-

tural issues as being important to the

design process, but the fundamental re-
lationship between the physical and the
cultural aspects of this process is lost in a
disjointed welter of maps and jargon.
Although designers looking for ways to
evaluate urban settings may find the
book useful, anyone wanting some in-
sight into whv certain design approaches

work, or more understanding of the so-

cial process that shapes physical design,
should look elsewhere.

Recvcling Cities for People: the Urban De-
sign Process. second edition. Laurence Ste-
phan Cutler and Sherrie Stephens Cutler,
C. B. I. Publishing Co. , Boston, 1982. .352 pp. ,

fi29.95.
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Helaine Kaplan Prentice:

COMMOI\ LANDSCAPE OF AMERICA,
1580 TO 1845

JOHN R. STILGOE

For over 200 years-the period of John R. Stilgoe's Cornman

Landscape of Amerba, l5B0 to 1845-common knowledge and

tradition shaped the American landscape. European folkways

and ways of relating to the land persisted in this country, and

defined its early physical form.
By 1630, the rich word 'olandscape," an English variant of

the Dutch landschap (scenery painting), had come to mean

large-scale rural vistas. In England, landscape "identified be-

loved traditional space from which more sinister forms seemed

less fearsome I' The lnndschalt of post-medieval Europe was ooa

collection of dwellings and other structures crowded together

within the circle of pasture, meadow and planting fields, sur-

rounded by forest or marsh.o' But the essence of landschaft was

more than that: the intimate, even spiritual connection between

fields and clustered cotes. Stilgoe plays off landschaft and its

inherent order against the implied chaos of the wilderness:

Christianity dwelt in structured space, while the suppressed

pagan rites lurked in the forest.

In the new world. the wilderness was subdued more for
pragnatic reasons than as a crusade against disorder. For the

study of American space, Stilgoe offers this definition of his

bookos b).word: landscape is "shaped land, land modified for
permanent human occupation, for dwelling, agriculture, man-

ufacturing, €iovernment, worshipo and for pleasure." And the

ordinary people who shaped the land did so in the only way they

knew-by the stubborn repetition of traditional methods. Eu-

ropean husbandry of the 1700s and before governed the look of
the American landscape until well into the 19th century:

After a brief period of adjustment to the North American
weather and soil, husbandmen shaped the ground with
Iittle regard for subsequent OId World agricultural in-
vention. Artificers proved even less open to innovation and

by the middle of the l8th centurv often struck European
visitors as old-fashioned and ignorant.

His theorv posited and his backgr:ound set, Stilgoe moves on

to the evidence, the search for actual phvsical vestiges in the

vast territory from New England to New Spain. This is where

the fun begins: the actual gpids, canals, graveyards, furnaces,

cowf)ens, farmsteads" and the extrapolation from them of the

pattern on the landscape.

The pieces fit together like an elaborate ninepatch quilt.
Each scrap is as essential to the overall pattern as it is to its own

quadrant. "Fencesr" for example, is a topic covered in the

7,1
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Agriculture chapter. We learn about construction techniques

for the zig-zagworm fence ofthe South and the arduous stone

wall of the Northeast, their lavout and longevitv. the u'av each

suited not on-lv regional materials and crops, but also regional

character and habits. Fences told the worth oftheir owners and

maintained communitv order. Clearlv, they were part of the

total scheme of arrangement of space, and thus the discussion

of them interlocks with other topics sewn into chapters on

Planting, National Design, Communitv, and Artifice. The

cumulative effect of ruholeness testifies to the diligence with
which the subject has been covered and arranged.

Those acguainted with the work of John Brinckerhoff Jack-

son will recognize in Common Landscape of Amcrica, 1580 to

lB45 a codified version of the master's original thinking. Jack-

son initiated a remarkable perception of cultural landscape

history that has inspired inquisitive desigrrers and scholars

since the early 1950s, but his u'ritten work lacks acadernic

pretensions, John R. Stilgoe's well-organized, extensivelv docu-

mented text sipdficantlv furthers the work of his mentor. and

gives it a more comfortable standing in establishment terms.

Those entirelv new to Jackson's outlook on the vernacular

environment will be well-tutored. if not enthralled, by Stilgoe's

singular text. Those who were awakened to the thrill of land-

scape observation through the cultural lens of J. B. Jackson's
classic essavs mav continue to prefer them.

Common Landscape of America, l5B0 to 1845, John R. Stilgoe. l-ale

University Press, 1982, 429 pp., illus., $29.95.

Pat O'Brien:

GARDENS OF A COLDEN AFTERNOON

JANE BROWN

The gardens created through the partnership ofEdwin Lutyens

and Gertrude Jekyll were the perfect expression of the "golden

afternoono' of late Edwardian England:

. . . the last period in which there were clients with the

freedom and wealth to indulge in a peculiarlv English
art. . . the art of living elegantlv, but not opulently, in the

countrv-merelv with evervthing of the best. . .

'oThe best" included not only the houseo its furnishings and

staff, but also, in an age devoted both to family life and the

cultivation of tactile pleasureso the garden.

Inspired b--v the vernacular buitding and gardening tradi-
tions of their native Surrey. Lut_vens and Jekyll desiggred a series

of country estates in which warm-colored sandstone buildings,

paths, and garden walls enclosed gardens where plants were

allowed to ooshow themselves to the best of their abiJitn either en

,nosse or in subtle contrasts of texture, shape, or color."

The gardens were desiggred within an architectural frame-

work of refined geometrical forms, the plant materials growing

in profusion-each selected and placed for its specific color

Below: THE BORDERS AT HESTERC0YBE.
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and its textural associations with its nefuhbors. These gardens
created a series of pictures, both in the course of a leisurely
walk, and as the seasons changed. The measured perambula-
tion between house and garden was the focus of the design. The
actual movement through the gardens captivated the audience,
as Lutyens knew: they wanted to be tantalized into taking the
next step, to anticipate and be surprised and rewarded. Jekyll,
for her part, knew how to beguile the senses: perfumed flowers,

a medley of colors, vines entwined on arbors, "grand vistas,
tunneled pergolas, secret corridors and trysting places."

The gardens were a wonderfully brilliant and enchanting
counterpoint to the solidity and solemnity of the house. In a

debate with Thomas Mawson, in 1909, Lutyens noted that the
relationship of the garden to the house is as important as the
view ofthe house from the garden. The true adornment ofthe
garden was its plants. No artist has so wide a palette or great a
need for discretion as the garden designer.

Lutyens and Jekyll quickly learned to see each other's point
of view, and this was the basis of their partnership. At Munstead
Wood, the house that Lutyens designed for Jekyll, "he absorbed
her experience of a garden's purposes." Their working relation-
ship began as one of equals, both in the "conception and
creation of the design."

Lutyens was a young man when he met Gertrude Jekyll, who
was already advanced in age, with failing eyesfuht. An artist and
craftswoman in her own right, Jekyll saw in Lutyens someone

who could design the home she wanted to accompany her
garden in Surrey. In the course oftheir collaboration, Lutyens
learned much from her about sites, natural succession. and the
bounty of the garden.

Jekyll was a color theorist and brought to her association

with Lutyens a discipline in the ordering and harmonizing of
colors. Known as'Auntie Bumps" to the Lutyens family because

of her stoutness and myopia, Jekyll also gained from her
association with Lutyens. He became her interpreter, taking her
Iandscape ideas to the plane of creative formal design. She

wrote extensively and impressionistically of lfuht and color, as

seen through eyes undistracted by details. Together Jekyll and
Lutyens used this sense ofcolor on a large scale, as Jekyll alone
was unable 16-hg1 myopia prevented her from seeing "the
grand design" laid out in space. It is to Lutyens that we owe the
credit for the actual site design, theme, and framework of these

gardens.

Lutyens had an ability to choose the optimum vie*point
within the site; this often became the point of entry between

house and garden, the rest of the design radiating from it in
conformance with the topography, creating a series of geometric

forms. The beguiling nature of the garden was then interwoven
with the plan.
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HESTERCOMBE: VIEW FROM THE ROTUNDA POOL.

These gardens were of their era-luxurious and innocent.
Lutyens and Jekyll appreciated both natural form and history,
but designed gardens which were basically quite simple, with
colors, sounds, smells, and sights to please the eye and delight
the foot. Jane Brown describes them all: Marsh Court. where:

... the garden is not onlv kind, it is solicitous and enter-
taining. It is wrapped around the house, and all the paths,
steps, and doors entice and direct. The garden leads,
occasionally giving choices, and all the visitor has to do is
follow.

She describes orchards that:

. . . symbolize the theme of leisurely progress through the
house and into the garden,... all that Lutyens's ingenuity
could display about the art of living elegantly in the
country.

The senuous temper of Brown's prose and the quality of the
photographs awaken the droning bee at Munstead Wood, and

begin to make the garden path almost real.
Brown has surveyed all the Lutyens-Jekyll gardens and

recorded their history and current situation. Gardens evolve

and buildings change hands, and even those country estates still
in their prime are at a point now where some decisions must be

made about their fate. It would be terrible to lose a legacy as

remarkable this. Christopher Husse,v, Lutyens's first biogra-
pher, is quoted as saying that o'the gardens were the connecting

pattern in his li[e." Jane Brown has adeptly portrayed his and

Jekyll's love of their creations and of their craft, and given us a

rich, pastel-colored picture.

Gardens of a Golden Afternoon, The Story of a Partnership: Edwin
Lutyens & Certrude Jekyll, Jane Brown, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1982, 2OB pp., illus., ff29.95.



Chambers did dcsign the Pagoda . . . at Kew to look Chinese, but he also

buih a Palladian ordngery, a . . . Rontan arch, a small classi.cal templ.e, and
a Turkish tnosque.

Thomas A. Brown:

CTASSICAL GARDEI\S
OF CHINA
YANC HONGXUN

Any new book on Chinese gardens has to

reckon with Maggie Keswick's The Chi-
nese Gardcn (Rizzoli, l97B), which leads

us carefullv through mrth, poetrv, and

paintings, to the gardens which are their
counterparts. Keswick's illustrations are

excellent in qualitv and relerant to her
coherent, insightful text. Clnssbal Gar-
dens of Chirua is, by cornparison, frag-
mented, uneven, and overpriced.

The book's discussion of the princi-
ples of Chinese garden design is little
more than a catalogue of garden ele-

ments and features, with no discussion of
regional or climatic influences, tech-
niques of construction, relationships
among elements, or criteria of critical
evaluation. The illustrations are mked
in quality: some are excellent, others are

grainy, and many are not well integrated
with the text. The bird's-eye plan is very
well done, but marred by being spread

across two pages.

The book is subtitled Hrstory andDe-
sign Techniquc.s, and the dust jacket in-
cludes the statement that:

The legendary Zen gardens of
Japan found their roots in China, as

did the gardens at Versailles and
Kew, and the work ofsuch giants of
landscape design as William
Chambers and Lancelot Brown.

There is in fact very little about either
history or design in this book, and al-

though the first half of the dust jacket's

,statement is correct, the second half is
not. Had the publicist read the book, he

or she would have found that:

. . . the landscape garden in En-
gland, which made its advent in the

l8th centurl had mature traditions
in that countrv to fall back

*

INTERIOR OF CHANG LANC. THE LONG CORRIDOR.

on. . . and no direct or tangible evi-
dence of Chinese influence is to be

seen in either the conception or'

form of the naturalistic pasture-like
scenes in the early English
gardens.

Chambers did design the Pagoda and

aviary at Kew to look Chinese, but he

also built a Palladian orangery, a ruined
Roman arch, a small classical temple,
and a Tirrkish mosque.

The author describes Louis XIV's
first work at Versailles's Tiianon-er-

roneouslv. I believe-as 'oin the Chinese
idiom." Y/hile [,eVau's Tiianon d.e Por-

celaine was faced with blue and white
ceramic tiles, and the window case-

ments, vases, and statuary were painted
to resemble porcelain, contemporary
prints clearl,v show its Italianate lines. It
was iust a bauble, however; the tiles did
not weather wello and, in 1687, only 17

vears after its creationo it was replaced

b.v the Trimon dc Marbre. The gardens

remained formal, with elaborate par-
terres de broderic.
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The author has also made factual er-

rors: Lake Kunming at the New Summer

Palace is mentioned as covering 5.7

acres; in reality, it is divided by long
causeways into a series of connected
lakes, the largest ofwhich alone is about
37 acres in area.

It is also difficult to understand what
the author means by "classical" gardens.

In the west, the term is usually reserved

for formal Renaissance and Baroque
gardens; applied to China, one might
think the term would refer to the gardens

of the Ming and early Ching dynasties.

The author mentions several gardens of
this period, but one entire chapter, ofthe
{ive in the book, is given over to the Yi lle
Yuan or New Summer Palace" which was

begun in 1660, but owes most of its devel-

opment to the Chien Lung Emperor in
the years around 1750. Much of his work
was destroyed when the compler was

sacked by French and British troops in
1860. and its present appearance is

largely the result of restorations and ad-
'ditions made by the Dowager Empress

Tzu Hsi. Many gardens are better
qualified to be called classical than this
hvbrid Imperial example.

The detailed maps of the complex
which have been published elsewhere

would have made a useful addition here;

instead we have a dry recital of temples,

eanals. pavilions. rockeries" gater+ays.

and walks-typical of this book's style.

The book is a patchwork of ideas,

none of them very fully developed. It is

too abstruse for the novice. and too ele-

mentary for the more advanced student.
Both groups would profit by spending an

additional ten dollars and purchasing
Keswick's book.

Classical Gardens of China, Yang Hongxun,

Van Nostrand Reinhold. l9B2,I2B pp.. illus.,
$29.9s.

Janet Pollock:

CIASSIC GARDEI'{S

ERICA LENNARD

Erica Lennard's Clossic Gardcns is a
photographic tour of both well-known
and obscure historic gardens in France,
Italy, and England. The book's 6l black
and white prints represent an educated

choice of subject matter and a suitable

range of garden details. The academic

introduction by William Howard Adams,

author of The French Garden, provides

PARK DE ST. CLOUD.
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an elaborate description of the concept

of o'garden as theater,o' and compares

f-ennard's work to that of Eugene Atget,
praising her abiJity to draw the viewer

into her melancholic landscapes. The
landscapes in question, however, are

veiled by such a thick layer oftechnique
that the viewer is held at bay.

There is nothing wrong with Len-
nard's eye. The scale and horizontality
of the formal ooFrench stvle" garden is

portrayed in simple, uncluttered com-

positions. The conical topiary at Marly-
Le-Roi and Parc-de-Seeaux are con-
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fronted boldly, revealing the designer's

intent of imposing a rhvthm and scale on

the flat landscape. Here, too, are the

intimate details that give the Italian gar-

den its richness: a simple photograph of
a thunderous fountain flow at Villa
d'Este, or the leaning stone pillars,
stripped of their once celebrated sculp-

tures, which suggest the nrin and neglect

afflicting the Villa Lante.
frnnard's photographic style is most

at home with the serenely pastoral, in-
tensely romantic landscape gardens of
England. The moods these gardens
evoke have the painterly, sentimental
qualities of the pictorialist era in photog-

raphy, an era of which l-ennard's work is
strongly remiriscent.

These photographic cornpositions. so

potentially rich in infonnation and de-

tailo have been subjected to a heavv dose

of manipulation. The results are dis-
tracting, and make one wonder what
Lennard's intentions are. She uses a

combination of coarse grain and shallow

focus that obscures detail. The edges of
stationary objects are blurred. Foliage

appears to be exiting the page. Verticals

are distorted. And these techniques are

used inconsistently, arbitrarily. Con-
trary to Adams's introduction, the dark
and ominous shapes which result leave

the viewer more repelled than invited to
enter. AIso lost is a good deal of informa-
tion about the gardens, which tends to
Iilnit their appeal. Cbssir Garderc is

clearly an emotive work, but could have

been much more.

Classic Gardens, Erica Lennard, Lustrum
(distributed by Van Nostrand Reinhold), 1982,
I2B pp.. illus.. $27.95.

This picture book introduces the reader

to the art of English landscape garden-

ing. lts format is that of the annotated

scrapbook, and its text, with the excep-

tion of the brief introductiono is a highly

su-bjective and fragmented view of the

favorite gardens of David }Iicks, a well-

known designer. The reader receives in-
formation on design, boundaries, style,

and Hicks's likes and dislikeso as well as

guides to laying o'ut gardenso presented

in a kind of illustrated do-it-yourself
manner.

The collection of photographs by
Hicks provides the most usable informa-
tion to any reader not intimately familiar
with the spectrum of English gardens.

The photos, numerous though they are,

vary in quality from good to shoddy. In
some cases, the heaviness of the ink used

in printing the book renders the photos

useless. And, with the exception of a few

color photos, most are too dense to regis-

ter subtleties of tone. This is too bad,
because in other respects the book is
well-designed, with attractive drawings

bv the author and a layout which is con-

sistent, clear, and well-organized.

The book's merit is seriously compro-
mised by the qualitv of the printing, but
it also suffers from Hicks's rather self-

centered presentation of his material. He

tells us in the introduction that his aims

are to express his own garden aesthetic

and to illustrate the main elements in
English garden planning-walkso
hedges, borders, walls, topiary. The ex-

pression of his garden aesthetic is ham-

pered by his choice of words. Phrases

like 'oa garden that pleases me," or one

that is "delightfully simple but stylish"
are undoubtedly lingua franca in the
decorating profession with which Hicks
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William Coburn:

DA\TD HICKS
GARDEN DESIG]\
DA!-ID HICKS
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is primarily associated, but they are not
precise. The book demands a familiarity
with such phrases and Hicks's use of
them, as well as an understanding of the

milieu in which they are used. The
reader who lacks this may wonder what

Hicks is getting at.

The book suffers in comparison to the

books of Gertrude Jekyll, who produced

a series ofgarden books at the turn ofthe
century which presented her particular
style of landscape design in a sophisti-
cated manner. Her photoppaphs were of
unparalleled quality, as reproduced in
the original publications. Like Hicks,
Jekyll had a significant background in
other areas of design, but she also had

the advantage of a total comrnilment to

landscape design.

Dauid Hbks Gard.en Design is a col-

lection of snapshots of interesting garden

elements, with a cornmentary that re-

veals the taste and values of an irrformed
amateur-a taste which supports the
best elements in the great tradition of the

English landscape garden. It is a good

book for a beginner who wants to get a

feel for English taste in gardens.

David Hicks Garden Design, David Hicks,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982, 200 pp.,
illus., $29.95.

Mai Arbegast:

DESIGNING WITH
PIAI\TS
RICHARD AUSTIN

For someone without knowledge of a sin-

gle plant, interested nonetheless in a

step-by-step approach to planting de-

sign, Richard Austin's Designing uith
Pla ruts is a panacea, maybe.

Vritten in the manner of an acadernic

design text, the book begins by describ-
ing plants within an ecological system,

skimrning lightly over the elements that

make such systems work. There is a
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chapter on methodology, reasonably
completeo and discussion and illustra-
tion of the elements of planting design

(color, form, texture, etc.) and the uses

of plants (as canopies, walls, barriers,
floors, ground cover, etc.). The discus-

sion is abstract, however, without refer-
ence to any particular plants.

Indeed, most of the text deals with
plants as abstract objects or volumes,

the purposes of which are to define
space, focus attention, frame views,
create points ofaccent, control the eye or
the foot, or provide balance. Plants are

regarded from an exclusively utilitarian
viewpoint, as objects in space, and the

reader is left to wonder why people
bother to use them as design material
(you mean you have to rooter them?). The
aesthetic quality of plants, their grace,

their changing quality from season to

season or year to year, the changes in size

and form they undergo from youth
through maturity to old age, their fra-
grance, and a multitude of other unpre-
dictable qualities due to wind, rain, and

hsal-$/hsrs is all this?

And as for that hapless person. funo-
rant of plants, for whom this book is

meant, he or she will be dismayed to
lsarn-1h16ugh experience, certainly,
since the book makes little mention of
it-that plants exist in time, as well as in
space, and that even landscapes de-

signed by the unknowing grow old and
die, and need to be recycled or replaced.

The weaknesses of Designing utith
Pktnts are unfortunate, because there
have been very few books on planting
design in recent years. There are a num-
ber of classics in the field, however,

which someone might profitably con-
sider reprinting, for the sake of the next
generation of landscape designers. These

books include Florence Bell Robinson's

Planting Design, John R. Bracken's
book of the same title, Hubbard and
Kimball's Introduction to Landscape
Architecture, and Brenda Colvin's lond

and Landscape, Sylvia Crowe's classic

Garden Desiqn has been reprinted by an

English firm, and is available in this
country from the American Society of
Landscape Architects in Vashington,
D.C.

Designing with Plants, Richard Austin, Van

Nostrand Reinhold, 1982, I92 pp., illus.,
cloth, $16.95; paper $10.95.

Mai Arbegast:

TREES AND SHRUBS
F'OR DRY CAIIFOR]\IA
LANDSCAPES

BOB PERRY

At a tirne when gardeners, professional

landscape designers, and horticulturists
need knowledgeable guidance on water-

conserving landscapes, Trees arud

Shrubsfor Dry California Landscapes is

a welcome addition to the Literature.

Many pamphlets and books empha-

size plants for this type of landscape, but
their point of r-iew is primarily botani-
cal-they give irrformation on the plant
in its native habitat and its adaptation to
that situation. rather than in a hor-
ticultural landscape which is man-made

for human use and enjoyment. Perry's
selection of plants for Trees and Shrubs

for Dry Califtrnia. Landscapes is based

on the plant's natural adaptation to and

tolerance of the difficult situations
within which gardeners and landscape

designers must work.
This is a regional book: plants are

referenced to the conditions of clirnate of
northern and southern California, and
the plant environments from the coast to
the interior valleys in particular. The
major portion of the book is an exposi-

tion, with photographs, of the more than
360 plants listed. The descriptions of the

plants are arranged alphabeticallv and
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by groups (Acacias, Ceanothus, Eu-
calyptus, Grevilleas, Callistemon, and

many others). These are accompanied bv

excellent closeup and distant photo-
graphs, the latter showing the habit of
growth. For long-lived plants it is diffi-
cult to know whether to show the plant at

an age of 30 to 50 vears or less than 10.

Perry has usually selected the latter.

Perry is to be commended both for his

photography and his selection of pic-

tures, which assist the reader to visualize

the entire plant-a help not often found

in books of this type.
For the gardenero the book includes

very practical information on rainfall
averages, weather patterns, and mini-
mum./maximum temperatures for winter
and summer. Plant selection guides are

provided, arranged in a matrix chart

indicating adaptability (by plant type) to

certain ecological or environmental con-

ditions of climate and soil. Also provided

are planting instructions and gtridelines

for various operations, with specific in-
formation on fertilizing and, in some

caseso the advantages of seeding. Such

situations as planting on steep slopes and

for fire safety are fiscussed, with accom-

panying lists of suitable plants, and plant
lists are also given for difficult soil and

climate situations.

This book is oriented toward both

natural projects, and domestic projects

in the populated areas of the state. AII

the plants included are not necessarily

California native plants; some have been

introduced from regions of sirnilar Medi-

terranean climate, Perry helps the
reader understand which are most

adaptable for California's climatic con-

fition, and makes it possible to create

handsome landscapes within the limits of
\,Yater conservation.

Trees and Shrubs for Dry Cahfornin
Landscapes is well-written and beau-

tifully photographed, and belongs in
every landscape designer's librarv. It
also belongs on the desks of all California

agencies making decisions about plant-
ing in public places.

Trees and Shrubs for Dry California Land-
scapes! Bob Perry; Land Design Publishing
(P.O. Box 857. San Dimas. CA 97773]t,1982.
184 pp., illus.. $28.50.

Mai Arbegast:

FLOVERII\G PIA]\TS IN
THE TA]\DSCAPE

MILDRED MATHIAS, editor

Flnwering Plants in the Landscape is an

excellent and quite beautiful collection

of photographs of blossoming plants of
the subtropical regions and gardens of
the world, particularly California. It is
not just for the adventurous gardener:

as Sir George Thyloa former.director of

CLIVTA MINIATA FRO}I FLOWERI\G PLANTS

Kew Gardens in London, says in his

foreword:

It is emphatically such a useful
guide to the colorful ornamental
plants seen in gardens and in the

wild. . . that it should become a
handbook for travelers.

The major categories of the book are

flowering trees, shrubs, vines for year-

round color, plants for color on the
ground, and native plants of California.
Each plant receives a brief description
indicating its size and shape, the color of
its flowers, and its fruits, if they are

significant. For the gardener some very

specific horticultural information is also

given. such as the minimum tempera-

tures at which the plant will survive, and

the best location for it.
In addition, the book provides ap-

pendices with information on other
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flowering trees, shrubs, vining plants,
annuals and perennials useful as ground
covers, and California native plants.
Each list is broken down by flower color,
and gives plant size, time of bloom, mini-
mum temperature, botanical and com-
mon names, family, and place of origin.
These lists are very useful both to the
gardener and the designer. The book
also tells where the plants can be seen

and found, and a bibliography suggests

still further references.

The color photographs of each plant
show its habit ofgrowth and closeups of
its flowers. These photos are outstand-
ing, one of the many things that make the
book such a pleasure to read. Most were

taken by the late Ralph Cornello a prom-
inent landscape architect who began to

photograph plants in southern Califor-
nia many years ago.

Biographical notes are provided on
Cornell, and on Theodore Payne, one of
the first to introduce California native
plants into gardens, through his seed

collecting and distributing, his writing,
and his introduction of the plants into
parks.

This is a revision of an earlier book,
Color for the La.ndscape, Flouering
Plnnts for Subtropiral Climates (1973)"

which combined five separate booklets

originally published by the Los Angeles

Beautiful Foundation, the Southern Cal-

ifornia Horticultural lnstitute, and the
Theodore Payne Foundation. The text
was edited by Dr. Mildred Mathias, a

teacher, botanist, and horticulturist,
and presently emeritus professor ofbot-
any at the University of California at Los

Angeles, where the lrotanical garden was

named in her honor.

This book gives valuable information
and is a pleasure to the eye; it will be-

come one of the treasures of any library.

Flowering Plants in the Landscape, Mildred
E. Mathias, editor (Foreword by Sir George

Thylor), University of California Press, 1982,
254 pp., illus., $16.95.

oo()a

Mai Arbegast:

COST DATA FOR
IANDSCAPE
COI\STRUCTIOI\ , I9B2

KERR ASSOCLATES

Cost Data for Landscape Constructinn,
1982 contains current landscape con-
struction cost information in the form of
ayerage unit prices for a broad variety of
landscape construction items. The cost

data is based on spring 1982 market
confitions.

The book is organized according to
the Construction Specifications Institute
format, under the specialized divisions
for site, recreation, and landscape devel-
opment. Units costs are given for demoli-
tion, site preparation, earthwork,
drainage and site improvements, land-
scaping, structural, and other catego-

ries. A seven column listing is provided
whieh notes the eonstruction item, unit
of measure" crew/equipment require-
ments, costs per day, installation costs

(by category), materials, and total unit
cost plus overhead and profit (which var-

ies from 257o to 357o, depending on the

operation in question). An appendix ex-
plains how the different labor rates were

derived; it also includes representative

prices for 23 metropolitan areaso so the

book does not suffer from the regional
bias of so many guides.

This kind of database is useful, pro-
vided one adds to it those factors which
account for the intangibles of local prac-
tice. In a depressed economy like the
present one, the sheer competition for
work and the slack market for building
materials combine to make real costs
perhaps lower than the book would indi-
cate. In an overheated economy, the re-
verse is often true. The book's usefulness

also depends on its being current. The
editors of Cost Datafor Landscape Con-
struction, 1982-fotr design profes-
sionals based in Louisville, Kentucky,

and Minneapolis, Minnesota-promise
to have the next edition out on March lst.

Cost Data for Landscape Construction,
1982, 3rd annual edition, Kerr Associates,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, $27.50 pb.

Barbara Meacham:

RESIDENTIAL
TANDSCAPING I
THEODORE D. WALKER

Literature on residential landscaping is

plentiful, particularly in the how-to
genre, best represented by books from
Ortho and Sunset. These books. which
cover specialized aspects of residential
landscaping, are difficult to surpass in
the quality of their illustrations and as

sources of practical construction advice,
Residential Landscapin7 1, which tries
to provide "an in-depth discussion ofthe
planning, design, and construction
phases of residential landscaping," is
disappointingly poor competition for
these specialized series.

Walker is best known for his books on
graphic techniques, Plan Craphics and
Perspectiue Sketches, although he has

also written four other books on various
aspects of landscape architecture. Here,
he addresses the homeowner as amateur
landscape designer. Unfortunately, the
tone of the book is inconsistent, as

though the author is not completely sure
to whom he is speakingr and is varying
his pitch in hopes of reaching the widest
range of readers. The chapter entitled
"Why Landscape?" is so elementary and
rhetorical as to be soporific, while later
chapters get into such unnecessary detail
(e.g., the difference in cell structure be-
tween softwoods and hardwoods) that
the same reader who breezed through
ooVhy Landscape?" would now also be

found napping.
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The book is divided roughlv into the

categories of desigrr, planting, and con-

struction, but is uneven in its treatment
of these three subjects, as well as in the
emphasis it gives them. Design is dis-

cussed briefly and superficially, from a
thoroughly pragmatic point of view, and

Walker misses an opportunitv to convey

the appreciation of and enthusiasm for
gardens which are largelv absent from
the how-to genre.

Instead, he provides a dispirited and

abstract discussion ofdesipgr styles; each

is summarized in a rudimentary descrip-
tion, but only three, we are toldo are

acceptable. Formal gardens are o'not rec-

ommended, as modern living demands a

more informal environment." ooModu-

lar," "angular," and "naturalistico' are

acceptable. Since, howevero "circular
and angular styles are much more diffi-
cult to perfect" and o'the naturalistic
style. . . needs to be handled with ex-

treme sensitivity," the trusting reader is

left with one option: "the easiest design

style for the novice homeowner to work
with is the modular."

Now that the novice hsmeowner has

had his stvle chosen for him, the re-

mainder of the book is devoted to avail-

able materials and their uses in the land-
scape. There are a number of useful

charts here on hardware, conversions,

beam sizes and spans, and so forth, Lrut

the text is so prosaic that all but the true
novice are likely to become discouraged.

Much of the text refers to the book's
black and white photogpaphs for elu-

cidation, but these images are so per-

sistently poor in quality that elucidation
is hard to come by. Moreover, the gar-

dens depicted are in a style which mav be
o'modular,'o but is certainly not
contemporary.

Resirlcntful Landscaping I is not a
book which homeowners, especially
those ignorant oflandscaping. can use to

plan and construct their own gardens.

Even the author concedes that some as-

sistance may be necessary, since he in-
cludes an appendix called "Selecting a

Landscape Architect and How to Work
with Him/tler." As an alternative, the

reader mav wait to see the promised fu-
ture volumes of Resi.dcntbl Landscap-
ing.l-r;t's hope these are an improvement
on the first, which adds nothing to the

literature currently available.

Residential Landscaping I, Theodore D.

Whlker, PDA Publications, 1982. 202 pp..
illus., cloth, $22.50; paper, $16.50.

Patrick Miller:

FROM LII\E TO DESIGN
SCOTT VAN DYKE

This book is noble, though not neces-

sarily original, in its stated purpose: to
provide an approach and a series of ex-

ercises for the environmental design stu-

dent who wants to explore the relation-
ship between expression and perception,
between design and graphic communica-

tion.
The design process is traditionalh'di-

vided into three phases: conceptual, in
which communication is non-specific;
representative, which uses graphics to
present design solutions to a lay public;
and documentar.v. in which design ideas

are refined and communicated to the

people who will build them. From Line to
Design presents its information in a wav

that mimics this traditional sequence.

Within each generously illustrated
section, the author reviews aspects of
conceptual, representative, and con-
struction documentation graphics and
design, and suggests exercises to rein-
force his points. Generally the illustra-
tions support the text, although the con-

nection is not always clear. The exercises

are extremely useful; they take a while to

complete, but understanding the designr/

graphics relationship takes application,
as well as time and diseipline. Unfortu-
natel.v, the usefulness of the exercises

diminishes as one progresses through the
book; the final section of construction
documentation graphics completes the
authoros train of thought, but adds Iittle
to the reader's understanding.

Although this book appears to have

been r,rritten for students of environmen-
tal design, it could be frustrating to
someone who has never been exposed to
design terminolog:_v, or used a pencil.
Some of the discussions, such as those on
orthographic imagery and perspective
drawing, do not stand by themselves;

they would only make sense to the stu-

dent who has read other books or at-
tended classes on these particular sub-
jects. References after each major
section and throughout the text partially
compensate for this failing.

The author states, accuratelv, that
this book is an approach to, rather than
the definitire work on the relationship
between design and etraphics. It is not an

explanation of design philosophy, nor a
compendium of graphic techniques a

student might crib from in the final
hours before a project is due. It skims

the surface of a very complex subject,
though at times usefullv.

From Line to Design, Scott Van Dyke, PDA
Publications, 1982. 162 pp., illus., cloth,
$21.00; paper, $15.00.
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Fred Stitt:

TEN V/ORKII\C DRAWING BOOKS

Vorking drawings and related docurnents are ultimately what

make or break any building project. No design, however noble,

can survive bad construction documents. Despite this fact, the

creation of documentation for a project is the lowest order of
consideration in most design firms-the lowest ranked activity
in prestige, and the least consitlered in design schools.

To actually learn what is fastidiously called "the technical

side" of practice, graduates of otrr most prestigious schools

must enroll for a tilne irr private technical schools or cornmunity
colleges, to qualify for an entry level position to earn haH a

living as an "apprentice." For most of the people who enter

architecture, the drafting, specification writing, and construc-
tion administration of the apprenticeship strangely end up

being a life's work.

Not only does working drawing production take the major
part of design service time and money, and occupy the most time
of the most people in architecture, it also creates the most

problems, because most architects are so ill-trained for it.
Perpetuating the situation are the architectural publishers, who

but rarely produce an adequate text on the subject.

What follows are capsule reviews of drafting and working
drawing books currently on the market. I am including the best

and, as a warning, most of the worst. I am not including the

medium-worst that dominate this market because it is too

depressing to do so. These are my criteria:
l) REALISM. How closelv does the book match the actual

needs and practices of contemporary architectural practice?

2) CIARITY. Is there a point to the book? Is there a
purposeful directed logic to the presentation? Does the author
convey concepts through concise definition and concrete exam-

ple? Do the visuals tell the story or are they irrelevant?
3) VALUE. Does the book show the reader how to be a better

and more productive architecti'
Here is the run-down:
Tops in its class is The Professional Practir:e of Architectural

Detailing, by Osamu A. Wakita and Richard M. Linde. Illus-
trated to the hilt and clearly written in a topic-by-topic, step-by-

step format that allows the reader to apply each section to real
work situations as they arise in the desigrr studio or drafting
room, this book is a definite rnust for anyone in architecture.

A blunder that some readers have found useful is the Hand-
book of Architectural Details Jitr Comm.ercinl Buildings, by
Joseph DeChiara. It is a blunder in that large numbers of its
working drawing illustrations are blurred, burned out, or oth-
erwise unreadable. At $32.50, it is probably the poorest quality
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PROFESSIONAL READING

book in McGraw-Hill historv. It is archaic in drafting technol-
ogy, virtuallv devoid oftechnical content, and undoubtedly an
acute embarrassment to the manv architectural firms whose

donated drawings have been converted to sornething on a bus

station floor, It is useful, apparentl,v, to a fen'firms t'ho insist on
keeping files on all constmction drawings of whatever qualitv
and from whatever source. The cover is handsome: the rest is a

minus.

An excellent guide for mechanical engineering is lre Ken-
drick's Design Manualfor Heating, Ventilating; and Air Condi-
tioning uith Coordinated Standard Detaik, a book with 285

pages of desigl data and standard details, printed to facilitate
photocopving. They are also arailable as stickv-backs. A must.

An excellent design and detailing guide for sitework, paving,
and site furniture is Theodore D. Walker's Site Design and
Construction Detailing, an unusually well-illustrated book,
produced in a manner that demonstrates etreat care for the
subject and for the user. Also a must.

Publishers sometimes distribute foreig-n texts which are not
applicable to U.S. practice. A recent example is Keith Styles's

Working Drawing Handboolc. The first 20 pages, on the organi-
zation of drawings, describe a thought-provoking British effort
to rationalize the whole documentation svstem. Otherwise,
there is virtually nothing in the book that has any practical U.S.
application. A mavbe.

Then there is Robert McHugh's Workin6 Drawing Han -

book: A Cui.defor Architects and Buildnrs, which features verv

useful and complete check-lists of all aspects of working drawing
production and management. The checklists are verv nicelv
auggnented with construction illustrations.

The book clarifies basic construction terminologv and pro-
cedurds, so it is especially useful as a school textbook or starter
guidebook for the voung professional. It focuses mafurlv on

documentation and working drawing management for smaller
buildings, so it is particularly' good for the smaller design or
construction firm.

This is the second edition of McHugh's book, not to be

confused with the first edition, which had considerablv less

content.
Still widely advertised is,4 rchitecturalVorking Drawings: A

ProfessbnalTbchnique, by Marvin L. Thomas, AIA. This book
is not bad as a drafting textbook, but the drawings don't
represent the best of current practice, and it has no particular
value as an office guide. A maybe/minus.

One book that everv architectural office buvs for the draft-
ing room and design studio is Tim.e-Sauer Standardsfor Archi-
tecturalDesign Dato,by John Hancock Callender. It is now out
in a sixth edition, and invaluable as alwavs in covering every

major aspect of technical design data anvone needs to get

started on virtually any kind of building. Now weighing in at
1,158 pages (and $82.50), this is probablv a book people will buy
no matter what anvone savs about it.

Vhat might be called the poor person's time-saver or
graphic standards is the newly published,4rchitectural Drafts-
man's Reference Handbook, by Jack R. lrwis. This book
ineludes essential materials and engineering tables, as well as

construction and detailing information that draftspeople fre-
quently need to look up. The book is smaller and more reason-
able in price than the now-massive.4 rchitecturalCraphic Stan-
&rds, which used to look like this book when it was first
published a generation ago. The lewis book is handv enough to
warrant a maybe, but add a minus for the sexist title and some

extraneous content.
Back to the must side. a book that has been around for a

while, but which is highly recommended, is Frank Ching's
Building Construction lllustrated. The hardbound edition is

the better choice, as the paperbound rersion, in a 9- by l2-inch
format, is not nearlv as readable. Ching's book is the most
extraordinarilv thorough and clearlv presented text available.
At first g;lance, its detail drawings mav seeln too sparse to be

meaningful, but they are simplified for claritr', as an etluca-
tional device. It is easv enough to modify them to suit a particu-
lar design or construction need. A must/plus.

The Professional Practice of Architectural Detailing, Osamu A.
Wakita and Richard M. Linde, Wileu 1977, ;392 pp.. illus., $26.95.

Handbook of Architectural Details for Commercial Buildings,
Joseph DeChiara, McGraw-Hill, 1980, 506 pp., illus.. $32.50.

Design Manual for Heating, V-entilating and Air Conditioning with
Coordinated Standard Details, llrd edition, Lee Kendrick, Ibt:hnical
Standards Publications (Frank M. Tient & Assoc.. Inc.. P.O. Box246,
Arlington, VA2220ll, 1981,285 pp., illus., $61.50, with postage.

Site Design and Construction Detailing, Theodore D. Walker, PDA
Publishers. 1978,467 pp.. illus., $24.00.

Working Drawinp; Handbook, Keith Stvles, Nichols Publishing Co..
New York. l9B2,I2A pp.. illus., $22.50.

Working Drawing Handbook, A Guide for Architects and Builders,
2nd edition, Robert C. McHugh. \'an Nostrand Reinhold, 1982, 160 pp.,
illus., cloth, $18.95; paper, $12.95.

Architectural Working Drawings: A Professional Technique, Mar-
vin Thomas, McGraw-Hill, 1978. 192 pp. , illus. , $19.50,

Time-Saver Standards for Architectural Design Data, 6th edition,
John Hancock Callender, McGraw-Hill, 1982, Il5B pp., illus., $82.50.

Architectural Draftsman's Reference Handbook, Jack R. Lewis,
Prentice-Hall, 1982, 324 pp.. illus., $25.00.

Building Construction Illustrated, Francis lJ. K. Ching. \an Nostrand
Reinhold, 1975,320 pp.. illus., cloth, $I9.95; paper. $11.95.
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Reid Condit:

SPECIFICATION
CIAUSES FOR
RETIABILITATION AND
CONTERSION V/ORK

LE\'ITT BERNSTEIN ASSOCTATES,
ANTHOI\TY RICHARDSON &
PARTNERS

This book comes from two architectural
firms in l,ondon with extensive local ex-

perience in the repair and conversion of
existing houses, house ggoupings, and

flats. Their clients have included housing

associations, local authorities, devel-

opers, and private parties. On the basis

of .this experience, they have written a

book to be used as a guide or model

schedule of works in an area of practice

for which no model now erists, hoping

therebv to spare the inexperienced prac-

titioner "a terrifying encounter with the

unknown, for which a lifetime's work on

multi-million pound projects will be no

preparation."

The schedule of works is roughly the

equivalent, in Britain, of the American
product specifications or-in the par-

lance of several years ago-the technical

sections (Divisions 2 through 16 in the

Construction Specffi cations Institute for-

mat). The schedule of works is preceded

by boilerplate (oocontract conditions and

prelirninarieso' and oomaterials and work-
manship") and backed up bv the draw-
ingso as are product specifications.

The authors, recogrrizing the relative

irnmutability of these documentso have

placed them beyond the scope of their
concern, except to recommend their use.

They have also omitted any bi-ll of quan-
tities, presumably on the assumption

that the size of the projects to which their
model applies does not warrant its use.

This omission brings the model into line
with American practice, but also causes

the authors to include within the specffi-

B6

cations schedule matrices that, in Ameri-

can practice, are relegated to the draw-

ings, and provided in less detail. The

final fifth of the book is therefore de-

voted to a surnmary of schedules: doors

(internal and external, each quite differ-
ent than the others), finishes, kitchen

equipmento sanitary fittings, and so

forth.
With the exception of the schedule

matriceso the book is linear in presenta-

tion and written consistently in the im-
perative (do this, do that; make good!).

The format is similar to a master specifi-

cation, with the reproducible text on the

left side of the page and instructions or
commentary on the right. The re-
producible text is intended to be edited

or added to as needed for each new proj-
ect. One notes. however. that the text has

been copyrighted, and such use would

seem to be an infringement.

Americans accustomed to the 16-divi-

sion CSI format will find that the text

follows a somewhat different forrnat, and

a number of categories have no direct

American equivalents. The authors state

that some 80o/o of the text will typically
be applicable to the projects they are

addressing, the remaining 20% requir-
ing modification or replacement. Since,

however, the projects in question consist

of Georgian, Victorian, and Edwardiap

buildings in London, it is likely that the

degree of applicability will vary with the

sirnilaritv of local buiJdings.

As it stands, the book is barely usable

in American practice. lts basic pro-
cedure is to identifv a task within a

larger context (e.g., subfloor ventilation

with respect to "Floors"), then locate the

task and direct its accomplishment, tak-
ing note of the work and materials
needed. This runs counter to the Ameri-

can practice of using drawings to locate

and illustrate a completed condition,
and specifications to provide informa-
tion and set standards where applicahle,
or where required by special situations.

The American mode of documenta-

tion leaves the contractor free to con-

strue tasks and develop sequences of
events; the idea is to achieve the results

shown using specified materials in accor-

dance with verv generalized methods.

The book's approach draws on a quite

different tradition, as revealed by its
statement that, were a bill of quantities

included in the bid documents, clauses

might be issued to the contractor in the

form of instructions at some time after

concluding an agreement. American
practitioners will onlv reluctantly issue

instructions to the contractor, and then

almost never in detail, except for occa-

sional sheet notes couched in negative

language.

Other considerations also make the

clauses largelv unsuited to the American

context: for example, differences in ter-

minology. in required provisions to sat-

isfy local building authorities, and in lo-

cally available building products.

The book is useful, however, as a ref-

erence guide to available technologv for
renovation. By providing an indication

of the work required to achieve a satis-

factory renovation, it may in fact spare

the inexperienced an encounter with the

unknown.
Little of comparable rigor is available

here. American books too often allow

thoroughness and clarity to play second

fiddle to graphic quality and visual or-

ganization. We would do well to emulate

Specifir:atian C kr,use s for Rehabilitation
and ConuersianWork, which achieves a

worthy halance.

Specification Clauses for Rehabilitation
and Conversion Work" Levitt Bernstein As-

sociates and Anthony Ri<:hardson & Partners.

Nichols Publishing Co.. New York. 1982. 12t
pp., illus., $24.95 pb.



PROFESSIONAL READING

Peter Trier & Barry Ryan:

HOUSING ADAPTATIOI\S
FOR DISABLED PEOPLE
TERENCE LOCKTL{RT

Housin6 Adaptatkns for Disabled Peo-

p/e is primarily a guidebook for those

directly concerned with the modification
ofthe residences and surrounding path-
ways of phvsicallv disabled people, to
contribute to their safetv, comfort, and
mobilit,v.

Written in the United Kingdom, and
sponsored bv the Disabled Lir.ing Foun-
dation, it offers detailed and sensible

advice on a number of issues: what kinds
of structural and non-structural modifi-
cations might be necessary to solve dis-
ability-related problems: how to obtain
permitso funding, and approval expedi-

tiously from government agencies; and
how to coordinate and execute a plan to
obtain satisfactory camplgtion of modifi-
cations in the shortest possible time.

Although its tone and content speak

more directlv to architects and the repre-
sentatives of social service agencies, the
book is also intended for disabled people
and their fami-lies. [t includes relevant
British laws and procedures, detailed
discussions of minor adaptations and
major structural and exterior modifica-
tions, a generally useful glossary of dis-
abilities, and four interesting case stud-
ies of actual adaptations of the
residences of disabled people.

In general, Lockhart has met the ob-
jectives he outlined for the book, al-
though its focus on the United Kingdom
somewhat diminishes its usefulness to
American readers. At least a quarter of
the book consists ofadvice on how best to
cope with and work within the relevant
British government agencies. This will be

valuable to anvone with an interest in
how different societies deal with the
problems of the disabled, but probably

not to one trying to cope with these agen-

cies' American counterparts.
The book's greatest value for Ameri-

can readers is in its manv useful and
specific suggestions for adaptations that
let disabled people meet their needs
more effectivelv. Nthough the authoros

descriptions of the layout of houses and
the equipment available for carrying out
these adaptations is geared to the British
situation, this does not seriouslv under-
cut the value of his suggestions. His (verv
British) emphasis on the value of accessi-

ble gardens should, in fact, prove useful
to architects interested in gaining a

richer understanding of accessible de-

sign.

The major weakness of Housing Ad-
aptatians for Disabbd Peopln is that it
fails to meet its own goal of including
disabled people in decisions on the modi-
fications they will need in their homes.

l,ockhart emphasizes the importance of
the architect desigring for the individual
needs of his disabled clients. but iggrores

the necessitv of discussing proposed so-

lutions to accessibility problems with cli-
ents whoo if they understand the archi-
tectural terminologv and drawings. can
readilv point out which solutions are 

I

likely to work-or ne1 16 w61k-f61 
i

them. In general. the book places too
much emphasis on what rehabilitation
specialists have said r+ill nork. and too
little on the experienced judgrnent of dis- 

i

abled clients. 
i

Housing Adaptations for Disabled People:
How to Adapt the Home to the ltleeds of
Handicapped, Elderlv or Infirm Occu-
pants-A Guide for Architects, Occupa-
tional Therapists and Householders,
Grence Lockhart. Nichols Publishing (io..
Neu,lbrk. 1982, l:10 pp., illus., $21.95.

John Parman:

BLUEPRINTS: TVEI\TY.
SIX EXTRAORDII\ARY
STRUCTURES

JOHN BOSWELL and
CHRISTOPHER GRAY

This book is the answer to the prayers of
anyone who finds himself/herseH won-
dering what gift could possiblv be rfuht
for the Frank Uoyd Vright or Julia Mor-
gan in the famil-v. Christmas being over,

the time has come to pick up this sizeable

object and have a look at it.
It is, we are told. ooa celebration of the

blueprint." The introduction gives the
reader a brief but informative history of
blueprints as documents and blueprint-
ing as a technique, hitting on many inter-
esting points regarding what blueprints
are and are not. We learn their o'fate'o in
the hands of architects, building manag-
erso and museums, their content (for ex-

ample, the difference between measured
or record drawings and drawings pre-
pared to guide construction), the specific
history of their use in the U.S., and the
changing technologv of blueprinting-a
technologv which has, in fact, pretty well
left the original blueprinting process
behind.

This three-page introduction is per-
haps too condensed to put across every-
thing the authors want to convey; an

explanation of whv construction draw-
ings look the wav thev do *,ould be help-
ful (i.e., V&at is their real purpose? Why
is their information presented in this
sometimes arcane manner?). Less criti-
cal, perhaps, but also of potential inter-
est would be a discussion of the impact of
diazo printing and the flat-bed printer
on the format of working drawings, and
some speculation on the further impact
of computer-aided drafting.

The book's focus on blueprints is

sometimes frustrating in itself, given the

B7
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quality of the prints in question. The

authors make no bones about the fact

that a few of the prints are fairly unread-

able. If their purpose rdas to demonstrate

the ephemeral nature of the blueprint,

they have succeeded. But supplementing

these occasionally a*{ul prints with orig-

inal drawings t'ould have been helpful to

those actually interested in the ooextraor-

dinary structures" of the title.
These range from the original

McDonald's hamburger stand (one of
the more interesting sets of prints, since

it shows quite clearly the typical infor-
mation and layout of working drawings

for a small structure) to Craves's Port-

land Office Building, Harkness Tower at

Yale, Hoover Dam, and other buildings

rOTAL LOAD 65 6I AMPS
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15+ D/r RosE SrEAoY
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ef [[tffii6;rrtilE-o-M^rcn 3Grol DBL

are photographs which vary in quality
but sometimes offer a direct means of
comparing what was built with the de-

sigrer's intentions. A few of the prints
and photographs would have been better

omitted. The floor plan detail of the Pen-

tagon is an example, unless there is
something here I am missing.

Both the book and its introduction
could have gone further in the elabora-

tion of their theme, offering more of ev-

erything, particularly the documents

themselves. Even if this meant covering

fewer projects, it would at least have

enabled the reader to dissect and under-

stand what was represented. For this
purpose the inclusion of an annotated

print would have been helpful; the

CAM

STt APRON 4SOO
DEtAILS OF FAC.E

RUBY RED

CLEAR R€O 3OMA

No one who got this book for Christ-

mas will be altogether unhappy with it; it
contains some good things and is cer-

tainly heading in an interesting direc-

tion. From what it assumes about the

reader, it seems aimed at architects, who

are familiar with blueprints and
wouldnot be fazed by the lack ofexplana-

tion. But architects may be impatient

with its other shortcomings. Perhaps the

success of the frrst edition will make pos-

sible a second, that could push the

book's concept a little further.

Blueprints: Twenty-Six Extraordinary
Structures, John Boswell and Christopher
Gray Simon and Schuster, 1982. 128 pp.,
illus., $19.25 pb.
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PROFESSIO\AL READI\G

I\oel Gregorian:

A GUIDE TO
PROFESSIOI\AL
ARCHITECTURAL A]\D
I]\DUSTRIAL SCALE
MODEL BUILDING
CRAHAM DAY PATTINSON

This book is intended to help anvone
interested in architectural or industrial
model building develop his skills. As a
source of instruction, it is successful-
its objectives are reasonable, its techni-
cal advice very good, and the experi-
ences it shares true to life. The order in
which the material is presented is logical,
and the index is thorough. In all respects

it compares very well to two books I
would also recommend: Sanford
Hohauser's Architectural and lnterior
Models: Design and. Constnrctiltn, and

John Thylor's Modcl Buildingfor Archi-
tects and Engineers.

Pattinson gives good, practical infor-
mation on shop lal.out and tooling, on
dealing with clients, and on staying in
lrusiness. His handling of the various sit-
uations of rnodel building is also very
thorough. He provides an especiallv de-

tailed and well-documented description
of conlour cutting-a constant actir-itr
in modelmaking, and sometimes the
mainstav of the business.

Pattinson says that his "construction
tips are intended as guides that have

been proven in practice. They are not
mtended to constitute the onlv answer.o'

Ihis is a fair remark: not all his solutions
rr basic principles are shared bv other
modelmakers. As a professional model-

naker ofmore than 25 vears experience,

I would remind anyone thinking of buy-
ng this book, particularlv the beginner,

-hat serious modelmaking, like serious

rrchitecture, requires an apprentice-
;hip. This is not something this book (or
rny other) can give you. As an adjunct to

] direct experience, however, it is excellent
and highly recommended.

A Cuide to Professional Architectural and
Industrial Scale Nlodel Building, Graham
Dav Pattinson. Prentice Hall, 1982. 400 pp..
illus.. $116.95.

Terry Stephens:

ILLUSTRATION GUIDE:
FOR ARCHITECTS,
DESIGI\ERS, AND
STUDEI\TS
IARRY E\,ANS

This book is conceived of as a drafting
room tool, for use bv professionals in
supporting graphic presentations to cli-
ents, [t covers the basic issues of me-

chanical perspective construction and
layout, and such topics as constructing
circles and ellipses in perspective view. It
also covers media, materials indication,
composition, shades and shadows, and
texture. But the book's major emphasis

is on what is known in the trade as uoen-

tourage"-reople, landscape, cars,
trucks, and the like. The images of these

things are presented at various scales for
"easy tracing" onto original drawings.

The scales used are appropriate for most

of the drawings sizes used in
presentation.

Illustratian Gui.de is a verv basic tool,
and necessarilv general in the presenta-
tion of its material. As a paperback, it is
priced within the ranp5e of most students,

and would seem to provide thern with a

useful, if somewhat elementarv sorlrce-

book, best suited to the needs of the

beginning illustrator.

Illustration Guide: For Architects, Design-
ers and Students. Larrv livans, Van Nostrand
Reinhold. 1982. :104 pp.. illus., $16.95 pb.

Bruce D. Judd:

ARCHITECTURAL
CRAFTS

BRIDGET BEATTIE McCARTTIY

This handsome book is the result of a

major competition sponsored by the
Vestern States Arts Foundation. invoh.
ing artists and craftspeople in the ten

states the WSAF serves. It is. first of all,
a history and discussion ofthe architec-
tural crafts. and of the nuances of work-
ing with architects (if you are a craftsper-
son), or with craftspeople and their
products (if you are an architect). It is
also a catalogue. arranged by craft, of
work by the winners of the competition.
Each designer's work is well-docu-
mented through photographs, so that
one gets a verv good sense of his or her
abilities. The work itself ranges from ce-

ramic tile artwork to wood furniture.
This is a well-organized and clearly-

desigrred book, which provides a good

overriew of the variety of architectural
crafts available. It does suffer, though,
from the relatively narrolf- focus of the

competition itself: these desiglers and
artists represent only the ten states that
comprise the WSAF; California is not
among them. The book's focus is a re-

gional one, as the preface freelv admits,
which may limit its appeal and its useful-
ness for architects. Despite this, it is a
book I would recommend highly.

Architectural Crafts: A Handbook and A
Catalog, Bridget Beattie McCarthl Madrona
Publishers. Seattle. 152 pp., illus.. $11.95 pb.
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Bruce D. Judd:

SOURCEBOOK OF
ARCHITECTURAL
ORI\AMENT
BRENT C. BROLIN and

JEAN RICIIARDS

As its title suggests, this is a reference

book on designers, craftsmen, manufac-

turerso and distributors of external ar-

chitectural ornament. The book's intro-
duction defines ornamentationo gives a

brief history ofits past uses and current
revival, and describes how to make effec-

tive use of the text. The rest of the book

lists individual tlpes of ornament in al-

phabetical order, from Awnings to
Wood.

These chapters begin with brief de-

scriptions of the ornament t)?e in ques-

tion and its use, together with special

lists (such as of trade associations) that

relate to it. This is followed bv regional

Iistings of all the designers, manufactur-

ers, and other businesses that the au-

thors were able to locate who work or
deal in this tlpe of ornament. The last

few pages of each chapter give tables of
desigrrers, their addresses, and the ser-

vices they provide.

As an architect involved with historic

buildings, I frequently need craftsmen

and desigrrers to replicate ornaments of
one kind or another. Over the years I
have built up a considerable list of such

people working on the West Coast. (lom-

paring the book's listings to my own, I
was surprised to find several major pro-
ducers of ornament missing. Western Art
Stone, San Francisco, for example, is

well-known regionally for work in cast

stone and concreten but is not listed here.

Bel-Air Door Company is included, but
Ocean Sash and Door is not. San Fran-

cisco Renaissance is listed as a contract-
ing firm providing wood ornamentation,

but many other West Coast firms provid-
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ing a sirnilar service are not.
There are other rnissing entries, but

there were also listings new to me, which

is the value of a book like this. It is a very .

good first attempt to provide an enumer-

ation of suppliers of ornamentation; I
only wish it had not been produced as an

expensive hardbound, and that more
effort had gone into locating sources and

suppliers. It would be preferable to have

this type of information on loose-leaf
pages in a notebook, which could easily

be updated as new sources are found and

old ones move or go out of business.

Soureebook of Architectural Ornament,
Brent C. Brolin and Jean Richards, lan
Nostrand Reinhold, 1982. 192 pp., illus..
fi24.95.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

DanaCuff:

PSYCHOLOGY AND EN\/IROI\MENT
CLAUDE LE\ry-LEBOYER

Environmental psychologv has evolved over recent decades,
with the contributions ofplanners, designers, geographers, and
social scientists, particularlv psychologists. Though some
would say the romance is over between the social sciences and
the environment, Lely-l,eboyeros nelv text, Psychologl and
Enuironmcnt, indicates that environmental psvchologv is as-

suming the status of an established discipline.
The book does not attempt to provide the new conceptual

frameworks or insights which characterized so manv of its
predecessors-only rarelv does l.ew-l,ebover introduce new
categories and nomenclature. It is useful rather as a compre-
hensive text, providing an excellent review ofthe rast and well-
dispersed literature that has been accumulating in the area of
environmental psychology. The most recent work available is
included, and the book's utility is hindered only by its less rhan
lucid prose, and the lack of an index.

The first four sections integrate studies of theory and meth-
odology in environmental psychology, environmental percep-
tion and evaluation, enyironmental stress, and the social en-

vironment. Since this is one of the few texts published in English
by a continental European author, it is a bit disappointing to
find that the British and Americans still dominate the field-
and levy-Leboyeros extensive bibliography.

The fifth and final chapter, "Planning and Arranging the
Environment,o' does not consider design per se, as implied by
the title, but the tlpes of problems encountered in planning
contexts whose solutions may lie in psychological research. The
reader looking for research applications to design will be frus-
trated; the reader seeking edfication will be informed.

The text is definitely directed toward those versed in psycho-
logical methods and issueso and offers a more adranced treat-
ment of the subject matter than do more frequentlv used books
such as Prosh a nsky's E nuironm,ent al P sy cholngy, Mic helson's
Man and His Urban Enuironm.ent, or dtmanos Enuironmcnt
and SocialBehauinn On the other hand, these texts balance the
two sides of the person-environment coin more evenly.

The visual component is central to most environmental
issues , yet Enuironment and P sycholagy contains no images. Its
perspective is psychological; once one accepts this perspective,

llrvy-Leboyer's 
work is a signfficant new addition to the litera-

ture.

Levy-Leboyer, trans. bv David

Dana Cuff:

MIND CHILD ARCHITECTURE
JOHN C. BAIRD and ANTHONY D. LUTKUS, editors

Like other groups traditionally excluded from the planning
process or from environmental accommodation, children are
certainlv worthv of attention. Mind ChiU Architecture bt'rngs
together eight papers bv 13 authors, presented at a conference
of the same name held as part of the United Nations Interna-
tional Year of the Child (1979). The articles vary in subject
matter, treatment! depth, and styleo as do nearly all conference
proceedings, but they are all studies of the child in relation to
the environmento viewed from a psvchological orientation.

The relationship of Mind and Child to the last word in the
title, Architecture, is somewhat ambiguous, Certainly, the
studiesreported will help the architect-reader understand the
child-client, but more in terms of behavior than of preference.
The reader concerned with developmental psychology, particu-
larly cognitive aspects of the child's psvchologv, will find an
expansion of Piagetian theorv and some interesting new meth-
odological approacheso as well as cross-cultural insights. The
emphasis is on quantitative, experimental research, thorough
and generallv of sound quality. but uneven in degpee of rigor.

Very few books exist which focus specifically on the child-
environment interaction (Altman and Wohlwill's Children and
th.e Enoironmen, and Hart's Child.ren's Experbnce of Plnce
are notable exceptions). A student of the subject must seek out
chapters from envirorunental psychology texts and articles in
environment-behavior journals. Mind ChU Architecture lo-
cates a num-trer of articles, however disparate, in one place. It is
a book neither to be passed over, nor read from cover to cover.

The environmental psvchologist would be unscholarly to over-

look it; the architect might be advised to turn to a more
comprehensive treatment of the subject, and the vast number of
people who choose not to categorize themselves so neatlv will
surely find in it some works of merit.

Mind Child Architecture, edited bv John C. Baird and Anthonv D.

Lutkus. Universitl Press of l{ew England. 1982. 208 pp.. SlB.00.

pp., S9.95 pb.
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. . . preseraatinnists oftenfind thernselaes defending the mnst encrgy-

extraaagant structures of a giaen perind.

Perry Winston:

I\Eu/ E]\ERGY FROM OLD BUILDII\GS
NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION

This book links two of the safer topics in architecture todayo

historical preservation and energy conservation. As Paul Gold-

berger puts it in the afterword:

. . . preservation has come to resemble motherhood (or at

least what motherhood used to mean to Americans). Energy

conservation is achieving the same sort of mythical status.

A collection of papers presented at d symposium in May,

1980, this book does do a fair job of showing why and how the

two concerns should reinforce each other. However, Gold-
bergeros slightly cynical tone may confirm what the reader

suspects from the first article, that there are still contradictions

between these two areas. [t is this sense of quiet controversy

within the preservationist ranks that ultimately makes the book

more interesting than perhaps intended.

The papers concentrate on three themes, all meant to sup-

port preservation. First, we are reminded that old buildings

were more energy-efficient than those built between 1941 and

1970. Examples are given of old homes which dealt with hot or
cold weather by means of siting, interior layout, massing, or
shading devices. Monticello's natural ventilation, the south-

facing glazing of an lSth century English country estate, and the

shady porches of a Mississippi manor are depicted.

In the texto however, the point is made that the purpose for
which old buildings were intended was often far removed from
the idea of energy conservation:

... an l8th century English manor house was certainly
more elegant than a farmer's cottage of the day, but-if
anything-the farmer's cottage was probably the more cozy

and energy conservative of the two.

SUN SI'ACI] CREAI'I.]D BY THI] ADDITION ()I'A GLASS WALLTO I,IECIIANICS IIAI-L. trTORCESTER. MASSACIIUSETTS.
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So, despite their efforts to attach their cause to the energy
conservation bandwagono preservationists often fi,nd themselves

defending the most energv-extravagant structures of a given

period.
A methodologv- for measuring the energy contained in an

existing building is the theme of the second group of papers.
Findings of a 1979 study permit the calculation of the approxi-
mate number of BTU's expended in the manufacture, transpor-
tation, and assembly of the materials in a building. Some

preservationists argue that this "embodied energv" represents

an investment ofenergv capital too expensive to replace today.
This argurnent has weaknesses, however: the embodied energv
is already reflected in a building's price. The concept is more

useful on a large scale-for instance, applied to large inner-city
multi-familv buildings or rowhouses. Saving the housing stock
in already developed areas will preserve the investment society
has made in an energy- conserving, dense urban infrastructure.

The last section gives examples of how alternative energv
technology can improve on the energy efficiency of older build-
ings; interesting examples of small and fairly large retrofits are
grven.

Preservationists have at times opposed retrofit, citing the
impact on the original appearance and character of the build-
ing; as the author of one paper points out, their objections have

not always been consistent. No protests were raised bv histor-
icists when glass arcades were added to the sides of Quincy
Market in Boston, altering its shape and character. While the

Qr,,ir"y Market arcades made no sense from the standpoint of
energy (overheating in surnmer, increasing heat loss in winter), a

passive solar retrofit design which did hold prornise of reducing
energy costs for an old mill in Clarernont, New Hampshire, was

judged "inappropriate" for the building's character. Examples

of historic New England neighborhoods opposing the addition
of solar collectors to the roofs of old buildings, and the resulting
legal challengeso are also given.

So, although the book's purpose seems to be to encourage

preservationists to make alliances with energy and neighbor-

hood activists, it also indicates that there are many bridges to be

mended between these groups. An author who praises the
oorevitalization" of the Inner Harbor of Baltimore as o'an exam-
ple of what long-range planning and yision can do for once

seedy and neglected center citieso" conveniently overlooks the
wholesale demolition of almost half the old shops, warehouses,

and rooming houses around the area. The entire character of
the Inner Harbor was changed, and the original low-income

population of the adjacent Otterbein neighborhood largely
displaced. The Harbor Place mall prirnarily serves weekend
visitors from the suburbso who arrive and leave by car: no

energy saved here.

Many of the once ooseedv" rowhouses are now being restoredo

to be sure, but not for re-use by the former inhabitants. Terms
such as 'oback-to-the-citv movement" and "urban rebirth,"
used in the book's introduction, become offensive when used to
describe the lnner Harbor and other gentrffied areas.

Some articles do contain information on how to build energy
conservation into rehabfitation projects-notably papers by
Peterson, Peirce, and Quivik. Most of the authors seem more at
home making policy recommendations, perhaps an uncon-
scious assumption of access to power.

The book's appearance is tasty, with manv fine photographs.
More diagrams dealing with energy flows in old buildings would
have been helpful, and for construction specffics the reader
must resort to the bibliography.

As titles in the biblioSraphy show, rnany people are con-
cerned about valuable older buildings, and are working hard to
preserve them. This book, however, by the National Trust itseH,

reveals that those professing to support a conserv4tion ethic are

in danger of placing the worth of old buildings above that of
neighborhood residents. Against this background the attempt
to link energy conservation and historic preservation takes on
an opportunistic tinge. The efforts of a large group of sincere
people deserve a more consistent representation by a national
organization.

New Energy From Old Buildings, National Tiust for Historic Preserva-
tion, introductions bv John Sawhill and Neal Peirce, Preservation Press,
l9B2,2OB pp., illus., $9.95 pb.
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The age of experimentation should break for an hour or so of refi,nem.ent

and synthesis.

Philip Banta:

THE BUILDER'S GUIDE
TO SOIAR
COI\STRUCTION
RICK SCHV/OLSKY and

JAMES I. WILLIAMS

PASSN,'E SOIAR HOMES

HUD and the DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY

THE SOIAR DECISION
BOOK OF HOMES

RICHARD H. MONTGOMERY

Seated in the lounge of political perspec-

tir-e, one can hardlv see anvthing lyrong
with the growth of the solar book indus-
trt'. At the verv least each new trook is

another piece of propaganda against the

enormous forces in the opposite direc-
tion-another brick in the dam of en-

ergy conservation. These books, the
how-to and the here-it-is catalogues of
solar homebuilding, are part of the bat-
tle over national ener€iv policies and pri-
orities, whether they are intended to be

or not-a battle which is being fought
more and more at the ballot box bv the

hook-buying public.
In this way, the three books listed

above contribute positively to the swell-

ing pool of information on passive and

active solar homes. l,eaving the lounge,

however, and entering the world ofhouse
design, construction, and financingo one

might ask how thev serve, not their
cause, brrt their market.

Vithotrt qtrestion, The Builder's
Gukle to Solar Constructian is the most

useful of the three to contractors. orivner-

builders, and students. This latter group
is important because the terts now cir-
culating in academia never bridge the

gap between concepts and construction,
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a critical weak spot for the architecture
student. The book is largely technical,
but it delivers a satisfying array of an-

swers to both general and very specific

questions, from o'basics of heat energy"
to an illustrated table of applications for
different oofastening systems." The dia-
grams are clear, along the lines of Frank
Ching's, and the details are accurate and
meaningful to someone who actually
builds. The photographs do not match

the drawings either in quality or infor-
mation.

A warning to non-linear readers: this
book is oriented to cold climate construc-
tion; it recommends a number of details

and strategies that might seem unneces-

sary to builders in more temperate cli-
mates. For those who read sequentiall,v,

the book codifies strategies for the differ-
ent climate regions of the countrv. It is an

excellent reference book whose only real

drawback is its cost.

Passiue Solar Homcs is a catalogue of
91 new award-winning enereiy-conserv-

ing homes. The major question it raises

in the mind of the reader is. Who was

giving out the awards?

To manv architects oosolar" is a code

word for "ugly," and this book reinforces

the impression. The buildings discussed

here may indeed be attractive, but the

presentation alone would not lead you to
that conclusion. One could argue that
the point is to provide conceptual infor-
mationo ideas for the prospective home-

owner or hr ilder. If so, the authors might
have included some quantitative method

of comparing one concept to another.

Thev rnight also have commented on the

relative costs and efficiencies of the many
svstems illustrated. They did not, and we

are left with something like a book of
mug shots that give the M.O. but leave

out the indictments and convictions.
Although this book is not a tool for

students, architects, builders, or serious

home-bnvers, it is documentarv evi-
dence that the U.S. Covernment has

spent money to encourage the solar
home industry. People will find it more

useful to refer to in argument than in
action.

The final entry, The Solnr Decisiln
Book of Home.s, takes the encyclopedic

approach to-as the subtitle puts it-
"designing and remodeling for solar
heating." It attempts to lead one step by
step toward complete intellectual self-

sufficiencv in the analvsis and desigr of a

solar house.

For whom is this book appropriate? It
is not clear: for the contractor there is

too much irrelevant information; for the.

architect the analytical techniques de-

scribed are too laborious; for the stu-

dent, the book does not use enough ex-

amples to illurninate concepts or
potential applications. Other reference

books, notably those by Mazria and the

Olgyay brotherso communicate the sub-
ject matter more effectively. The book
has a dated quality, even though it is

dealing with physical principles that do

not change, and it is graphicallv confus-

ing.

lbr a book to be graphically or stylis-
tically unimpressive may seem a small sin

compared to the importance of its con-

tent, but most readers have bought these

books to help them translate solar con-

cepts into visual images. Books that miss

the opportunity to link solar technology

to aesthetic coherency are delinquent in
their obligation to the reader, and do a

disservice to the whole idea of solar
housing.

If this sounds like the practical man's

suspicion of pretty pictures, cast the
same hard look on the cost-effectiveness

of these passive and active systems.

Many, if not most, cannot be justffied on

a reasonable life-cycle costing basis-
which makes thern sirnply extravagant

working symbols. To each age its own

conceits.

It is fair to ask of the solar communitv
the same thing they ask of their oppo-
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nents: a mature and realistic picture of
the world they hope to improve, and

books that help us along the wav. At this
point the challenge to investigate the
parts of the whole has been well meto

many times over. Ve know the princi-
ples, the systems, the components, the

construction techniques. But which
make the most sense economically, and

where are the examples of outstanding
architecture? The age of experimenta-
tion should break for an hour or so of
refinement and svnthesis.

Back in the lounge it appears that all
solar books are good, but that good solar
books are rare. The cause is best served

by books that serve their readers well. It
is also clear that we are ready for a more

highly focused set oftechnical, aesthetic,

programmatic, and economic solutions

in energy and architecture-solutions
that heat the body and inspire the mind.

The Builder's Guide to Solar Construction,
Rick Schwolskv and James I. Williams,
McGraw-Hill, 1982. 352 pp., illus., $32.50.

Passive Solar Homes, HUD and the Depart-
ment of Energ,v, intro. bv Martin McPhillips.
Facts On File, 1982, 304 pp., illus., $19.95.

The Solar Decision Book of Homes, Richard
H. Montgomery. Wilev, 1982.332 pp.. illus..
$15.95 pb.

Perry Winston:

PASSN'E SOIAR
RETROFIT
DARRYL J. STRICKLER

As books on passive solar retrofit prolif-
erate, the motivated but uninitiated
homeowner still needs help in turning
that first spark of interest into applied
action. This book helps get there from
here.

Architect Darryl Strickler has put to-
gether an accessible guide aimed at the

increasing number of suburban home-

owners pinched by rising energy bills.
Mixing formats as diverse as the model

home catalog;ue, carpenteros detail book,
and Sunset magazineo the author tries to
engage, broaden, and focus the lav per-
son's interest in applving passive solar
strategies to his home.

Passive solar basics are explained
briefly; photographs and the statistics of
successful retrofits around the country
then act as- a hook for the browser's
attention: this is what works for how

much. A series of questions lets the
reader analyze his "retrofi11ss5"-
whether a solar retrofit is a realistic goal

given his schedule, lifestyle, and level of
interest. Strickler puts it nicely: "passive

systems generally require that their oc-

cupants be more active, whereas active

systems allow their owners to be more

passive."

The discussion then turns to the
reader's own house. A passive solar
retrofit checklist examines its orienta-
tion, construction, and layout, how well

it is sealed, its materials, and its microcli-
mate. The assets and liabilities are then
added up, and the resu.lting "score" de-

termines, in a rough way, the feasibility

of the retrofit,
Various retrofit strategies are organ-

ized according to the goals they serve,

which helps the reader to choose his own

course of action. If the goal is simply to

reduce the utility bill, adding south-
faeing windows or skylights may be ap-

propriate; if adding more living space is

also important, then an attached green-

house may be a better strategy.

The reader is inrrited to "design it
himself' by noting his strategv in simple

graphic terms. A series of typical subur-
ban house styles-"the Phoenix,"
o'Barn Again,'n'oHacienda Solaro"-
with simple sketches of proposed retro-
fits. stimulates ideas. Should the home-

owner feel that he has gone as far as he

can go, Strickler has advice on selecting

and hiring design and construction pro-
fessionals. He also gives irrformation on

financing and solar tax credits. Strick-
ler's step-by-step instructions for carry-
ing out retrofit projects, which form the

last section, strike a happy medium that
should meet the needs of both the owner-

builder and the experienced contractor.
The book's objective is to give the lay

person enough information to partici-
pate in developing a oopersonalized solu-

tion" to rising energy costs. It succeeds,

providing enough information at each

stage of the process to maintain interest
without bogging the reader down in
lengthy explanations. When the reader
gets down to the business of calculating
the size of solar glazing, thermal mass,

etc., a series of appendices helps fill the

inevitable gaps with data on sizing,
weather, and technical book references.

Donald Watson's Designing and
Building a Solar House, Bruce Ander-
son's Thermal Mass Pattern Book, and
Edward Mazria's The Passioe Solar En-
ergy Book, treat the principles of passive

solar design, the thermal properties of
materials, and calculation methods in
more depth. Their very thoroughness
and detail, however, make them less ac-

cessible to the average homeowner.
Strickler's book is something anyone

could thumb through while waiting in
line at the supermarket, yet it is still an

adequate technical guide in the design
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and construction phases of a retrofit
project.

The book does not deal well, however,

with buildings in a more dense urban
environment. The self-questioning
checklist process and the reriew ofbasic
passive solar strategies could serve the

condominium or townhouse dweller as

well as the suburbanite, but the photo-
graphs and construction details are in-
appropriate to multi-family buildings,
highrise, or rowhouse situations. For the

city dweller who wants to squeeze some

extra benefit out of a sunny south wall, a

balcony, or a rear porch, this book is not
helpful. The urban context is dealt with
better in other publicationso several of
which are by community groups working
in low-income inner-city neighborhoods:

Urban Rooftop Sokrr Greenhouse and

Solar Typologics Project (both available

from the Solar Information Library,
Northeast Solar Energv Center, 470 At-
lantic Ave., Boston, MA 02110), Solzrr

Greeruhotne Retrofit on Roof of S-Story

Tenement (NYC Energy Thsk lbrce, 156

5th Ave., New York, NY 10010), and.The

City Greenhouse Book (Center for
Neighborhood Technology, 570 Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, IL 60606).

Passive Solar Retrofit, Darryl J. Strickler,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982,176 pp., illus..
cloth, $lB.95l paper, $10.95.

Andrew Rabeneck:

E]\ERCY ECOI\OMICS
AI\D BUILDII\G DESIGN

VILLIAM T. MEYER

The recent literature of energy-con-
scious design written by ancUor for ar-

chitects is reaching extraordinary
proportions. Set aside the voluminous

conference proceedings, university press
.papers, and esoterica, and there still re-

mains a huge number of texts, in-
creasingly published by the major
houses, The titles become a blur of per-
mutated keJ.words.

Discrimination among such books is
difficult; the tone may be hortatory, mor-
ally indignant, hystericallv rational,
mathematically baffling, or a blend. This
is due in part to the complex inter-
disciplinary nature of the subject. Nso,
it's often a case of new dogs learning old
tricks, a topic deserving broader treat-
ment than can be allowed here.

Mr. Meyer's book is intended as "a
comprehensive introduction to the art
and science ofenergy conscious design."

His intention is to improve the effective-

ness of energv-related decision-making
in architectural and interior design, a

goal well seryed by the structure and

organization of the book. His approach
is econometric: effectiveness is measuretl

in terms of payhack period, return on
investment, and net present value. The
calculus of worth, often weakly treated

in energy books, is Meyer's strong suit.
The methods he advocates and his expla-

nation of procedures are clear and use-

fu-l; used judiciously, these procedures

could validate or refute many design or
construction decisions on economic
grounds alone.

The material upon which these cal-
culations are per{ormed is a different
matter. Meveros book shares with others

an introduction on thermal and lumi-
nous energy basics, followed by a menu

of what he calls design alternatives.
Many of these are within the ordinary
scope of desfun and high school physics;

others are culled from the energy enthu-
siast's repertoire (e.g., roofponds, solar
optics). Subsequent chapters deal with
life-cycle cost-benefit analysis and its ap-

plication to heating and cooling savings.

There is a chapter on savings using ther-
mal mass, and a major chapter on light-
ing benefits, which, despite its consider-

able detail on daylighting, discusses ar-
tificial lighting only in terms of automatic
dimming and switching of fluorescent fit-
tings.

I applaud the book for its serious

approach to cost-effectiveness, but I
must fault it for what amounts to a lack
of balance in its treatment of design

alternatives and how to use them. It illus-
trates clearly two problems faced, by the

commercial publisher in particular, in
preparing a text on such a complex and
quickly evolving topic as energy econom-

ics.

The first problem is the basic data:

how much to include, where to get it, how

to lend it general applicability. Meyer

reprints generously from ASHRAE and

IES sourceso among others. He wishes

his book to be self-contained as far as

possible, and yet it's difficult to include
the nuances of data necessary for suc-

cessful marginal economic calculation. A

prominent disclaimer attests to the real-
ity of this difficulty. A related problem of
data is tirning, and while Me,ver draws on

ASHRAE Fmdamentals of 1977, the
new edition of this indispensable work
appeared in l98l.

The second problem is the choice of
examples to illustrate principles dis-
cussed in the book. Copyright, pride of
authorship, and other factors often
stand in the way of broadening the
sources of examples. Meyer treats us

generously to his own considerable work
in the energy field, with manv fine lilre
drawings, but these tend to be higlrly
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particular. Greater illustration of the
principles underlying the design alterna-
tives would have been helpful. However,

such a book cannot be all things to all
people. Merer has made the judgment

that the greatest need is for explanation
ofcost-benefit analysis applied to energy

desigrr, and ofthat he has done a fairjob.

Energv Economics and Building Design,
Willianr T. Mever, McGraw-Hill. 1982, 352
pp., illus., $34.50.

Andrew Rabeneck:

ENERGY MAI\AGEMENT
AND CONSERVATIOI\

DALE R. PATRICK and
STEPHEN W. FARDO

The spectrum of energv literature is
broad: for everv architect-author grap-
pling u'ith the rnvsteries of ther-
modvnamics. there is sorne engilreer ea-

ger to enlighten hirn. This useful primer
is prirnarilv intended for engineerso but
would serve as a useful companion to
architects, It is full of cutau'av drawings

of chillers, unambfuuous explanations of
single- and three-phase power supply,

checklists, and glossaries. Doubtless use-

ful as a vocational school text. it would
also be helpful to the architect who can-

not quite remember the derivation, say,

of the power factor.

Compared to some of the heav-v*-duty

energy polemics on the market, Energy
Management and Conseruolion is re-
freshing, content as it is to start where we

are, rather than where the authors think
we ought to be. It is a handy crib and
good office sheHfi.llen and its chapter on
instrtrmentation and measurernent is

particularlv useful.

Energy Management and Conservation,
Dale R. Patrick and Stephen W. Fardo. Pren-
tice-Hall, L982, 24O pp., illus.. $24.95.

W'alter T. Grondzik:

BUILD IT
UI\DERGROUI\D
DA\-ID CARTER

Earth sheltered housing covers the spec-

trum from palatial 5000-square-foot
custom-bui]t mansions to austere retire-
ment homes built solely by the labor of
the owners. Much of the published infor-
mation about them tends to emphasize

the palatial at the expense ofthe afford-
able. Build It Undcrground is one at-

tempt to counteract this trend.
Its perspective is best stated in the

introduction by Robert Ro1-, who savs

that this book will be of interest "to the
'little gr.rv' who wants to own his own
home without being shackled bv the
'gold and silver fetterd of a 30-year mort-
gage." Manv of the design concepts are
aimed at the do-it-vourseHer, and incor-
porate l'ernacular construction ap-
proaches and indigenous materials. The
book successfully supports the proposi-
tion that all earth shelters need not cost

in excess of $100,000. On the other hand,
the issue of conventionality of lifestl'le
and appearance, a thread which binds
most of the low-cost earth shelters built
to date, is not a major consideration in
most of Carter's concepts.

The first five chapters provide the

general information required by some-

one considering an earth sheltered
home, including a review of basic house

forms and types. pre-planning concerns.

and land purchasing and development

tips. "kairie Cocoon" details the au-

thor's experiences with his own home in
southeastern Nebraska. Landscaping,
the psychological aspects of sub-surface

spaceo and selected commercial applica-
tions are covered in the last chapter. But
by far the major portion of the book is

dedicated to the presentation of earth
sheltered dwelling concepts developed by
(1211s1-arnong them Trench House,

Railroad Tie House, Convertible Cres-

cent, Cordwood Courtyard, and Double
Hex.

I use the word concept to describe
these plans for a reason: Build It Undcr-
ground is subtitled A Cuidcfor thn Self-
Builder and Buil.ding Professianal, but
"guide" is too strong a word. The back
cover indicates that "full designs and
step-by-step plans" are included, an
overstatement of substantial propor-
tions. The average length ofpresentation
for each of the 15 or so desigrrs is six
pages, and rrtuch of the material for the
later ones repeats information presented
earlier. Although important cautions
about the necessity of obtaining profes-
sional structural engineering assistance

are repeated throughout the book, most

seH-builders would be apt to feel that a

"full design" guide should include such
information.

The true value of Build lt Under-
groundis in its approach to construction
options and the place of housing in the
natural infrastructure. Carter's experi-
ences and perspectives as an earth shel-

ter owner and builder are also of consid-

erable interest. The technical side,
which makes or breaks any earth shelter

design manual, is inadequate, however.

A more appropriate subtitle would have

been An Ahernatiue Perspectiue for th.e

Self-Builder. It is this perspective which
most readers will find of interest.

Build It Underground, David Carter (lntro-
dur:tion bv Robert L. Roy), Sterling. 1982.224
pp.. illus., cloth, $14.95; paper, $7.95.
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Valter T. Grondzik:

EARTH SHELTERED
HOUSING

T]NDERGROUND SPA(]E CENTER

As an energy-efficient alternative to con-

ventional constructiono earth sheltering
often requires desigrrers to become in-
volved with some rather unconventional

technological issues. In addition, the de-

velopment of an earth shelter, especiallv

a home, forces both the owner and the

designer to be aware of certain institu-
tional issues. Studies in the midwestern

United States have shown that the two

major institutional problems facing the

prospective earth sheltered homeowner

and desigrrer are the availability of fi-
nancing, and building code compliance.

Written for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
Earth Sh,ebered Housing is the result of
a study commissioned to identify the
legal and institutional barriers to this
tlpe of housing, and to suggest remedies

for them. It is one of the best available

sources of information on integration of
earth sheltered housing into the main-
stream housing market. The book pro-
vides a briefintroduction to the concept

of earth sheltered housing, a discussion

of its advantages and fisadvantages, a

short review of suggestionso and a list of
references for the prospective home-

owner; its primary focus, however, is on

building codes, zoning regulations, and

residential financing.

Although written as a government re-

port, this is an engaging, easilv read doc-

ument, of major interest to anyone in-
volved in the design, construction, or
marketing of earth sheltered homes.

Those who have the original HUD report
(HUD-PDR-585) wil find few significant
revisions in the new edition" however.

Earth Sheltered Housing: Code, Zoning,
and Financing Issues, Underground Space

Center, University of Minnesota, Van Nostrand

Reinhold, 1982, 141 pp., illus., cloth, $14.95;
paper, $9.95.
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the University ofCalifornia, Berkeley. He is currently a Branner

Prize Fellow in Rome.

Mark Jarzombek is a doctoral student in architectural history at

the Massachusetts Institute of Gchnology.

Bruce Judd practices architecture in San Francisco. He is the

architect member of the California State Historic Resources

Commission, and on the Board of Advisors of the National Tiust
for Historic Preservation.

Deborah Kempton is an interior designer with Gensler and

Associates in San Francisco.

Udo Kiiltermann teaches architectural history at Washington

University, and is the author oflrchitecture in the Seaenties

(Hastings House).

Glenn Lym is an architect in San Francisco, and the author ofA
Psychology of Building (Prentice-Hall).

Barbara Meacham practices landscape architecture in San

Francisco.

Elizabeth Merrill is an interior designer in Berkeley, California.

Patrick Miller is a founding member of 2M Associates, a land-

scape architecture firm in Berkeley, California, and a Visiting
Lecturer in landscape design at the University of California,
Berkeley.

Bill Moggridge is an industrial designer and founder of Design

Developments Ltd., London and Palo Alto, California.
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John Mollenkopf teaches political sciehce at the City University

of New York. A former division director of the New York City

Department of City Planning, he is the author of The Coitested

Clty (Princeton).

Pat O'Brien is a landscape architect in San Francisco. Her

garden for architectural historian Spiro Kostofwas featured in the

Winter I9B3 issue of Carden Design.

Martha Ondras practices architecture and interior design in

Boston. She has taught architecture at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, and served as juror at other architectural schools.

Joe Akinori Ouye is vice-president for facilities programming

and management at Design Logic, Oakland, California. His
Ph.D. dissertation at the University of California, Berkeley, was

on participatory design methods.

John Parman is the general manager of an architecture firm in
San Francisco and an editor of Design Book Reaieut

Barry Phegan is a management consultant with Pacific Manage-

ment Group, Berkeley, California, and the former assistant city
planner of East St. Louis, Illinois.

Janet Pollock is a landscape architect and landscape photogra-

pher in Santa Cruz, California.

Helaine Kaplan hentice is an associate planner with the City of

Oakland Planning Department, Oakland, California. She won the

1982 Bradford Williams Medal of the American Society of Land-

scape Architects for her biographical profile of J. B. Jackson in
Landscape Arc hitecture.

Andrew Rabeneck is the director ol the San Francisco office of
The Ehrenkrantz Croup, architects. He was a consulting editor of

Architectural D esign, 197 3-197 9.

Paul Rabinow teaches anthropology at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, and is the aulhor of Michel Foucauh (Chicago).

Barry Ryan is a graduate student in the Department of City
Planning, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, and a consultant on

barrier-free design.

Thomas Gordon Smith is an architect in San Francisco. He was a

Rome Prize Rllow at the American Academy in 1979.

Terry Stephens is an architect and renderer in San Francisco; he

recently taught rendering and interior design at the University of
Hawaii.

Fred Stitt is an architect, the editor/publisher of The Guidelines

Letter, and the author of Systems Drafting (McGraw-Hill).

Stephen Tobriner teaches architectural history at the University

of California, Berkeley, and is the author of The Genesis of Noto

(California).
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Marc Treib is a designer and critic who teaches in the Depart-

ment of Architecture, University of California, Berkeley.

Peter Trier is a graduate student in philosophy at the University

of California, Berkeley, who has written, consulted, and taught

about architectural and social barriers that impede disabled

persons.

Barbara Vinslow is an architect in Berkeley, California and the

co-author (with Raymond Lifchez) of Design for Independent

Liaing (Watson-Cuptill).

Perry Vinston is involved in rehabilitating low-income housing

for San Francisco's Mission Development Corp. He is the co-
producer and editor of a recent documentary film, Bordersuille,

about a Houston neighborhood's effort to obtain running water.

Robert Winter teaihes intellectual history at Occidental Col-

lege, and is the author of The California Bungalow (Hennessy and

Ingalls).

John Woodbridge is an architect and planning consultant in San

Francisco. He was formerly the executive directorofthe Pennsyl-

vania Ave. Development Corp., Washington, D.C.

Scott 'Woods is a consulting architect and space planner in San

Francisco.
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headed by architects
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With vivid exam-
ples in 55O
photos, 55O in full
color (plus 55 arch-
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ruRN TO THESE SOURCES
OF GREAT DESIGN IDEAS

yours FREE for 15 days from Van Nostrand Reinhold

HOW TO MAKE MORE MONEY
AT INTERIOR DESIGN
Robert L. Alderman
lncrease the protitability ol your design opera-
tion. Alderman tells you how to write a compre-
hensive, unambiguous letter of agreement. He
explains designer responsibilities, as well as how
to prepare a portlolio and conduct interviews with
potential clients. 792 pp., 6 x 9, i//us., $78.95

SOURCEBOOK OF
ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENT
Brent C. Brolin and Jean Richards
This invaluable relerence source ltsts names,
addresses, and phone numbers ol over 1,300
designers, manufacturers, and distributors of 20
categories ol exterior ornaments. You discover
where to get designs in materials ranging trom
stained glass to pre-cast concrele.288 pp.. 81.z x
11, illus., $29.95

ILLUSTRATION GUIDE FOR
ARCHTTECTS, DESIGNERS,
AND STUDENTS
Larrv Evans
Hundreds of drawings give you inslant access to
a complete range ol foreground and background
material for renderings and sketches. lnbluded
are easily lraced trees, people, dogs. and vehi-
cles. 304 pp.,I x 12, illus., $18.95 paper

BRICKWORK
Ronald Brunskill and Alec Clifton-Taylor
How bricks have been used in different centuries
and locations is the sublect of this compact rel-
erence source. lt explains types ol clay, methods
of firing, bonding, morta( the evolution of sub-
stitute materials, and the development of styles
and structures. A comprehensive visual glossary
clarifies brickwork terms, techniques, and con-
slruction. 160 pages,6 x B1/2, illus., $10.95 paper

DESIGN!NG STA!RCASES
Willibald Mannes
General techniques and design options ol stair
case construction are fully explained in thrs
bountifully illustrated guide. You'll find innovative
projects such as rustic staircases with rope hand-
rails, simple open-riser staircases, and enclosed
landings. Fully covered are lighting. stair cover-
ing, carpeting, heating safety regulations, and
noise minimize1S. 144 pages, 9 x 12, illus.,
$24.95

THE FURNITURE OF
GUSTAV STICKLEY
History, Techniq ues, Projects
Joseph J. Bavaro and Thomas L. Mossman
A tribute to the innovator of the American Arts
and Cralts style. lt demonstrates Stickley's
unique woodworking techniques and discusses
his fascinating life and philosophy. lncluded are
easy-to-follow instructions lor constructing your
own Strckley furniture. 160 pp.. B'z x 11. illus..
$78.95

GIMSON AND
THE BARNSLEYS
"Wonderful Furniture of
a Commonplace Kind"
Marv Comino
Traces the careers of the two Barnsley brothers
and Ernest Gimson, whose efforts revitalized
traditional handicrafts in England in the late
1gth century. Over 100 photos of their work, de-
signs. original plans. and working drawings are
included. 224 pp., 71tz x 9',2, illus., $12.95 paper

GARDENS OF A
GOLDEN AFTERNOON
The Story of a Partnership:
Edwin Lutyens & Gertrude Jekyll
Jane Brown
This fascinating story of the Jekyll Lutyens part-
nership is highlighted with vivid photographs and
planting plans. Jane Brown closely examines the
gardens as well as the gardening principles.
Architectural philosophy, use of color, and
applications of design details that made the part-
nership so special. 208 pp.,7 x 9, illus.,$29.95

THE CLASSICAL GARDENS
OF CHINA
History and Design Techniques
Yang Hongxun
The history and practrce o{ Chinese garden
building is explored by the Chinese themselves.
Beautilul photographs show magnificent exam-
ples of Chinese garden architecture. You also
gain a clear underslanding of the principles of
garden design. 144 pp., 81h x 91h, illus., $24.95

CLASSIC GARDENS
Erica Lennard
More than 60 superb photographs reveal the
splendor of some of the world s most sumptuous
gardens. Studies of the grand gardens of Ver-
sailles. Chantilly. and other famous locations
enharrce your appreciation ol garden design.
Surrealistic stone shapes and melancholy pale
skies are just some ol the memorable images
captured here.128 pp., 1lsh x 87ha, illus., $24.95

DESIGNING WITH PLANTS
Richard L. Austin
Use plants to create aesthetically pleasing
environments thal satisfy clients and achieve a
reasonable balance between the site and its
user. Richard Austin shows you how to formulate
design objectives, analyze site capacities, deter-
mine functional requirements of plant material,
and select plant types. 192 pp., 11 x 81/2, illus.,
$17.95
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EARTH SHELTERED HOUSING
Code, Zoning, and Financing lssues
The Underground Space Center
University of Minnesota
This U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development study identifies and explains reg-
ulatory restraints on earth sheltered housing. lt
dispels lending institution misgivings, and rec-
ommends ways to minimize code and zoning
constraints. 141 pp., 103/4 x I, illus., $14.95

PASSIVE SOLAR RETROFIT
How to Add Natural Heating
and Cooling to Your Home
Darrvl J. Strickler
Reap tne money-saving benefits of a home pow-
ered by solar energy. This do-il-yourself guide
provides energy-saving solutions to suit every
climate, architectural style, and budgel. 176 pp..
81/z x 11, illus., $18.95

Send me the book{s) checked lor 15 days FREE EXAMINA-
TION. Atter 15 days. I ll pay lhe purchase pnce plus local
sales lil and handling or return lhe book(s) and OWE
NOTHING.
ll order totals $100.00 or more, please include a company
purchase order, or enclose full payment plus your local sales
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After Modern Architecture, by Paolo Portoghesi,30

Architectural Crafts: A Handbook and A Catalog, by Bridget
Beattie McCarthy, 89

Architectural Draftsman's Reference Handbook, by Jack R. Lewis,
84

Architectural Working Drawings: A Professional Technique,
by Marain Thomas, 84

Architecture in Michigan, reuised, edition, by Wayne Andrews,4l

The Architecture of Arata Isozaki, by Philip Drew,25

The Architecture of Richard Neutra: From International Stvle to
California Modern, by Arthur Drexler,5

Architecture San Francisco: The Guide, by Sally B. Woodbridge

and John Woodbrid,ge, 68

Architecture Today, 6y Charles lencls,30

Baroque Rome, by Anthony Blunt,64

Barry Byrne/John Lloyd Wright, Architecture and Design,
by Sally Kitt Chappell and. Ann Van Zanten, B

Bicycle Planning: Policy and Practice, by folike Hud^son, et aI.,72

Blueprints: Tiventy-fi ve Extraordinary Structures,
by John Boswell and, Chri:topher Gray, 87

Brickwork, by Ronald Brurxkill and, Alec Clifton-Taylor,23

The Builder's Guide to Solar Constructiono 6y Rick Schwolslry and
James I. Williams, 94

Building Construction Illustrated, by Francis D. K. Ching, 84

Build It Underground , by Dauid. Carter,97

By Design, by Ralph Caplan,34

The Cape Cod Houseo by Stanley Schuler, S9

Changing Design, Barrie Euaru, James A. Powell, and Reg Talbot,

editors, 33

City Dwellings and Country Houses: Robert Adam and His Style,
by the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, 12

The City Observed: Boston: A Guide to the Architecture of the
Hub, 6y Donlyn Lyndon,57

Classic Gardens, by Erica Lennartl, TB

Classical Gardens of China, by Yang Hongxun, TT

Common Landscape of America, l5B0 to 1845, by John
R. Stilgoe, 74

Cost Data for Landscape Construction, l9B2,3rd edition, by Kerr
Associates, 82

Country Patterns, lB4l-lBB3, Donald J. Berg, editor,46

Courtyard Housing in Los Angeleso by Stefanos Polyzoid.es, Roger

Sherwood, and James Tice, 38

David Hicks Garden Design, by Dauid Hicks,79

Design Manual for Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning with Coordinated Standard Details, 3rd edition,
by Lee Kendrick, 84

Desigrring With Plants, by Richard Austin, B0

De Stijl 1917-1931, Visions of Utopia, by Hans Jaffi, et al." 9

Earth Sheltered Housing: Codeo Zoning, and Financing Issues,
by the Underground Space Cerder, Uniaersity of Minnesota,98

East Hampton's Heritage, Robert J. Hefnnr, editor,37

Energy Economics and Building Desigr, by William T Meyer,96

Energy Management and Conservation, 6y Dale R. Patrick and
Stephen W Fard.o,97

English Cottages and Farmhouses, by Oliue Cook,42

Experiments in Gothic Structure, by Robert Mark,22

The Fabrication of Virtue-English Prison Architecture,
1750-1840, by Robii Euans,14

Flowering Plants in the Landscape, Mildled, E. Mathias, ed,itor, Bl

Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay, 1625-1725, by A'bbott Louell
Cummings, 45

French Style, 6y Suzanne Slesin and Stafford Cliff,49

From Line to Design, by Scott Van Dyke, 83

The Furniture.of Gustav Stickley: History, Techniques, Projects,
by Joseph J. Bouaro and. Thomas L. Mossman, 56

Furniture of Spanish New Mexico, by Alan C. Vedder, 55

Gardens of a Golden Afternoono The Story of a Partnership:
Edwin Lutyens & Gertrude Jekyll, by Jane Brown,75

The Genesis of Notoo by Stephen'lobriner, 62

Gimson and tlie Barnsleys, by Mary Comino,53

Great Camps of the Adirondacks, 6y Haruey H. Ka*er, 36

The Great Perspectivists , by Gauin Stamp, 17

Great Planning Disasters (with a new Introduction by the author),
by Peter Hall, 7l

A Guide to Professional Architectural and Industrial Scale Model
Building, by Graham Day Pattirxon, 89

H.H. Richardson: Complete Architectural Works, by Jeffrey Karl
Ochsner, 7

Handbook of Architectural Details for Commercial Buildings,
by Joseph DeChiara, 84

Hawaii/Access , by Richard Saul Wurman, 69
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Highrise of Homes, by Site, Sl

Houses and Cottages, lB93: A Collection of the Desigrrs of D.S.
Hopkins, Donald J. Berg, ed,itor, 46

Housing Adaptations for Disabled Peopleo by Tbrence Lockhart, ST

Ideal Book of Interiors, by Peter Douglas, 49

Illustration Guide: For Architects, Designers and Students, 6y
Larry Euaru, 89

Indian Summer: Lutyens, Baker, and Imperial Delhi, by Robert

Grant lruing, 20

An Introduction to Urban Desigrr, by Jonathan Barnett, T2

John Soane-The Making of an Architect, by Pierre tle la
Rffiniire du Prey, 16

[-{/Access, reaised edition, by Richard Saul Wurman,67

Last Country Houses, by Cliae Aslet, 42

Los Angeles I, Derek Walke4 editor, 66

Los Angeles Times California Home Book, 6y Carolyn
S. Murray, 49

Manhattan: People and Their Spaces, by Roberte Mestd,agh, 57

The Merchant Builders, by Ned Eichler, TO

Mind Child Architectureo John C. Baird and Anthony D. Lutkus,
editors, 9l

Modern American Dwellings, 1897, Donald J. Berg, editor, 46

More Houses Architects Desigrr for Themselves, byWaher E.
Wagrnr, Jr, and. the editors o/Architectural Record, 35

The Necessity of Artifice, by Joseph Rykwert, S4

New Energy From Old Buildings, by the Natiornl Thutfor Historic
Preseruatinn,92

New Living in Old Houses, by Frank Werner, Sl

New York: The Politics of Urban Regional Development, 67

Michael N. Danielson and. Jameson W Doig, 7O

Newport Preserv'd: Architecture of the Eighteenth Century, 6y

Desmond Guinness and, Julius T Sadler, Jr, 4O

Nineteenth Century Furniture: Innovation, Revival and Reform,
Intrcduction by Mary Jean Madigan, SS

The Office Book, by Jud,y Graf Klein, 5'l

The Office Style Book, by Judith Price,52

The Palladians, by John Harris, 17

Passive Solar Homes, by HUD and the Department of Energy, 94

Passive Solar Retrofit, by Darryl J. Strickler,95

Peter Behrenso Architect and Designer 1868-1940, by Alan
Windsor, ll

Plantation Homes of Louisiana and the Natchez Areao by Dauid.

King Cleason, 44

The Professional Practice of Architectural Detailingo by Osamu A.
Wakita and Richard M. Linde, M

Psychology and Environm ent, by Claude Leuy-Leboyer, 9l

Recycling Cities for People: The Urban Design Process,2nd
edition, Laurence Stephan Cutler and Sherrie Stepheru Cutler,73

Renaissance Architecture in Venice: 1450-1540, by Ralph
Lieberman, 64

Residential Landscaping l, by Theodore D. Walker, 82

Richard Neutra and the Search for Modern Architecture,
by Thomos S. Hincs, 5

Robert A.M. Stern: Buildings and Projects 1965-1980, by Robert

Stern, 28

Robert Sterno 6I Vincent Scully and, Daaid Dunster,28

San Francisco/Access, by Richard Saul Wurman, 68

Site Design and Construction Detailing, by Theodore D. Walker, 84

The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces , by William H. Whyte, 57

The Solar Decision Book of Homes, by Richard, H. Montgomery,94

Sourcebook ofArchitectural Ornament, by Brent C. Brolin and

Jean Richards, 90

Spaces: Dimensions of the Human Landscape, by Barrie B.
Greenbie, 57

Spanish City Planning in North America, by Dora E Crouch,
Daniel J. Garr, and Axel I. Mun"digo,65

Spanish Colonist Furniture, by Arthur Durward Williams, 55

Spanish Folk Architecture: Volume I-The Northern Plateau, by
Luis Fedurhi, 47

Specification Clauses for Rehabilitation and Conversion Work, 6y

Leuitt Bernstein Associates and Anthony Richardson & Partners, S6

Texas Log Buildings, A Folk Architecture, by Terry G. Jordan,45

Time-Saver Standards for Architectural Design Data,6th edition,
by John Hancock Callender, 84

Tfees and Shrubs for Dry California Landscapes, by Bob Perry,

BO

Washington, Houses of the Capital , by Henry Mitchell, 40

Working Drawing Handbook, by Keith Styles,84

Working Drawing Handbook, A Guide for Architects and
Builders, 2nd edition, by Robert C. McHugh, 84

Works in Architecture of Robert and James Adams, Robert Oresko,

editor, 12
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BOOKS RECBTVED BUT NOT REVIEWBD

The following books published in the Fall of 1982 have been

held over td our next issue for review:

Air-to-Air Heat Excharugers for Houses, by Villiam Shurcliff
(Brick House)

The Art of Buikling in Yemen, by Rrnando Yaranda (MIT
Press)

Bruno Taut: The Architecture of Actiuism, by Ian Whyte
(Cambridge)

Building for Tomorcou, by Martin Pawley (Sierra Club)

Ckr,ssicism is not a Sty/e, edited by Demetri Porphyrios (St

Martin's Press)

C ontemp o r ary Fur ruiture, by Hans-Jurgen Sembach
(Hastings House)

Designing Staircases, by Willibald Mannes (Yan Nostrand
Reinhold)

Earth Sheltered Resi.dential Design Manual, [Van Nostrand
Reinhold)

T he E nc y clap edia of A r c hit ec t u re : H ist o ric al, T he oretic al
and Practital (a reprint of the 1842 edition) (Crown)

Hou to Make More Money at lnterior Desi6rt, by Robert
Alderman (Van Nostrand Reinhold)

Life Cycle Cost Data, by Alphonse Dell'Isola and Stephen
Kirk (McGraw-Hill)

Photography and Architecture, TS3g-1939, by Richard Pare
(Callaway Editions)

Respectful Rehab, by the U.S. Department of the Interior
(Preservation Press)

Rob Krier on Architecture, by Rob Krier (St. Martin's Press)

Scandinauian Modcrn Design, by David McFadden
(Abbeville)
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IDEASAI\D DESIGNS
FORCONTEMPORARY

WORKSPACES
Like a well-tailored business suit, an attractive oflice reflects and
enhances your personal taste and style of work. It promotes your
business with flair and provides the most comfortable and condu-
cive executive atmosphere.

In short, it fits perfectly!

Such an office can be yours with the help of THE OFFICE BOOK, a

brand-new oversized treasury of design flair and expertise. In its
288 l0' x10Yz" pages-including 500 color photos, 125 black and
white photos and 100 line drawings-you'll discover the profes-
sional design concepts you need to:

a VISUALIZE an improved office environment through innovative
design.

a CREATE clear, workable plans using easy-to-follow design
principles.

a DIRECT and support the efforts of architects, designers, plan-
ners and decorators.

o ACHIEVE greater job satisfaction, increased productivity for
your employees. and a stronger company image.

From sample plans and layouts to comprehensive recommendations
on all types of office furniture and equipment (with names of major
suppliers and manufacturers)-all you need to begin turning your
dream office into a reality is within your grasp in THE OFFICE
BOOK. Available from FACTS ON FILE, INC., 460 Park Avenue
South, New York, New York 10016 or call 800-323-6299
(Illinois-312-480-1560). 915 LP

FACTS ON FILE, INC.
460 PARK AVENUE SOUTH. NEW YORK. N.Y. IOOI6
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Subscription Information (4 per year):

i Indioiduals: $16.00

other

$30.00 Foreign, First Class $30.00

"An exempLary
forthright, and

b
e1

"A modern masterpiece of architectural history."

-Peter 
Gay

Coinciding with the major Neutra retrospective at the
Museum of Modern Art, this wideranging study
examines both the life and the achievements of the
man who played a leading role in bringing the Inter-
national Style to America.

"The definitive Neutra study."-Norman Cousins

101/a x 101/t, 500 illustra tions, $29. 95 paperback,
$49.95 cloth

Also aaailable:
IOHN ANDREWS: Architecture,A Perfonrring Art
loFN ANDREWS & IENNmR TAYLOR
10r/t x9,234 illustrations, $19.95 paperback, $39.95 cloth

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
2OO MADISON AVE., NEW YORK, NYMMS

iography. . . sensitive,
oquently written."

-PauI 
Goldberger, The New York Times

RICHARDNEUTTTA
ANDTHE SEARCH
FORMODERN
ARCHITECTURE
A Biography and History
Thomas S. Hines
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lbrthcoming:

The Encvclopedia of Architer.t.s. reviewerl bv Spiro Kostoff

A sunev of rcrcnt books on Schinkel. lrr Krrrt lbrster

Contenrporarr' (llassi<'isnr. lx l)iane Ghirardo

Jnhn Stilgoe revit'us Anterican l'irehorrses anrl
Anrcrk'an Stnb/es: An Architectural Tour

Ornament in .{rchitecttrr.e. ln Frances Ilrrtler

Paul Rabinou on Frrut:ault's 7]ris is Not n PiTre

Iliroshi Watanalx' <tt Kazuo Shinohu'u: J2 Horrses
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